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Abstract
This thesis examines the statecraft thought of one particularly important scholar-official,
Qiu Jun (1421-1495), who lived and thought during China’s Ming Dynasty (1368-1644). It does
not set out to examine the general contours of his statecraft thought, but instead focuses on one
of its substrains: it is Qiu Jun’s geographic statecraft thought that this thesis studies, and in
particular connection to his views on foreign relations. This research argues that Qiu conceived
of geography as an indispensable tool of government, both in doctrinal and practical terms, for
managing Ming China’s deeply troubled relationship with non-Chinese peoples within and
without dynastic borders.
Chapter 1 offers an introduction to the subject at hand and establishes the
historiographical ecology within which this thesis operates and to which it hopes to contribute. It
also addresses concerns of methodology in relation to geography and the formulation of
worldviews. Chapter 2 sets the stage for the inquiries to follow by provisioning for Qiu a concise
biography, after which point it sketches the intellectual trends against which Qiu’s statecraft
preferences developed, the underlying principles and designs of his statecraft thought, and the
impact of the Tumu Incident on both his and the Ming court’s political consciousness.
Chapter 3 looks into the theoretical patterns of Qiu Jun’s geographic statecraft thought
and how these patterns gave shape to his historico-political views on how the Ming state should
manage non-Chinese in a geo-demographic context. Chapter 4 then investigates how he applied
the principles of geography in formulating Ming military policies vis-à-vis non-Chinese peoples.
This chapter also pays particular attention to Song precedents of geo-military statecraft, and in so
doing attempts to situate Qiu within an extensive lineage of Chinese thinkers who found recourse
in geographic thinking when faced with crises involving non-Chinese peoples.
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Chapter 5 reviews the overall findings of this thesis and seeks to position them in
dialogue with a number of critical issues, including: divergences between theory and practice in
Qiu Jun’s geographic statecraft thought, implications of his conservative geo-politics for
contemporary trends in Ming sinology, and lineages of geographic statecraft thought in late
imperial China.
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Lay Summary
This research studies the ways in which principles of natural geography figure into the
statecraft thought of one 15th century Chinese intellectual, Qiu Jun. In particular, it examines
how Qiu employed Ming China’s geographic endowment in conceptualizing the dynasty’s
interactions with non-Chinese peoples within and without Ming borders. Focusing on Qiu Jun’s
foremost historical and statecraft texts, this thesis explores Qiu’s conviction to geographically
manage non-Chinese peoples in two domains of state activity: geo-demographic demarcation and
military policies. The thesis finds that Qiu envisioned an ideal world in which the geographic
logics which divided Chinese and non-Chinese, both in doctrinal and practical terms, were
forever unviolated. In concluding, the research attempts to position Qiu Jun’s conservative
geographic predilections in conversation with recent historiographic developments, arguing that
new waves of revisionism seeking to craft for Ming China an engaged relationship with the
world still require careful qualification.
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Preface
This thesis is the original, unpublished, and independent work of the author, Aaron Wesley
Throness.
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Conventions
I follow in this thesis a number of stylistic and logistical conventions. As concerns issues
of stylistics, original Chinese texts are as a rule provided for direct quotations, whether in short
or block form; all characters, regardless of the form in which they originally appear, are
reproduced in this thesis as traditional characters (fanti zi 繁體字). When Chinese names, titles,
or other such items are included in the text in romanized form, they are formatted using the
modern pinyin 拼音 system, unless the item concerned is better known in an alternative
typographical format, such as Wade-Giles.
As concerns issues of logistics, in translating official titles used during the imperial
period I normally follow the translations offered in Charles O. Hucker’s A Dictionary of Official
Titles in Imperial China. In undertaking the translation of texts written in Classical Sinitic, Paul
W. Kroll’s highly useful A Student’s Dictionary of Classical and Medieval Chinese has been
frequently consulted. Finally, the conversion of lunar dates in premodern Chinese sources to
their modern Gregorian equivalents has been undertaken with the use of the Academia Sinica
Center for Digital Cultures’ 中央研究院數位文化中心 online conversion system: “Liangqian
nian Zhong-Xi li zhuanhuan 兩千年中西曆轉換”. Citations for all three of these logistical tools
may be found in the works cited list.
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Chapter 1: An Introduction
1.1 Introduction
Ming China (1368-1644) during the late 15th century was indeed a ‘troubled empire’. 1
Of course, the widespread millenarian revolts that had brought the Ming to power had already
faded into dynastic lore, while the domestic cataclysm and foreign invasion that would
eventually destroy the dynasty lay dormant in the distant future. While it may be tempting to
then view the span of China’s 15th century as consisting of dynastic stability, bureaucratic
congeniality, and economic prosperity, the world in which many Ming observers lived and
thought was far less idyllic. No less was this the case than with the Ming’s relations with nonChinese peoples within and without dynastic borders, a perennial challenge for Chinese
governments before, during, and after the Ming. Emperors and their officials were confronted
by a series of alarming crises throughout this particular century: the Tumu Catastrophe 土木之
變 of 1449, during which the Yingzong 英宗 Emperor (r. 1436-1449, 1457-1464) was captured
in the aftermath of an abortive campaign in the steppes, nearly precipitated dynastic collapse 2;
interethnic conflict in the southwestern borderlands frequently tested the Ming’s tenuous control
over its subtropical territories and their indigenous inhabitants 3; and a failed coup d’état in 1461
demonstrated the willingness of foreign soldiers in Ming employ to turn violently against their

I borrow this phrasing from Timothy Brook’s 2010 history of the Yuan and Ming Dynasties, The Troubled Empire.
For the most exhaustive discussions of the Tumu Catastrophe and its aftermath, see: Mote, “The T’u-mu Incident
of 1449,” 243-272; de Heer, The Care-taker Emperor, 16-60; Chu Hung-lam, “Intellectual Trends in the Fifteenth
Century,” 5-9. David M. Robinson has offered a more recent re-evaluation of this pivotal moment in Ming history
within the framework of Ming and Eurasian history: Ming China and Its Allies, 131-162. For a recounting of
Yingzong’s personal experiences in captivity and the bilateral diplomatic negotiations that followed in the wake of
the incident, see: Dardess, More Than the Great Wall, 157-179.
3
Various studies have examined Ming China’s strained geopolitical, ethnic, and cultural relationships with the
indigenous peoples of the southwestern provinces. The most important include: Shin, The Making of the Chinese
State; Baldanza, Ming China and Vietnam; Daniels and Jianxiong Ma, The Transformation of Yunnan in Ming
China. For 15th century revolts in the Lingnan 嶺南 region, see: Mote, “The Ch’eng-hua and Hung-chih Reigns,
1465-1505,” 377-384; Shin, The Making of the Chinese State, 117-122.
1
2

1

hosts. 4 Those who governed the Ming realm in the late 15th century could not have viewed these
developments without an urgent sense of alarm.
For Qiu Jun 丘濬 (js. 1454, 1421-1495), one of the most influential and conscientious
statecraft theoreticians of the Ming period, ‘reining in the barbarians’ (yu yidi 馭夷狄), as he
liked to call it, was one of the most exigent tasks facing Ming government in his day. Qiu was a
Hainanese official who served the Ming bureaucracy in various academic and advisory
positions throughout the 15th century, including in the Directorate of Education (guozijian 國子
監) and the Grand Secretariat (neige 內閣), and was thus ideally positioned to acquaint himself
with the difficulties facing Ming government. Of those he observed, he was particularly
distressed by the threats posed to Ming security by non-Chinese peoples, especially in
connection to the Tumu Catastrophe noted above. Qiu was an active scholar and statecraft
expert; throughout his prolific volume of statecraft writings, one finds Qiu preoccupied with
devising strategies to guide Ming government towards pragmatic resolutions for its internal and
external conflicts with non-Chinese peoples. Several chapters are devoted to this topic in his
esteemed 160-juan statecraft encyclopedia, the Daxue yanyi bu 大學衍義補 (Supplement to
Expositions on the Meaning of the Great Learning, hereafter the Supplement), a text which will
be consulted frequently throughout this study. ‘Reining in the barbarians’ was for him integral
to the survival of not only the Ming dynastic order, but of Chinese civilization itself. As he once
remarked with conviction, “As ruler over the living people, one must defend against barbarians
and expel ferocious beasts, allowing the people of our age to pursue their lives and not suffer
from their harm” 為生人主，必攘夷狄，必驅猛獸，使吾一世之民各遂其生而不罹其害

David M. Robinson’s 1999 study remains the most exhaustive in the English language: “Politics, Force and
Ethnicity in Ming China.”
4

2

焉. 5 This was indeed the obligation of a legitimate Chinese sovereign in Qiu’s mind. As for the
actual drafting and implementation of policies to fulfil this duty, he envisioned himself as being
the sovereign’s chief adviser.

Illustration 1: A Portrait of Qiu Jun 6
Given that the Supplement will be frequently consulted throughout the duration of this
study, a few remarks on the text are in order here. This was a comprehensive statecraft
compendium devoted to nothing less than the wholescale governing of Ming China. The text
consists of 160 juan and offers proposals on reforms for state rituals, fiscal management, and
frontier defense, among a host of other subjects. It was intended to serve as a reference work for

5
6

Qiu Jun 丘濬, Shishi zhenggang 世史正綱, xu 序 4a.
Qiu Ergu 丘爾穀, comp., Chongbian Qiongtai huigao 重編瓊臺會稿, juan shou 卷首.
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the emperor and his government; Qiu thus presented his Supplement to the newly-enthroned
Hongzhi 弘治 Emperor (r. 1488-1505) in 1487 with the intention of effecting a dynastic revival
and guiding his sovereign toward effective rule. As concerns the text’s organization, Qiu first
cites various excerpts from classical works relevant to the topic at hand, ranging from works
like the Analects and Mencius, which are then followed by exegeses of later philosophers like
Zhu Xi 朱熹 (js. 1148, 1130-1200). Following these citations, Qiu then offers analytical
readings and draws out the excerpts’ lessons and implications for contemporary Ming
governance. Two factors provided the impetus for this particular design: the first is that “he
sought to have the ideas in his own book put into practice... [his remarks were] a blueprint of
reform necessary for the Ming government.”7 In other words, Qiu sought to augment the
legitimacy of his proposals and the prospect for their implementation by buttressing them with
precedents from antiquity. The second has been aptly described by W. Theodore de Bary:
... the Classics were to be studied as deposits of eternal truth rather than as antiquarian
repositories, and the true aim of classical studies was to bring these enduring principles,
valid for any place or time, to bear upon the conduct of life and the solution of
contemporary problems. Conversely, no attempt to solve such problems could hope to
succeed unless it were grounded on these enduring principles... 8
In effect, the precedents which punctuated the annals of antiquity were, for Qiu, meaningful
models that could assist in successfully carrying out the tasks of contemporary government.9
The lessons of history could be learned from: the pitfalls of the past could be avoided and the
exemplary models of former times could be adapted to contemporary conditions. Further, the
proposals that follow are an assortment of ideological exhortations and pragmatic stratagems.
Chu Hung-lam, “Ch’iu Chun (1421-1495) and the Ta-Hsueh Yen-I Pu,” 77-78.
de Bary, “A Reappraisal of Neo-Confucianism,” 90.
9
Qiu earnestly professed on many occasions to the utility of past precedents for contemporary affairs. See, for
instance: Qiu Ergu, comp., Chongbian Qiongtai huigao, 1.2ab. “Jin Daxue yanyi bu zou 進大學衍義補奏.” Also
see: ibid., 1.15b-16a. “Yu ze Daxue yanyi bu zhong yaowu shangxian zou 欲擇大學衍義補中要務上獻奏.”
7
8
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Qualitatively speaking, the former tend to be more absolutist than the latter; and quantitatively
speaking, he also tends to favor the former. Nevertheless, it was Qiu’s intention for the
Supplement to direct the revitalization of government. The Supplement was neither a project of
mere doctrinal exegesis nor of arcane philosophy. It was a project of statecraft, dedicated to
‘Governing the State and Bringing Peace to the Realm’ (zhiguo ping tianxia 治國平天下).
In many of his writings, but especially in the Supplement, Qiu’s proposals for ‘reining in
the barbarians’ were qualitatively and quantitatively diverse. Being a high-ranking minister and
erudite, Qiu understood that in order to reinvigorate the Ming’s governing over and interacting
with non-Chinese peoples within and without its borders, matters of finance, culture, ethnicity,
politics, and history had to be included in the state’s decision-making calculus. After having
combed through his many ideological discourses, historical exegeses, and concrete policy
proposals, I have been struck by one particular feature of his statecraft thought: that of
geography. The sinologist Ray Huang (1918-2000) once opined that “Even though not
explicitly stated, the principle that geography determines history runs through the entire length
of the twenty-four dynastic histories of China” 10 – so too was this true for Qiu Jun’s policy
posturing toward non-Chinese peoples. Indeed, the geographic features and principles
undergirding the Ming realm decisively influenced how Qiu thought about the ‘differentation
between Chinese and barbarian’ (huayi zhi bian 華夷之辨) as well as how he thought this
differentation should be managed in a deeply troubled realm.
This thesis will be principally concerned with what I call Qiu Jun’s geographic
statecraft thought. That is, it aims to investigate how Qiu employed the principles of natural
geography in formulating policies for ‘reining in’ non-Chinese peoples both within and without

10

Huang, Broadening the Horizons of Chinese History, 37.

5

Ming borders in 15th century China. Qiu understood that the patterns of natural geography had
already established the logic that governed China’s relationship with the world. To exploit and
abide by these patterns of geographic logic was for him an indispensable element of successful
statecraft.
In this introductory chapter, I set the stage for my inquiry by first surveying the state of
the field and then proceed by outlining the methodologies employed in this thesis concerning
geography more specifically. The next chapter will place Qiu Jun’s geographic statecraft
strategies in their historical contexts by sketching the intellectual trends of 15th century Ming
China, the fundamental features of Qiu’s statecraft thought, and the politico-intellectual impact
of the watershed that was the Tumu Catastrophe of 1449.

1.2 A Review of the Literature
The current aggregation of English- and Chinese-language scholarship devoted to Qiu
Jun and his statecraft thought is neither particularly lacking nor well-developed. 11 Of course, a
number of important works examining Qiu’s life and works have been published in recent
decades, while narrower features of his thought have attracted a noticeable amount of scholarly
interest. Even so, many important facets of Qiu Jun’s statecraft thought have eluded systematic
and thorough study, including geographic statecraft, the subject of this research. This sub-section
offers an overview of the most important scholarship devoted to Qiu and his statecraft thought in
both the English and Chinese languages, which will ultimately illustrate the vacancy in the field
that this thesis seeks to fill. It will approach this historiographical review thematically,
examining the following categories in respective order: studies on Qiu Jun’s life and times;
This observation was first made by Chu Hung-lam in 1984 vis-à-vis 20th century literature; this state of affairs has
largely remained consistent today: “Ch’iu Chun (1421-1495) and the Ta-Hsueh Yen-I Pu,” 41.
11
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general research on his views of government and history; studies engaging with his economic
thought; and finally, his approach to ethnic relations and foreign policy.
One of the foremost specialists on Qiu Jun, Chu Hung-lam 朱鴻林, has contributed
substantially to our understanding of Qiu’s life and times. It would be fitting to begin with
Chu’s 1983 doctoral dissertation, “Ch’iu Chun (1421-1495) and the Ta-Hsueh Yen-I Pu:
Statecraft Thought in in Fifteenth-Century China.” In this study, Chu sets as his main task the
investigation of Qiu Jun’s motivations for composing the Supplement; the dissertation is not a
dedicated study of the Supplement itself – it is a dedicated study of the man who wrote the
book. Chu begins with a broad survey of Qiu’s Supplement and its influence in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, while also taking stock of the underdeveloped historiography devoted to
Qiu at his time of his writing. And because Qiu’s work was ostensibly inspired by the
shortcomings of the Song Dynasty scholar Zhen Dexiu’s 真德秀 (js. 1199, 1178-1235) Daxue
yanyi 大學衍義 (Exposition on the Meaning of the Great Learning), Chu traces an exhaustive
genealogy of Zhen’s text and underscores the substantive relationship it shared with Qiu’s own:
namely, that Qiu considered Zhen’s book incomplete but also understood that Zhen’s reputation
would provide him with a platform to promote his own proposals. This is then followed by an
analysis of the intellectual trends which prevailed during Qiu’s time, and which directly
informed how he thought about the needs of government and statecraft more broadly. Chu also
outlines the deficiencies in and problems facing Ming government which alarmed Qiu, and
from which he derived inspiration to compose the Supplement. Finally, Chu spends the last two
chapters reconstructing the vocational, intellectual, and personal relationships that sustained and
inspired Qiu throughout his life. Ultimately, what Chu Hung-lam contributed to the field in his
dissertation was an exhaustive psycho-historical account of why it was Qiu, and not someone
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else, who dedicated a decade’s worth of painstaking research to produce the Supplement. After
all, as Chu put it, “To study the Yen-i pu, we study [Qiu Jun]”. 12
Another contemporary specialist whose contributions are equally as substantial is Lee
Cheuk-yin (Li Zhuoran) 李焯然. While also interested in Qiu Jun’s life and times, Lee’s
contributions to the field have primarily dealt with the substantive contents of Qiu’s historical
and statecraft texts. To begin, Lee’s 1984 dissertation “Ch’iu Chün (1421-1495) and His Views
on Government and History” considers the ways in which Qiu Jun conceived of the proper
functioning of government in the Supplement as well as Qiu’s understanding of the nature of the
past in his didactic account of imperial Chinese history, the 1481 Shishi zhenggang 世史正綱.
In regard to the former, Lee offers a detailed overview of each section of the Daxue yanyi bu,
from education and fiscal administration to military defense and managing non-Chinese
peoples. Lee’s coverage is sufficiently broad to acquaint the reader with the fundamentals of the
various aspects of Qiu’s statecraft thought, while also sufficiently substantial to avoid broad
generalizations and superficial analysis. In regard to the latter, Lee engages with the didactic
historical methodologies of Qiu’s Shishi zhenggang, a work designed to guide the reader in
forming ‘correct’ interpretations of historical events using the tools of ‘praise’ and ‘blame’ as
well as studying the long-term consequences of events in the distant past. Lee pays particular
attention to Qiu Jun’s motivation for composing the work, its organizational principles (which
included the righteousness of rigorously separating Chinese and ‘barbarian’ peoples throughout
history), and its substantive contents. Overall, Lee’s dissertation contributed to the field a

Chu Hung-lam, “Ch’iu Chun (1421-1495) and the Ta-Hsueh Yen-I Pu,” 45. An observation once made by Arthur
F. Wright nicely highlights the significance of Chu Hung-lam’s study: “what one says in abstractions about ‘a
tradition’ finds its ultimate proof or disproof in the lives of men; the study of men’s lives guards against the
idolization of abstractions and at the same time calls attention to the rich texture of a life in time, the multiple forces
that bear in upon it, and the vagaries of chance and choice that give it its final pattern.” See Wright’s essay: “Values,
Roles, and Personalities,” 3-4.

12
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thoroughly content-driven understanding of Qiu Jun’s two most important publications, as well
as the contours of how Qiu conceptualized good governance and effective history; it should be
read in conjunction with Chu Hung-lam’s psycho-biographical dissertation. Furthermore, Lee
has published several works based on this dissertation: an essay on Qiu’s didactic
historiography in the Shishi zhenggang13 and a dissertation-turned-monograph (in Chinese). 14
Qiu Jun’s economic thought has attracted substantial scholarly attention, especially
within intellectual circles in the People’s Republic of China. Zhao Jing’s 趙靖 1981 study on
Qiu’s economic statecraft refers to Qiu as an “exemplary and representative figure of China’s
15th century economic thought” 中國十五世紀經濟思想的卓越代表人物, and offers a general
overview of his approach to private commerce, Ming currency, and labor valuation.15 Similarly,
Su Qian 蘇倩 examined Qiu’s attitudes toward state intervention in commerce, land tenure, and
maritime shipping in a 1988 essay. 16 Qiu’s economic statecraft thought has since continued to
garner interest in the PRC, with work on his economic and fiscal management appearing as
recently as 2015.17 In the Anglophone sphere, Timothy Brook has also studied Qiu’s advocacy
for a decentralized and non-interventionist economy in addition to his noteworthy proposal to
relax the prohibition on maritime commerce. 18 At least as far as many studies published in
Mainland China during the 1980s are concerned, during which time interest in matters of

Lee Cheuk Yin (Lee Cheuk-yin), “‘Shishi zhenggang’ and Didactic Historiography of the Ming Dynasty,” 129145.
14
Li Zhuoran 李焯然 (Lee Cheuk-yin), Qiu Jun pingzhuan 丘濬評傳.
15
Zhao Jing 趙靖, “Qiu Jun – Zhongguo shiwu shiji jingji sixiang de zhuoyue daibiao renwu 邱濬 – 中國十五世紀
經濟思想的卓越代表人物,” 47-53, 60.
16
Su Qian 蘇倩, “Qiu Jun de tingmin ziwei lun jiqi guomin jingji guanli sixiang 丘濬的聽民自為論及其國民經濟
管理思想,” 104-107, 84.
17
See: Qi Fukang 戚福康, “Daxue yanyi bu yu Qiu Jun de jingji guanli sixiang 《大學衍義補》與邱濬的經濟管
理思想,” 5-8; Cao Lin 曹琳, “Mingdai sixiang jia Qiu Jun de caizheng sixiang 明代思想家邱濬的財政思想,” 7879.
18
Brook, The Confusions of Pleasure, 101-103.
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economics was widespread and intense, Lee Cheuk-yin has observed that they are not of
particularly high quality.19
Qiu Jun’s attitudes toward ethnic relations and foreign policy have also garnered
scholarly attention, especially in the English-speaking academic world, but also in its Chinesecounterpart. A number of noteworthy publications may be raised for examination here. Leo K.
Shin’s 2006 study The Making of the Chinese State, which is concerned with the processes
whereby the ‘centralizing state’ of Ming China expanded into and governed the southwestern
borderlands, examines Qiu Jun’s take on the sino-barbarian dichotomy. Shin discusses Qiu’s
border defense proposals at length, but also takes note of Qiu’s views on geography: namely,
that the breaching of natural boundaries in the north could only cause chaos and that the lack
thereof in the south had created much difficulty for the ‘centralizing state’ in asserting its
control. Overall, Shin frames Qiu Jun within an intensifying trend in the Ming “to reinforce the
boundaries between ‘Chinese’ and ‘non-Chinese’”, as was inherent in the ‘culture of
demarcation’ which matured in the post-Tumu years of Ming rule. 20 Moreover, Timothy
Brook’s recent monograph Great State: China and the World also examines Qiu’s views on
Ming foreign policy and furthermore positions these views within the archetypal framework of
Confucian isolationism. Brook positions Qiu in a hypothetical question-and-response dialogue
with the Hongzhi Emperor, drawing quotations from the Supplement to illustrate how Qiu
would have advised the emperor in governing ‘barbarian’ peoples. The irrepressible impulse to
demarcate and reinforce ‘boundaries’ is highlighted in Brook’s analysis. 21 A shared
characteristic of these studies, though being valuable contributions to the field of late imperial

Lee Cheuk-yin, “Ch’iu Chün (1421-1495) and His Views on Government and History,” vol. 1, 6-7.
Shin, The Making of the Chinese State, 162-165.
21
Brook, Great State, 124-128.
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Chinese history as well as Qiu’s statecraft thought in their own right, is the brevity of their
treatment. Indeed, his political posturing vis-à-vis non-Chinese peoples is not positioned as the
focal point of these studies, but rather as supplemental material supporting broader historical
inquiries. In other words, while the general contours of his thought in this respect are carved
out, the more substantial nuances of Qiu Jun’s policy proposals and doctrinal exegeses are not
afforded sustained attention.
Scholarship addressing this subject has also appeared in the sinophone world, such as a
2010 essay composed by Shi Shaoying 石少穎.22 Shi offers an overview of Qiu’s approach to
foreign relations in the Supplement using a variety of analytical lenses, which include: the geocultural origins of the sino-barbarian dichotomy and the ‘five-zone’ (wufu 五服) system, as well
as their employment in his text. Shi also touches upon problems of legitimacy, the ways in
which Qiu conceived of legitimate Ming rule, and his proposals for managing non-Chinese
peoples. While the essay draws from the most representative passages of Qiu’s Supplement and
avoids the oft-trodden pitfalls of Marxist analysis and the retroactive infiltration of modern
ethnic politics, it suffers from a problem that is to be observed widely in sinophone scholarship:
its discussion is brief and its critical analysis not especially thorough.
It merits noting that Qiu Jun’s geographic statecraft thought can be most readily
identified in his views on ethnic relations and foreign policy. This observation has not eluded
the scholars whose works have been surveyed above. As Lee Cheuk-yin remarked in his critical
biography of Qiu, “In Qiu Jun’s view, for Chinese and barbarians to remain within their own
territories was a Heaven-ordained arrangement, with the boundaries separating Chinese within

Shi Shaoying 石少穎, “Cong Daxue yanyi bu kan Qiu Jun dui ‘Huayi zhi bian’ de shidu 從《大學衍義補》看邱
濬對 ‘華夷之辨’ 的釋讀,” 75-80.
22
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and barbarians without being absolutely unchangeable” 在丘濬看來，華夷各處一方是天意的
安排，華內夷外的界限是不可改變的. 23 The “complete separation between those within and
those without” for which Qiu advocated, as Brook too has observed, was fundamental to his
thinking about foreign policy.24 However, treatments of Qiu Jun’s geographic statecraft thought
such as this, in both western and eastern scholarship, generally suffer from the same problem
outlined earlier: these treatments are brief and, rather than being situated at the center of the
study’s analysis, stand as smaller constituents of studies engaging with broader historical
subjects. A satisfactorily substantial study has yet to emerge.
Several studies of Ming foreign policy in broader context have appeared in recent years,
studies which have incorporated Qiu Jun to very limited extents at best. The all-encompassing
globalization of our modern world and cresting tides of revisionism have inspired sinologists to
examine and reevaluate China’s relationship with the world, both in the present as well as in the
past. The Ming has been no exception to this trend. By virtue of its often being compared to the
extrospection of the Eurasian Yuan and the multi-ethnic cosmopolitanism of the Qing, the Ming
has traditionally been depicted as parochial and isolationist, being removed from and ignorant
of the outside world.25 Scholars like Timothy Brook and David M. Robinson have taken it upon
themselves to both explore Ming China’s relationship with the world and to challenge the
received wisdom of earlier intellectual traditions. Three texts may be raised in this regard, all
being recently published. First is Timothy Brook’s aforementioned Great State. Brook employs
a series of compelling vignettes from the Yuan to the Republican era to illustrate China’s being
in the world and the world’s being in China; as concerns the Ming, he recounts the stories of

Li Zhuoran, Qiu Jun pingzhuan, 168. For further discussion and examples, see: 166-190, passim.
Brook, Great State, 128.
25
Robinson, Ming China and Its Allies, 6-7; In the Shadow of the Mongol Empire, 9-15.
23
24
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Zheng He 鄭和 (1371-1433), a shipwrecked Korean official, and the well-known Xu Guangqi
徐光啓 (js. 1604, 1562-1633), among others. Qiu is featured briefly in order to underscore the
isolationist impulses which sought to steer Ming foreign policy toward a model of vigilant, selfimposed seclusion. Second is Robinson’s Ming China and Its Allies, a text that studies how 15th
century Ming emperors cultivated allies among Mongol nobles, and further how the former’s
political agendas and identities were shaped by their East Eurasian engagements. Qiu’s
approach to foreign policy does not appear in Robinson’s volume. 26 Third is the late John W.
Dardess’ More Than the Great Wall, which examines how Ming China managed its troubled
northern frontier in spite of perennial conflict and crisis. Dardess shows the Ming as deeply
engaged with the northern steppe politically, militarily, and diplomatically, and even illustrates
its interests in maintaining a foothold in the political vicissitudes of its Central Asian satellites.
Qiu and his statecraft thought, however, are effectively absent from this work. 27 From the
foregoing, it may be seen that pioneering works in the field, which is to say nothing of older yet
still foundational texts, 28 pay little if any attention to Qiu Jun and his conceptions of foreign
relations, and in particular their geographic dimensions. Qiu’s contributions have thus not only
been neglected in narrowly-focused studies, but they have also not been substantially situated in
more expansive schemes of Ming foreign relations.
All of this is to say that there is a historiographical vacancy here. The particulars of
Qiu’s life have been sketched out thoroughly by contemporary sinologists, and the general
contours of his statecraft thought have received adequate scholarly attention. Meanwhile,

26
Qiu is obliquely cited in reference to the investiture of a certain Mongol leader, Esen-Tügel, in the 15th century.
See: Robinson, Ming China and Its Allies, 88n2.
27
For further discussion of these subjects, see my review essay: Throness, “Review of More Than the Great Wall:
The Northern Frontier and Ming National Security, 1368-1644, by John W. Dardess,” 1-5.
28
For instance: Twitchett and Mote, eds., The Cambridge History of China, Vol. 8: The Ming Dynasty, 1368-1644,
Part 2. This text contains four chapters explicitly dedicated to foreign relations, none of which engage with Qiu.
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broader studies on Ming foreign relations have emerged, but have mostly ignored Qiu. A deficit
of narrowly focused and substantively rich studies thus persists, while most recent studies of
Ming China and the world have not thoroughly incorporated Qiu and his approach to foreign
relations; included in these spectra of underdeveloped areas of study, of course, is Qiu Jun’s
geographic statecraft. From which sources of classical authority did he derive doctrinal and
ideological support for his geographically-oriented strategies to manage non-Chinese peoples?
To which precedents did he point to demonstrate the consequences of violating the natural
geographic order which governed ‘All Under Heaven’ (tianxia 天下)? How did he employ these
sources of classical authority and missteps in dynasties past in his visions for contemporary
Ming governance? Questions such as these have yet to be addressed in previous studies with a
satisfactory degree of depth. Their answering in this thesis will hopefully go some way toward
remedying this historiographical dearth.

1.3 Issues of Methodology
With this thesis being concerned with the geographic elements of Qiu Jun’s statecraft
thought, issues of analysis and methodology naturally must be addressed. As discussed earlier,
the overarching argument proposed by this thesis is that Qiu relied on a form of distinctly
geographic logic in articulating his statecraft policies for managing Ming China’s relations with
‘barbarian’ peoples, both within and without dynastic borders. Such a claim necessarily raises
several methodological questions which layer upon one another: What is geography’s role in the
construction of political worldviews? How does geography fit into the broader matrix of
boundary and identity formation? If geography constitutes a meaningful tool for analyzing for
political worldviews, boundary construction, and identity formation, how might it be pertinent
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to the instruments of statecraft? As well, how might one problematize or even contest
geography in these contexts? These questions will be addressed below, with the ultimate aim of
underscoring the utility of geography in understanding how Qiu envisioned Ming foreign policy
and sino-barbarian relations.
How individuals, cultures, and societies come to construct their worldviews is
understandably a complex process, one whose nuances I cannot hope to capture in their totality
here. Nevertheless, the natural world and geo-topology have been shown to play a crucial role
in how groups form understandings of the world and their place within it. The prodigious
human geographer Yi-fu Tuan 段義孚 has offered insights into this matter in his 1974
monograph Topophilia: A Study of Environmental Perception, Attitudes, and Values:
Natural environment and world view are closely related: world view... is necessarily
constructed out of the salient elements of a people’s social and physical setting... Like
means of livelihood, world view reflects the rhythms and constraints of the natural
environment. 29
In addition to the above, Tuan further argues that humans are naturally predisposed to organize
the phenomena they observe into dichotomies of polar opposites. If a given group’s geographic
and topological environments possess dichotomous features, then “the natural environment may
lend itself to this dualistic outlook: it can reinforce a tendency by serving as a clearly visible
index of polarity.”30 The ‘steppe and sewn’ dichotomy in the traditional Chinese worldview is
an obvious corollary of Tuan’s observation. Qiu Jun, his contemporaries, and his predecessors
understood the Chinese realm and its relationship with the world within the matrix of a dualistic
geographic system: the Chinese realm consisted of the fertile and cultivatable plains upon which
its civilization had flourished, and which was naturally divided from the uncultivatable steppes
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Tuan, Topophilia, 79.
Ibid., 83-84.
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of the north, the perilous mountain ranges of the west, and the oceanic expanse of the east (Qiu
was wont to refer to Mongol territory as “an uncultivatable place” bumao zhi di 不毛之地).31 In
simpler terms, the dichotomy of ‘inner’ and ‘outer’ informed the way in which pre-modern
Chinese intellectuals understood China’s relationship with and place within the world. This
much is apparent within Qiu Jun’s thought, for he once declared: “There exists a great boundary
between Heaven and Earth: the Chinese reside within, while the barbarians reside without. For
both to remain within their own regions is to realize the proper organizational principles of the
realm” 天地間有大界限，華處乎內，夷處乎外。各止其所，而天下之理得矣. 32
While dualistic geographies necessarily were instrumental in the formation of
worldview, it should be mentioned that even the more general features of the natural world
played an important role in the understanding of a world order. He Xinhua 何新華 has observed
that: “Any sort of system which conceives of the world always employs concepts of space as its
foundation; any sort of world order must first be fixed in geographic space. Mountain ranges,
rivers, deserts, and oceans; east, west, south, and north; center, periphery, within, and without,
all become essential spacial elements in the construction of a world order” 任何一種對世界的
構想體系，無不以空間構想為基礎；任何一種世界秩序必先落實於地理空間中。山脈、
河流、沙漠、大海，東、西、南、北，中心、周邊、裏、外，無不成為建構世界秩序的
空間要素. 33 He Xinhua’s argument, in its essence, posits that the ordering of the world is based
first and foremost in natural topography; geographic directionality; and dichotomies of

Qiu Jun, Shishi zhenggang, 31.4a.
Qiu Jun 丘濬, Daxue yanyi bu 大學衍義補, 143.4b. All citations to the Daxue yanyi bu refer to the 1488 edition
unless otherwise noted; for punctuation throughout, I have also consulted the 1999 reprint edition, a full citation for
which can be found in the bibliography.
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He Xinhua 何新華, “‘Tianxia guan’: yizhong jiangou shijie zhixu de quyuxing jingyan 「天下觀」: 一種建構世
界秩序的區域性經驗,” page 1. The manuscript is unpaginated.
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centrality and marginality, the within and the without. As later chapters will show, this
particular framework resonates closely with how Qiu Jun conceived of the Chinese and nonChinese worlds and how they were to be managed.
If geography and its many manifestations informed the process of worldview
construction, it should naturally follow that it also informed the processes of identity and
boundary formation, whereby a given society, group, or state’s geo-topological environment
allowed for the demarcation between peoples and the reification of identity. In their
introduction to Political Frontiers, Ethnic Boundaries and Human Geographies in Chinese
History, Nicola Di Cosmo and Don J. Wyatt observe that:
Boundaries – employed as a means of demarcating physical space, enclosing political
entities, distinguishing social groups, and defining ethnic categories – collectively
constitute an essential facet of all historical investigation... Our acceptance of imaginary
boundaries as the primary means whereby one physical territory is delineated from
another as region, empire, or nation-state has always necessarily influenced our ability
to understand and effect even the most mundane aspects of governance, statecraft, and
interstate relations.34
Indeed, boundaries are used to delineate various modes of being in geographic, political, social,
and ethnic contexts. In this sense, worldviews, identities, and interactions between peoples are
necessarily informed and governed by boundaries. Geographic boundaries in particular were
important for identifying the Chinese realm, as well. 35 Owen Lattimore has observed of
imperial boundary formation that “It is natural to delimit a boundary in geographical terms by
including certain kinds of terrain and excluding others, and to justify this by disparagingly
characterizing the peoples who inhabit the unwanted terrain as alien and barbarian...” 36 The
Di Cosmo and Wyatt, “Introduction,” 1.
As Timothy Brook has observed, “The emperors of the Ming dynasty ruled a bounded territory. There might be
occasional doubt as to where exactly the border ran in places where the terrain was rough and the state’s ability to
control local populations weak. But everyone understood that borders existed, and all who served the Ming
understood that imperial sovereignty extended only that far and not an inch beyond.” See: “What Happens When
Wang Yangming Crosses the Border?” 74.
36
Lattimore, Inner Asian Frontiers of China, 239.
34
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Ming realm was no exception. For instance, a tract composed by Qiu in his Supplement, which
will be returned to in a later chapter:
Your minister considers that, as for the geographic positioning of today’s [realm], the
east and the south terminate upon the sea. This is absolute and complete, with no other
region terminating to such an extreme. As for the western, northern, and southwestern
lands, they do not reach the sea. Even so, they are all separated by perilous and massive
mountain ranges, as well as barren and desolate deserts. The qi of their lands is
decidedly vile, with the nature of its people becoming increasingly savage. These are not
regions where people should reside. As for possessing or not possessing [these
territories], they are not sufficiently important to merit the consideration of China. The
enlightened sovereign will cherish the territory of Our Chinese civilization, and will
treat [those described above] as nothing more than piles of rubble. 37
臣竊以為，今日地勢，東南已極於海，至矣，盡矣，更無不盡之處。惟西與北及
西南之地，尚未低於海耳。然皆限以重山疊嶂，大荒絕漠，地氣既惡，人性復
獷，非復人所居之處，有與無，不足為中國輕重焉。惟明主寶吾華夏文明之域，
以瓦礫視之可也。
The geographic parameters of the Ming realm were thus delineated, at least in the domain of
imperial ideology and official discourse.38 Arguably, the boundaries established in such
geographic parlance, no doubt archetypal at the time, ‘demarcated physical space, enclosed
political entities, distinguished social groups, and defined ethnic groups’, to once more borrow
Di Cosmo and Wyatt’s phrasing. In other words, geographic boundaries delimited what the
Ming realm was, and by implicit consequence, further delimited the identities of the state and its
constituents. As will be shown in this thesis, Qiu found the features of natural geography useful

Qiu Jun, Daxue yanyi bu, 143.17b.
I do not intend to claim, however, that these boundaries were rigid and always readily definable in actual practice.
I also do not wish to suggest that the Ming and its officials uniformly recognized them as absolutes, nor do I wish to
suggest that the Ming and its officials uniformly insulated themselves from the outside world. I am in overall
agreement with what Robinson has recently argued: “the Ming dynasty was not a self-contained political, military,
economic, and intellectual entity that developed in splendid isolation but rather a polity whose multifaceted
engagement with Eurasia shaped dynastic objectives and strategies at the same time that more purely domestic
concerns influenced its perspectives, resources, and concerns.” See his recent essay: “Delimiting the Realm Under
the Ming Dynasty,” 285. His revisionist narrative is an important one and has contributed meaningfully to the
deconstruction of conventional stereotypes that have long informed scholars’ studying of Ming China; nevertheless,
I consider it crucial that Ming officials’ isolationist impulses, whether in ideological discourse or in actual practice,
not be discarded in favor of an excessively enthusiastic take on Ming China’s engagement with the world.
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for delimiting the Ming realm, defining what it meant to be Chinese or non-Chinese, and this
differentiation’s meaningful implications for imperial governance.
Finally, I would like to return to my aforementioned proposal of Qiu Jun’s ‘geographic
statecraft thought’, which calls for explanation and definition. In this thesis, my understanding
of geographic statecraft thought draws first from Benjamin A. Elman and Martin Kern’s
broader definition of statecraft in the premodern East Asian tradition: “the concern for
establishing sociopolitical, economic, and cultural order in the world.”39 If natural geography
supplies the tools with which worldviews are formed, identities are delimited, and boundaries
are constructed, and if statecraft is defined as the concern for establishing order in the world (a
goal to which Qiu Jun resolutely aspired), then I would venture to define geographic statecraft
as: employing the geographic features of the natural world and their delimiting qualities for the
ultimate purpose of bringing order to a given polity. For Qiu Jun, as will be shown, observing
the Heaven-ordained geographical and topological order of the Ming realm offered meaningful
ways to bring order to a troubled realm.
Qiu Jun’s geographic statecraft encompasses particular forms of natural geography, and
as subsequent chapters will show, these geographies could and did occupy different spaces in
Qiu’s calculus. Two particular iterations of ‘geography’ can be identified in his statecraft
thought: first are his cosmologically-designed, static features of the natural world: mountains,
rivers, and ecological zones, among others, were cornerstones in Qiu’s geographic lexicon. In
his view, they gave shape to and inscribed order upon the realm – defining where Chinese and
non-Chinese could move, in addition to how they could interact (or not) with one another. This
form of geography undergirds much of his thinking, particularly as it pertains to geo-
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demography and the management of non-Chinese peoples. Second are manipulable
geographies, which entail the deliberate construction of landscapes that were similarly intended
to delineate zones of territorial exclusivity, although for distinctly military purposes: the
construction of man-made forests and frontier fortifications, which Qiu believed could augment
natural geographies like those above, featured prominently in his defense proposals.
Qiu Jun’s geographic statecraft thought should be understood not only as a conception
of the geographic distinction between Chinese and non-Chinese, which necessarily leans toward
‘thought’ and ‘doctrine’, but also as an unusually systematic 40 apparatus that he designed for the
processes of policy creation, which necessarily leans toward ‘practice’ and ‘application’.
Neither one could do without the other and were, in fact, mutually-complementary. The
distinctive nature of his geographic statecraft thought is indeed found in its blending together of
doctrines and proposals, theories and praxes, which surpass in complexity those of many of
Qiu’s predecessors, contemporaries, and successors. Put differently, Qiu Jun purposed his
geographic statecraft – both in its theoretical and practical dimensions – as a way to
simultaneously conceive of and order the Ming world. His thought was not simply a
regurgitation of age-old axioms occupying ideational space, but rather a consummate system
with its own logics (and contradictions) that was designed to ultimately animate the doctrines
and policies of state. Indeed, Qiu’s belief was that the sino-barbarian dichotomy was physically
grounded in the patterns of the earth, and he mobilized these patterns in a remarkably
exhaustive plan for the Ming state to act upon.
Now, it merits noting that the geographic basis of the sino-barbarian dichotomy is, for
some, a contested mode of historical analysis. The late-Qing translator, editor, and reformer
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Wang Tao 王韜 (1828-1897) is exemplary of those who reject this stance. Wang had an
eventful career during the turbulent post-Opium War years, translating classical Chinese texts
alongside the revered Scottish missionary James Legge (1815-1897), travelling between the
United Kingdom and his exile abode in Hong Kong, and writing widely on contemporary
affairs. 41 Witnessing a Chinese world “in the throes of a general crisis of unprecedented
dimensions”, Paul A. Cohen has observed that Wang “sensed this crisis acutely”. This much is
apparent in his large volume of political discourses. 42 Within his collected works one finds a
brief tract rejecting geography’s place in the sino-barbarian distinction and relationship, entitled
“Differentiating Chinese and Barbarian” (Huayi bian 華夷辨). It is infused with a sense of
urgency that was consonant with China’s late 19th century identity crisis, during which time
intellectuals struggled to come to terms with China’s shifting relationship with the world. This
involved a reckoning with China’s historical interactions with the world beyond its borders, and
in Wang’s case involved a reckoning with the mechanisms of demarcation that Chinese of the
past had used in differentiating between themselves and non-Chinese. I include a partial
translation below:
For generations there has been discussion around the Chinese being ‘within’ and the
barbarians being ‘without’. People have thus come to refer to the Central State as
‘Chinese’, while everything outside it is referred to as barbarian. These are nothing more
than entirely absurd notions... In accordance with the Spring and Autumn Annals, those
feudal lords who adopted barbarian rituals were consequently turned into barbarians...43
And so, the distinction between Chinese and barbarian does not reside in the ‘within’
and ‘without’ of territories. Rather, it depends upon whether or not one is in possession
of the rites. This much is abundantly clear. Should one be in possession of the rites,
barbarians can gradually become Chinese. Should one not be in possession of rites,
Chinese will correspondingly transform into barbarians. 44
Cohen, “Wang T’ao and Incipient Chinese Nationalism,” 559-560.
Cohen, Between Tradition and Modernity, 112.
43
This particular phrase appears to derive from a passage in a tract entitled “The Original Way” (yuandao 原道),
composed by the Tang politician Han Yu 韓愈 (768-824). See: Han Yu 韓愈, Han Yu wenji huijiao jianzhu 韓愈文
集匯校箋注, 1.3.
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自世有內華外夷之說，人遂謂中國為華，而中國以外統謂之夷，此大謬不然者
也... 《春秋》之法，諸侯用夷禮，則夷之... 然則華夷之辨，其不在地之內外，而
繫於禮之有無也，明矣。苟有禮也，夷可進為華。苟無禮也，華則變為夷。
It may be seen that, as far as Wang was concerned, the boundaries dividing Chinese and
barbarian were fluid and abstract, being defined by cultural practice rather than territory or
geography. He entirely rejected the existence of an absolute boundary grounded in the physical
realm; instead, one traversed a set of abstracted boundaries simply through the adoption or
abandonment of Chinese cultural practices, thereby rendering geography irrelevant. This
culturally-based tradition of demarcation has deep roots in the intellectual traditions of China’s
imperial past, roots which one can easily excavate in the strata of Ming intellectual traditions.
Put differently, Wang was not innovating from the ground up, but rather drawing from a longestablished heritage of intellectual traditions that extended into China’s imperial past. The tragic
martyr Fang Xiaoru 方孝孺 (1357-1402) articulated a similar vision, for example:
As for the northern barbarians, nephews and their aunts are licentious with one another,
while fathers and sons quarrel. The principles of human relations as well as the
differentiation between those above and below are non-existent. Nor do they have the
sophistication of refined dress or rituals and written language. It is for this reason that
former kings treated them as wild beasts, and that they cannot be considered equal with
the people of China. 45
彼夷狄者，姪母烝雜，父子相攘，無人倫上下之等也，無衣冠禮文之美也。故先
王以禽獸畜之，不與中國之人齒。
This tract should not be taken to mean that Wang consistently and uniformly understood Chinese and non-Chinese
to stand on equal ground. As Cohen writes of Wang’s views, “One foreign people after another had used its
momentary strength to intimidate a momentarily weak China, but sooner or later foreign aggressors, like the waters
of a flood, had receded into the oblivion of time, while China, imperturbable and timeless – a mountain periodically
submerged beneath the torrent – had always endured.” See: Cohen, Between Tradition and Modernity, 134.
45
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While Fang’s views too resonate with even older counterparts, 46 I do not wish to suggest that
the cultural dimensions of the sino-barbarian dichotomy were historically exclusive of
geography. Lee Cheuk-yin has argued that the lines between cultural and geographic elements
of the dichotomy were often blurred, something which is clear in both Fang and Qiu’s thought:
“To a large extent, [Fang Xiaoru and Qiu Jun’s] concept of the difference between Chinese and
barbarians was based on culture, though geographical and racial factors also played a
fundamental role in their thinking.” 47 Even so, the understanding of historical China, and no
less Ming China, as a spatial entity that could be governed and differentiated from other polities
by way of geographic boundaries is not an uncontested category of analysis.

1.4 Concluding Remarks
As this thesis will demonstrate, though, Qiu Jun considered geography a meaningful
instrument of governance in the Ming state’s relations with non-Chinese peoples within and
without dynastic borders. This, for Qiu, was indispensable for successfully ‘Governing the State
and Bringing Peace to the Realm’. This study will thus attempt to contribute to our
understanding of Qiu Jun’s statecraft thought and the ways in which he thought the Ming realm
should be governed by way of geographic boundaries. And more broadly, it will also attempt to
expand our understanding of “the perception of borders and borderlands during the late imperial
In the 9th century CE, Shi Huangfu 湜皇甫 (777-835) similarly argued: “That which may be called the ‘central
state’ is constituted by rites and propriety; that which may be called barbarian are lacking in rites and propriety.
Could this really depend on geography!” 所以為中國者，以禮義也。所以為夷狄者，無禮義也。豈繫於地哉.
See: Huangfu chizheng wenji 皇甫持正文集, 2.4a. Another translation may be found here: Lewis, China’s
Cosmopolitan Empire, 15. Shi’s contention here concerned determining where ‘China’ was during the upheaval of
the Northern and Southern Dynasties era.
47
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(or early modern) period”, to borrow Robinson’s phrasing. This is an area of study deserving
further attention, for Robinson’s observation more than a decade ago holds true today: “In
contrast to the relative wealth of studies on questions of empire, ethnicity, geography, and
cartography during the Qing period, the Ming remains less thoroughly explored.”48 In this way,
Qiu’s story will add to our understanding of late imperial China’s foreign relations, the
perception of borderlands and their governance, and geography’s place in these areas of study.
The incorporation of Qiu and his thought into the study of Ming foreign relations would
be a timely one. Scholars have in recent years placed substantial emphasis on Ming China’s
close engagement with and connections to the world, taking it upon themselves to re-envision
narratives a dynasty that supposedly turned its back on the world to “[bask] in its inwardoriented self-satisfaction”. 49 Contemporary scholars like David Robinson have vigorously
worked to overturn “[c]haracterizations of the Ming court as introverted, xenophobic, or simply
uninterested in foreign lands and foreign peoples”, carefully reconstructing the close
relationships Ming China maintained with the world beyond its borders. 50 The individual case
of an intellectual as influential as Qiu, while not calling for the resurrection of outdated
stereotypes, is nevertheless a reminder of the caution that must be exercised in evaluating Ming
foreign relations in light of the rather optimistic intellectual trends sweeping the field of Ming
history. To be sure, Qiu did not wish for the Ming to ignore the world and drift toward
complacent laxity or ‘inward-oriented self-satisfaction’ – but he did wish for the Ming to
insulate itself from the world, maintaining a vigilant guard against the wolves that prowled near
China’s doors. This archetypal strain of isolationism, 51 and Qiu’s perspective in particular,
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should not be forgotten in the pursuit of a world history which envisions an extrospective and
engaged Ming China. This, of course, is by no means an attempt to perpetuate flawed
stereotypes of Ming isolationism and exceptionalism writ large, but rather an attempt to
emphasize that in the minds of some Ming intellectuals and officials, their dynasty’s place in
the world was hardly one of outward engagement and exchange. For Qiu Jun, the world lay
outside the geographic boundaries that delimited and defined the Ming realm, and outside was,
in his view, where it should stay.
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Chapter 2: Setting the Scene
This chapter lays the contextual groundwork for inquiries to take place in forthcoming
chapters. It is organized into four individual yet mutually-complementary sections: first, it offers
a succinct biographical account of Qiu Jun’s life in order to introduce the personality around
whom this research revolves. Second, it explores the intellectual climate of the 15th century in
order to situate Qiu’s geographic statecraft thought in proper historico-intellectual context, and
furthermore as a response to prevailing intellectual trends of his day and age. Third, it
summarizes the foremost features of his statecraft thought, features which explicitly informed his
geographic statecraft thought. Fourth, and finally, it scrutinizes the impact of the Tumu
Catastrophe of 1449 on Ming officialdom, and further positions Qiu and his writings in relation
to the military, political, and intellectual shifts this event catalyzed.
2.1 A Brief Biography
It was on a warm September’s day, the year being 1442, that Qiu Jun found himself out
enjoying the Hainan summer with two of his friends. As the group strolled by a pavilion adjacent
to the local school, they encountered a young child who reported the unfolding of a rather
extraordinary scene nearby; he claimed that a flock of exotic birds had congregated in the
school-side pond. Qiu and his companions, themselves made curious, resolved to see the scene
for themselves. Once they set their sight on the birds, Qiu explained to his friends that the birds’
appearance was indeed out of the ordinary, for they were wild geese. Indigenous to northern
China, these geese should not have flown as far south as Hainan, preferring usually to migrate no
farther south than the Hengshan mountain range 衡山 in modern-day Hunan Province. Qiu
thought that this was no random occurrence, but rather a sign of the terrestrial energy’s (diqi 地
氣) gravitating from the north to the south. The last time that the diqi had moved in the opposite
direction from south to north, explained Qiu, “there was a southerner who, with their writings,
brought disorder to the realm” 果有南人以文字亂天下. Qiu was referring here to Wang Anshi
王安石 (js. 1042, 1021-1086), a Song-era pioneer of many controversial reform policies. “As for
today,” Qiu continued, “the diqi is moving from the north to the south. Can we be certain that
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there will not be a southerner who will bring order to the realm with their writings?” 今也，地氣
自北而南，安知無南人以文字治天下耶. At this conjecture Qiu’s two friends smiled and
responded, “Can we be certain that this will not be you?” 安知非子耶. Qiu chuckled and politely
declined their overture. 52
But as it turned out, Qiu Jun became one of the most influential scholars and statesmen of
the Ming period. Qiu was born on 4 December 1421 in Qiongshan County, Hainan Island to
father Qiu Chuan 丘傳 and mother née Li 李. After his father passed away when he was seven,
he was brought up by his grandfather Qiu Pu 丘譜 and widowed mother, who nurtured his
inquisitive personality. 53 His grandfather predicted a bright future for the young Qiu Jun, for one
day he pulled him and his older brother aside and said: “You [Qiu Jun] shall establish our
household, further our ancestors’ enterprise, and become a good prime minister so as to bring
order to the world” 爾立門戶，拓吾祖業，達而為良相，以濟天下可也. 54 When reflecting on
his childhood in a letter dated to 1478, Qiu recalled his interest in knowledge and administration:
I was determined to learn even from my youth. Wherever my body could reach, whatever
I observed and heard, and whatever I contemplated in my mind, if it had benefit for my
body and mind, contributed meaningfully to my acquisition of knowledge, and could be
applied for the benefit of this world and its people, there was nothing to which I would
not devote my attention.55
予自幼有志於學。凡身之所至，耳目之所聞見，心思之所注想，苟有益於身心，有
資於學識，有可用於斯世斯民者，無一而不究諸心焉。

Qiu Ergu, comp., Chongbian qiongtai huigao, 13.18b-19b. “Yan ji qiongxiang ji 鴈集瓊庠記.” Also see: Chu
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As was further noted by a Wanli-era (1573-1620) biographer, “those who knew him were
confident that he was destined to become a servant of the state” 識者知其必為國器.56 Qiu’s first
steps toward realizing this goal were taken during his adolescence, during which time he sought
out books widely throughout Hainan. His family owned several hundred juan in a home library,
but after his father passed away, most of the collection was carried off or repossessed; the books
left over were poor in quality and riddled with missing characters. Qiu would thus borrow texts
from families with extensive libraries and travelled extensively to acquire them. Of books, Qiu
wrote: “From the minutia of a single principle, the breadth of the entire world can be
encapsulated; from the shortness of a single day, the length of a thousand years can be
exhausted” 由一理之微，而可以包六合之大，由一日之近，而可以盡千古之久. 57 For Qiu,
books were repositories of knowledge that were to be mastered and, most importantly, applied.
Qiu would explain later as an established scholar,
Moreover, if someone aspired toward the Way of the Sages and Worthies, and sought to
undertake the learning of scholars, what should they do? I say: hold fast to reverence and
the exhaustion of principle for the purpose of self-cultivation. Read books and deliver
lectures to teach one’s followers. If one is employed, then apply that which one has
learned to serve the needs of the contemporary age. If one is not employed, then compose
texts and offer proposals [in court] so that they may be acted upon by later generations. 58
然則有志於聖賢之道，而為儒者之學，當奈何？曰：主敬窮理以修乎已。讀書講學
以授其徒，用則推行所學以濟當時，不用則著書立言以俟後世。
Qiu began his tumultuous ascent through the civil service examination system in 1444,
when he placed a remarkable first in the Guangdong provincial examination. 59 After two
disappointing attempts in the palace examination during his time as a student in the Ming capital,

Dai Xi 戴熺, comp., Qiongzhou fuzhi 瓊州府志, 10b.9a.
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Qiu finally attained his jinshi degree in 1454 at the age of thirty-four. 60 Throughout his political
career, he held numerous posts and was given just as many promotions. He served as a Compiler
and Bachelor in the Hanlin Academy, a Classics-mat Lecturer, a Chancellor in the National
University, a Vice Minister in the Ministry of Rites, a Grand Guardian of the Heir Apparent, and
a Grand Secretary in the Hall of Martial Prowess (Wuying dian 武英殿). 61 Qiu developed a
commendable reputation during his tenure; Zhang Xuan 張瑄 (c. 1553-1636) remarked that:
[Qiu] Jun began his career having come from a distant place, and his reputation
immediately came to shake the entire capital. Even then, he still was dissatisfied, and thus
sought out unheard of texts and read them. Thereafter he was acclaimed in his time for
having been so widely read. He was especially well-versed in the precedents of the
present dynasty, and so whenever someone would raise an obscure affair with him, he
would reply that it came from a certain text. In reading that text, it would turn out that he
was correct. 62
濬自以遠方新進，一旦名動京师，方欿然不自足，益求人[間]所未見書而讀之，遂
以博極群書稱於時。尤熟本朝典故，故人舉僻事問之，則曰出某書，閱之良是.
Of course, his career was not one without controversy, like most others in the central government
– he became the subject of many ad hominem accusations which attacked his often-stubborn
character. 63
During Qiu’s tenure in the Ming civil bureaucracy, he took part in and personally
produced many works of scholarship. Soon after the conferral of his jinshi degree in 1454, Qiu
participated in the compilation of the Huanyu tongzhi 寰宇通志 and Da Ming yitong zhi 大明一
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統志, published in 1456 and 1461 respectively. These were exhaustive administrative
geographies of the Ming realm,64 the first of which earned him a promotion to the prestigious
Hanlin Academy. Qiu then completed his first independent work in 1463, the Zhuzi xuedi 朱子
學的, a commentary on Zhu Xi’s works which further cemented his ties to the orthodox ChengZhu learning of Ming times. 65 He then completed in 1481 the Shishi zhenggang (Orthodox
Bonds in History Through the Ages), a didactic history of China from 221 B.C.E. to the Ming’s
founding in 1368. 66 In 1487, after a decade of painstaking research during his Chancellorship in
the Imperial University,67 Qiu completed and presented to the newly enthroned Hongzhi
Emperor his Daxue yanyi bu 大學衍義補. Expanding upon Zhen Dexiu’s Song-era Daxue yanyi
大學衍義, this 160-juan-long statecraft encyclopedia represented the pinnacle of Qiu’s
intellectual career and is most representative of his statecraft thought, as was noted earlier.
Shortly thereafter, Qiu passed away in 1495. The 25-year-old Hongzhi Emperor was
understandably despondent upon learning of his death, and later would remember him fondly for
his erudition and service: “[Qiu Jun] rose through the civil service examinations early on and
served in office through the duration of multiple reigns. He was a deeply intellectual man and
highly adept at composition. His reputation will surely be illustrious; he will remain in my heart”
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惟卿早擢高科，歷事累朝。博學能文，名聞允昭，簡在朕心. 68 As a final gesture of
goodwill, Hongzhi conferred upon Qiu the posthumous title “Literary and Solemn” (wenzhuang
文莊). 69
Such was the life of the man studied in this thesis. He was a remarkable personality and
left deep impressions on those he met, including the Hongzhi Emperor. Qiu was also an erudite
scholar whose works on history and statecraft have been recognized for their centuries-long
influence in late imperial China and modern times. At this point, this thesis will proceed by
remarking on three more background aspects concerning Qiu Jun – first, it will assess the
conditions which informed his statecraft thought. Second, it will survey the general dimensions
of Qiu’s approach to statecraft. And finally, it will evaluate the impact of the Tumu Catastrophe
of 1449 in Ming politico-intellectual history as well as on Qiu Jun. These examinations will
provide substantive context for the analyses which follow in Chapters 3 and 4.

2.2 The Intellectual Climate of the 15th Century
Qiu’s politico-intellectual preferences and, by extension, geographic statecraft thought
were informed by the intellectual climate of the mid and late 15th century. As will be elaborated
below, Qiu’s approach to statecraft was one of practicality and applicability; however, this
sharply contrasted with the intellectual trends of his day and age. As W. Theodore de Bary has
observed, his “particular stress on the empirical aspect of learning must be understood against
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the background of the rising preoccupation with the self in Ming times.” 70 In other words, the
Ming intellectual world was drifting away from practical and externalized forms of learning and
instead toward introspective and personal psychological cultivation. In order to sample the
intellectual strata of Qiu’s time, and to place his approach to geographic statecraft thought within
historical-intellectual context, this section will briefly sketch the thought of two contemporary
figures from Qiu’s day, the famous literati Chen Xianzhang 陳獻章 (1428-1500) and Wu Yubi
吳與弼 (1391-1469).
When Huang Zhen 黃震 (1213-1281) observed in the Southern Song that “recent
generations have found delight in discussing the study of mind” 近世喜言心學, he unwittingly
presaged the intellectual tide that would wash over the intelligentsia of the mid-Ming. 71
Originally pioneered in the Song Dynasty by the philosophers Cheng Yi 程頤 (1033-1107) and
Zhu Xi, the school of mind synthesized Buddhism’s preoccupation with cultivating the mind
alongside Confucianism’s preoccupation with external, worldly affairs. What resulted was a
syncretic doctrine that blended psychic spirituality with pragmatic empiricism.72 Yet, as the
years wore on in the Ming, literati increasingly turned to the former while shunning the latter. 73
Empirical and practical forms of knowledge had given way to a fervor for psychologicallyoriented self-cultivation; there came to be a “sustained and systematic rethinking of
Confucianism’s essential meaning, a quest for moral truth and inner certitude.”74 Perhaps most
representative of this approach was the famous literatus Chen Xianzhang, a fellow Guangdong-
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native of Qiu’s and unsuccessful bureaucratic-hopeful. 75 Chen had during his youth immersed
himself in the orthodox forms of Confucian learning, but following repeated failures in the civil
service examinations and intense intellectual frustration, a personal epiphany convinced him that
“the mind was master of everything.” By the late 1470s and early 1480s, Chen had thoroughly
discarded the classics and soon after became a renowned celebrity in intellectual and
philosophical circles from Guangdong to Beijing.76 Indeed, among official and intellectual
circles in the capital during his visit there in 1482, he was considered “a living sage.” 77 For
Chen, the acquisition of knowledge laid in the ever-deepening understanding of one’s mind,
rather than in orthodox forms of rote learning or empirical knowledge. Take for instance a brief
tract of his, in which he concluded that:
If one toils away at studying, they will be unable to see the Way. It is for this reason that
reading books to expand one’s knowledge cannot compare to meditation. Composing
poetry and exercising dictation especially ought not to be rushed; I thus do not wish to
elaborate any further.78
學勞擾則無由見道，故觀書博識不如靜坐。作詩鍊語尤非所急，故不欲論。
With similar conviction, Chen remarked elsewhere that “Even with countless volumes in books,
all effort is concentrated within my own self. My mind can achieve comprehension by itself.
What is the use of these dregs?” 千卷萬卷書，全功歸在我。吾心能自得，糟粕安用那. 79
The literatus Wu Yubi was also a rising star in intellectual and philosophical circles
during the Ming’s mid 15th century. Like Chen, whom he had once taught, 80 Wu came to express
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minimal interest in anything other than “personal psychic reconstruction.” As a youth, Wu had
grown up with his father (a jinshi awardee) in the early Ming capital of Nanjing, but eventually
resolved to forsake the conventional path to officialdom via the civil service examinations in
favor of searching for Confucian philosophy’s intrinsic essence; his ultimate goal was to achieve
personal sagehood. He thus lived out his life as a commoner in Jiangxi for forty-seven years,
nurturing his psycho-philosophical development while enduring at length the discomforts and
difficulties of rural life. His pursuit of psychological and moral perfection took precedence over
all – he evinced no interest whatsoever in contemporary political developments, historical
matters and governmental institutions, or even larger questions of Ming China’s future. He
gradually gathered a following that propelled him to dynastic stardom. Wu came to receive the
favorable attention of powerful court officials in Beijing and even the gracious treatment of the
Yingzong Emperor.81
Qiu Jun’s statecraft thought should be viewed as a response to these intellectual trends,
and not simply as stemming from his personal peculiarities. The strenuous effort to which Qiu
went to devise practical solutions for the problems of Ming governance, which included Ming
interactions with foreign peoples within and without dynastic borders, were indeed designed to
work against contemporary philosophical currents by emphasizing empirical knowledge,
practical learning, and effective involvement in administration. He disdained the strain of
Confucians who believed that the cultivation of the mind was the solution for Ming China’s
governmental woes, and who were characteristically in severe lack of actual political experience.
Indeed, he was among those who “insisted that good men needed to master a variety of practical
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kinds of knowledge to make institutions function well in the first place.” 82 Qiu fulminated in his
Shishi zhenggang against the adherents of the school of mind; one cannot but suspect that he had
Chen and Wu in mind83:
There exist now a superficial kind of disciples, who in realizing that they have no
capacity to be selected for employment, simply identify themselves with the name of
‘The Learning of the Way’. They don loose gowns and lax belts, seat themselves sternly
and pace with wide strides, and engage in mutual flattery so as to set themselves far
above their contemporaries. They even furrow their brows and clamp their eyes shut,
declaring this to be silent meditation; they treat the study of books and exhaustion of
principles as anathema, and claim: ‘I only acquire [learning] in my mind’... These
followers know no shame, and instead consider themselves to be brilliant. 84
乃有一種淺薄之徒，自視無堪以為進取之地，而自附於道學之名。褒衣博带，危坐
闊步，互相標榜以為高於一世之人，甚至閉眉合眼，號為默識，而以讀書、窮理為
戒，曰：「我惟得之於心也」... 徒不知愧，而反自以爲高。

2.3 The Underlying Elements of Qiu Jun’s Geographic Statecraft Thought
What, then, was Qiu’s response to the ebbing of empiricism and decline of concern for
the practical? The key dimensions of Qiu’s own approach to statecraft are discernable in most of
his major works. That being said, the Supplement is arguably the most representative and affords
a transparent view into his views on how the Ming realm ought to be governed. Two of the most
noteworthy features of Qiu’s thought will be discussed below in respective order: proactive
prevention and practical applicability. This survey will further allow for the contextualization of
Qiu Jun’s geographic statecraft thought and views on how to manage Ming China’s relationship

Chu Hung-lam, “Intellectual Trends in the Fifteenth Century,” 10.
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with non-Chinese. These views were explicitly informed by these principles, and should not be
examined in isolation from the underlying elements of Qiu’s statecraft thought.
As his later writings clearly show, Qiu understood the Ming to be traversing a pivotal
moment in its lifespan as a dynasty. As he saw it, the Ming had not yet irretrievably slid down
the slope of dynastic decline: there was no paralyzing factionalism in court, there were no
widespread domestic crises, and there were no imminent threats to the integrity of the Ming
system itself. 85 However, Qiu observed that the symptoms of dynastic illness were beginning to
appear. This was no reason for despondency, but neither was it one for complacency. If the
symptoms were treated pre-emptively and proactively, no long-term problems would be had; but
if they were left unattended, they would metastasize into life-threatening diseases. Because he
felt the Ming’s fate would soon be decided, even if the consequences would not be confronted
until some point in the distant future, Qiu stressed the importance of proactively identifying and
resolving problems in the Ming realm. Excerpted below is a memorial which Qiu submitted to
the throne on 6 May 1492, but whose contents are consistent with his statecraft thought more
generally, especially in the Supplement.
After the Three Dynasties period, the Han, Tang, and Song Dynasties enjoyed the longest
reigns, but were still unable to preserve their states. Those dynasties with the longest
reigns did not exceed three or four hundred years... Thus, in the Han, Tang, and Song
eras, [the dynasties] usually began to weaken after about one hundred and fifty or one
hundred and sixty years. The tasks of government daily trended toward delinquency,
cultural practices daily trended toward dilution, and moral discipline daily trended toward
laxity. From this, they gradually came to the point at which resuscitation was impossible
and thus were confronted with their demise. The sovereigns of these times, born as they
were into a world which enjoyed abundance and being immersed in the pleasures of the
palace, never experienced adversity or underwent hardship. While Heaven sent down its
In fact, Qiu explained in another memorial that he had been born in “an age of resplendent prosperity” 然生當明
盛之時. See: Qiu Ergu, comp., Chongbian qiongtai huigao, 1.15a. Moreover, in a preface to Xiao Zi’s 蕭鎡 (js.
1427, 1393-1464) collected works, Qiu also remarked that during the Jingtai period, “the atmosphere was that of
prosperity and harmony, and people’s minds were pure and simple. It had not yet come to the point of superficiality
and indifference” 氣化隆治，人心淳樸，猶未至澆漓. See: Xiao Zi 蕭鎡, Shangyue wenchao 尚約文鈔, yuanxu
原序 2a.
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portents, they knew nothing of heeding them. When the people suffered, they knew
nothing of sympathizing with them. When ministers presented words of counsel, they did
not know to have trust in them. Reverence lost its correctness, consumption knew no
limits, and there was no trust among men. Carrying on in dissipation and with no capacity
for revitalization, it was then that chaos and turmoil erupted. This, indeed, is the origin of
demise. 86
三代以後，惟漢唐宋國，祚為最長，然皆不能满其國。祚之元數多者，不過三四百
年... 是以漢唐宋之世，自百五六十年以後往往中微，政務日趨於弊，風俗日趨於
薄，紀綱日趨於弛。由是馴至於不可振起，而底於亡。此無他中世繼體之君，皆生
於世道，豐亨之際，宮闈安樂之中，不歷險阻，不經憂患，天示變而不知畏，民失
所而不知恤，人有言而不知信，好尚失其正，用度無其節，信任非其人，因循苟且
無有奮發之志，顛倒錯亂，甘為敗亡之歸故也。
With the Ming already having already lived through “six reigns and one hundred and twenty
years” 凡歷六朝閱一百二十年, 87 the dynasty was quickly approaching the peak of its lifecycle,
after which point it would, potentially, join the former dynasties in their destruction. The solution
to this was consulting his Supplement, explained Qiu in the same memorial. 88 This was because,
aside from offering advice on “long-term strategies for ordering the age” 經世之遠圖, it also
described “pre-emptive plans for the prevention of disasters” 防患之預謀. 89 If a minor problem
was addressed before it had the opportunity to metastasize into a crisis, the dynasty could
forestall decline and collapse. Before moving on to the second feature of Qiu’s statecraft thought,
let it suffice to mention a more explicit example of his preventionist approach. This example is
drawn from the Supplement:
Cheng Yi [1033-1107] once said that ‘The needs of a time ought be managed with
expediency. In considering the emergence of calamities, one must first contemplate and
then make pre-emptive preparations, which prevent them from reaching the point of
calamity in the first place...’90 When a sovereign considers a crisis that has yet to sprout,
contemplates the disasters that it has not yet unleashed, truly takes responsibility upon
Qiu Jun 丘濬, Chongbian qiongtai huigao 重編瓊臺會稿 (Siku quanshu ed.), 7.18b-19a. “Lun lige shizheng zou
論釐革時政奏.”
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himself, devises contingencies in times of contemplation, investigates it prior to its rising,
and extirpates it just as it begins to grow. ... then crises and disasters will be stymied, and
peace and prosperity will be long ensured. 91
程頤有言，時當既濟，惟慮患害之生，故思而豫防，使不至於患也。...人君於
此，思其未萌之患，慮其未流之禍，展轉於心胸之間，圖謀於思慮之際，審之於未
然，遏之于將長...則禍患不作，而常保安榮矣。
Effective prevention required proactive and concentrated effort that struck at the heart of a
problem before it had become one. This required constant vigilance and monitoring – “if the
minutia of a matter are not investigated in advance,” warns Qiu, “and one waits to exert their
efforts only after it has metastasized into something much more alarming, it will be far too late”
苟不先審其微，待其爆著，而後致力焉，則亦無及矣. 92 Statecraft thus was not a project of
philosophy or meditation – it was a project of proactive action. By implication, this entailed the
production of practical strategies, which leads to the next feature of Qiu Jun’s statecraft thought.
After examining the work that had been placed on his desk in 1487, the Hongzhi Emperor
(r. 1488-1505) could not help but be impressed. The text whose pages he perused was of course
Qiu Jun’s Supplement. Hongzhi praised Qiu for the utilitarian value of his work: “Having viewed
the text which you compiled, I have found it to be exquisitely detailed in its research and
profoundly comprehensive in its commentary. This is beneficial for governance and I highly
commend it” 覽卿所纂書，考據精詳，論述該博，有補政治，朕甚嘉之. 93 This probably
pleased Qiu, for he had expressly intended for the Supplement to serve as a tool for the actual
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governing of the Ming realm. This was the second key characteristic of Qiu’s statecraft thought –
practical applicability.
“Your minister is of the opinion that a scholar’s learning has both form and application,”
noted Qiu in the preface to his Supplement. “Even if form is rooted in a single principle,
application allows it to touch upon myriad affairs” 臣竊以謂儒者之學，有體有用。體雖本乎
一理，用則散於萬事. 94 Qiu considered the statesman’s obligation to not reside solely in
theoretical polemics, but also in the carrying out of actual governmental affairs. His concern for
implementing the Supplement and its many policy proposals is nicely captured in a memorial of
his entitled “A Request to Select Important Matters in the Daxue yanyi bu for Memorialization”
(Yu ze Daxue yanyi bu zhong yaowu shangxian zou 欲擇大學衍義補中要務上獻奏).
I respectfully recall that earlier, when Your Highness had just ascended the throne, I
submitted my book the Daxue yanyi bu. Of all the essential methods for governing the
state and bringing peace to the realm, both ancient and modern, there is nothing that it
does not contain. As for those most exigent priorities of the state in today’s time, it
elaborates much on them. Since my youth, I have striven with all my strength and
exhausted my spirit so as to undertake this book and its compilation. 95
伏念臣先於皇上嗣登寶位之初，而以所著《大學衍義補》一書上進。凡古今治國平
天下要道，莫不備載。而於國家今日急時之先務，尤縷縷焉。臣自幼殫力竭神以為
此書及其編成。
Qiu did not consider his work to simply be a reference text, even less so one that would collect
dust on the shelves of the imperial library – it was immanently practical, its proposals actionable.
And even though his proposals largely relied on justification from ancient precedent, Qiu
continues on to explain:
[The Supplement] is exhaustively based entirely on the actual affairs already undertaken
by people of ancient times, and among them there are those which seem to still be
implementable in today’s day and age... Even though that which is recorded therein are
94
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entirely the affairs of previous ages, it pays particular attention to the urgent and pressing
tasks of today.96
鑿鑿乎皆古人已行之實事，而在今日似亦有可行者...其中所載雖皆前代之事，而
於今日急先切要之務，尤加意焉。
In short, Qiu Jun’s approach to statecraft was distinctly pragmatic. Qiu believed that his
Supplement and the proposals it contained could serve as a blueprint for the wholescale
governance of the Ming state. It should be emphasized that these two key characteristics of Qiu’s
statecraft thought apply no less to his geographic statecraft thought. As will be shown in greater
detail throughout the following chapters, Qiu’s insistence on abiding by the natural geographic
divisions provisioned by Heaven and Earth, and consequently how these divisions were to be
used in delimiting domestic and foreign interactions with non-Chinese peoples, at once
demanded pre-emptive management for the sake of forestalling Ming decline and were also
intended to be functional, action-based proposals.

2.4 An Epochal Shift: The Tumu Catastrophe of 1449 and Its Aftermath
Yingzong sat facing southward as his Tumu-based camp was thrust into chaos. Ming
soldiers were pilloried and slaughtered by incoming Mongol forces, throwing demoralized and
malnourished Chinese troops into disarray. While amidst the carnage Yingzong miraculously
remained unharmed, he did not go unnoticed. A Mongol soldier approached him and attempted
to strip off his imperial armor; Yingzong, unwilling to comply, engaged in a struggle with the
soldier. The ensuing commotion caught the attention of another nearby Mongol, who hurried
over. “What’s going on?” 怎么的 he asked. “I want his armor, but he won’t let me take it” 我要
他的甲衣，不肯與我 he replied. His co-soldier examined the man and was impressed by
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Yingzong’s countenance, suspecting him to be someone of potential import. Thus he had him
brought to the camp of the leading Mongol chieftain Esen’s 也先 (d. 1455) brother. Yingzong’s
gaze darted between the various men in attendance, and he verbally identified many of them by
name. They were shocked; it was quickly becoming clear that this captive was not an ordinary
soldier. When he came to learn of this development, Esen himself entered the scene and met
Yingzong. Esen could not believe his eyes. “It is the emperor of the Great Ming” 是大明皇帝,
he exclaimed. 97
The events described above took place in the immediate aftermath of the Tumu
Catastrophe of 1449. At the insistence of powerful eunuch Wang Zhen 王振 (d. 1449), the
Yingzong Emperor had led a retinue of approximately 200,00098 Ming soldiers on a punitive
campaign to the steppes. At least nominally, this venture was intended to avenge a recent multipronged Mongol assault on China’s northern frontier, beyond which Mongol tribes had come
under the hegemonic control of Esen. The Ming army’s northward progression into the steppes
was beset by haphazard organization, prolonged drought, and inauspicious portents. A mood of
foreboding thus weighed heavily upon the campaign, which at last made a hasty retreat to
Beijing. But during its layover at the Tumu Outpost, the Ming army was routed by a Mongol
ambush which resulted in the overwhelming slaughter of Chinese forces and, indeed, the capture
of the Yingzong Emperor. News of the catastrophic Ming defeat as well as the emperor’s capture
sent shockwaves throughout Beijing: leading collaborators of Wang Zhen were beaten to death
by a crowd of outraged officials; the Prince of Cheng 郕王 Zhu Qiyu 朱祁鈺 was hastily
enthroned as the Jingtai 景泰 Emperor (r. 1450-1457); and the Ming court readied its defenses in
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preparation for a Mongol assault on the capital.99 The Ming was able to weather the crisis, but
the consequences – in military, political, and intellectual terms – were to permanently scar the
dynasty and those who served it.100
It is generally recognized that the Tumu Crisis effected long-lasting changes in Ming
military policy and political culture. The distinctly offensive militarism that had characterized
the early Ming reigns – featuring campaigns personally led by the Hongwu, Yongle, and Xuande
Emperors – projected the aura of dynastic power and military prowess well beyond Ming
borders. The fractured remnants of the Yuan court were pushed into the northern steppes and the
Ming enjoyed ascendancy as the military hegemon in the region. In political terms, rulers were
inclined to dictate their own political agenda and overawed their bureaucracies by sheer force of
personality and charisma; Ming officialdom could not but submit to imperial will. The
aftershocks of Tumu, however, drastically altered the way in which the Ming court articulated its
military posturing toward its northern adversaries as well as the broader political scene of
Chinese government. Militarily, Tumu marked a turn toward reactive static defense, a decline in
capacity for offensive military action, and the favoring of wall-building along the northern
frontier. 101 Politically speaking, officialdom gained a newfound conviction to determine the
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parameters of legitimate Ming rulership, and further found the confidence to question the way
the court ought to be run. As Willard J. Peterson has observed, there emerged a “willingness to
have independence ([zili] 自立) in intellectual and political matters.”102 In other words, Ming
officials understood their dynasty’s political administration to no longer be the exclusive
province of their emperors, but rather as their joint prerogative.
Intellectually speaking, the Tumu Crisis and its aftermath raised in many Ming officials’
minds the following two questions: “What was wrong that had led to [Tumu]? What was wrong
since [Tumu] that had not perceptibly changed the Ming for the better?” 103 Indeed, Ming
officials were confronted with the impulse to not only identify the root cause of what had nearly
destroyed their dynasty, but also to assess the immediate reasons for which a revitalization of
government, and the realm more broadly, had heretofore failed to materialize. In particular, Ming
officials were quick to diagnose these maladies by pointing to the unrestrained intermingling of
non-Chinese peoples with the Chinese, and further the failure of the government to rigorously
manage these relationships within and without Ming borders. A memorial submitted by the
outspoken and incorruptible Liu Dingzhi 劉定之 (js. 1436, 1409-1469) on 13 November 1449 is
reflective of this inflamed agitation.104
Your minister observes that ever since the time of antiquity, the calamities inflicted by
northern barbarians have never been as severe as today. In times of old, Emperors Huai
and Min of Jin succumbed to the Xiongnu,105 and Emperors Hui and Qin of Song
succumbed to the Jurchen. 106 During their times, these events occurred entirely because
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of destitution beyond their frontier fortifications and dissolution within their frontier
defense commands. Rescue efforts were not coordinated and there were no places to
which they could be relocated. As for the Mongol disaster which followed in their wake,
even it was not nearly as severe as what has occurred today... Today, Esen was able to
capitalize upon his victory and enter our territory for plunder, coming straight to the
capital gates while bringing alongside him our Retired Emperor. Even with the greatness
of All Under Heaven and with a force of several hundred thousand, we were incapable of
rallying a military response to combat the enemy. Nor were we able to arrange for peace
and the return of our emperor. 107
臣觀自古以來，夷狄之禍未有甚於今日者也。古者，如晋懷、愍陷於匈奴，宋徽、
欽陷於女直，其時皆先因邊塞外破，藩鎮內潰，救援不集，播遷無所。然後有蒙塵
之禍，未有若今日天下之大...今日也先乘勝入寇，直抵京城，奉上皇以來。而天
下之大，數十萬之眾，既不能奮武以破敵，又不能約合以迎駕。
Liu understood well that the Ming had drifted dangerously close to dynastic demise, and reveals
in his policy proposals a virulent distrust of Mongols, particularly those who had been settled in
the capital region:
In recent years, surrendered Mongols have all been given residence in the capital area.
They have been provided with government office and assigned full salaries. They are not
of our kind, and their minds are invariably different. Thus, formerly there were those who
at length harassed our frontiers and then retreated to their original territories. There were
also those who, in biding their time in wait of an opportunity, turned to plundering and
thieving in our capital region.
往年以來，降胡皆留居京师，授以官職給以全俸。夫非我族類，其心必異，故昨者
或衡破關塞，奔歸故土。或乘伺機便寇掠畿甸。
Liu proceeded to argue that all Mongols in the vicinity should be relocated far to the south, and
further that they should be entirely prohibited from following their own customs. Nothing less
than geographic quarantine and wholescale sinicization were required to neutralize this threat. 108
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Liu’s exposition was commensurate with the intensification of Ming officials’ distrust of
and disdain for non-Chinese peoples in the fallout of Tumu. For Liu and his like-minded
contemporaries, which included Qiu Jun, who had personally witnessed the chaos that unfolded
as Esen’s forces assaulted Beijing, 109 the ‘barbarian problem’ lay at the very core of 15th century
Ming China’s near collapse. It was the fundamental mismanagement of the Ming’s relationship
with non-Chinese peoples that had provoked Tumu; and it was the continued mismanagement of
this relationship which gravely concerned officials and intellectuals like Liu and Qiu. Leo K.
Shin has captured the prevailing atmosphere in which Liu and Qiu lived, observing that “by the
mid-fifteenth century the political confidence that had accompanied the rise of the Ming had
clearly been replaced by an acute sense of vulnerability.”110 Such palpable anxiety and
disconsolation may be felt in a poem Qiu composed in the winter of 1449, just months following
Tumu. Qiu’s concern for the captured Yingzong is evident:
A cool wind passes through the window’s gauze,
the trees rustling and drawing out a sense of Autumn.
My wife resides south of the Yangzi in discontent,
while the sovereign is faraway north of Yin Mountain.
The wind blows through my wife’s clothing in the frigid cold,
She holds in mind my clothes, threadbare as they are.
I rise up to beat the washed clothing under a luminous moon,
unremitting and with strength I so do, my conscience grieved.
With one breath my despondency worsens,
and with the second tears begin to fall.
With the third and fourth breaths my emotions fluctuate much,
with the boundless distress of separation I beat the clothing, failing to pierce it.
In a single moment I have beaten to the point of countless breaths,
my chest filled with limitless remorse and worry.
Within ten-thousand li I wonder where I, the wanderer, am,
and whether my spirit tonight will find peace. 111
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凉飈透窗紗，蕭蕭弄秋色。
妾在江南尚不堪，况君遠在陰山北。
風吹妾衣寒，妾念君衣單。
起來搗衣明月下，不辭膂力摧心肝。
一聲孤悶添，兩聲雙淚墮。
三聲四聲情轉多，無數離愁搥不破。
須臾搗到千萬聲，中有萬恨千愁并。
不知遊子在萬里，今夜魂神寕不寕。
In a word, it is useful to position Qiu Jun’s geographic statecraft thought in relation to the
fallout of Tumu, which necessarily includes the military, political, and intellectual shifts which
occurred in its wake. These shifts may be palpably felt in Qiu’s geographic statecraft thought, as
well as within the panic-stricken politico-intellectual milieu in which Qiu and his colleagues
sought to reorient Ming China’s approach to the ‘barbarian’ crisis that had so nearly destroyed
their dynasty. Put differently, Qiu’s geographic statecraft strategies were a product of the ‘acute
sense of vulnerability’ that Tumu had induced. As has already been shown in this chapter, and as
will be shown in the chapters that follow, Qiu advocated for a distinctly defensive military
posture vis-à-vis non-Chinese peoples; he was fundamentally convinced that it was his
responsibility to effect the wholescale revitalization of Ming government; and finally, his
statecraft thought more generally, and geographic statecraft thought specifically, were part of an
inflammation of post-Tumu anxieties toward non-Chinese peoples and their relation to the Ming
state. The following chapters will investigate precisely how Qiu Jun sought to utilize geography
in revitalizing the Ming realm and its relations with non-Chinese peoples through the
perspectives of geo-demography and military geography.
Beating Washed Clothes’ in order to express his thoughts” 先生自少有大志，故雖未登仕版，而忠君憂國之情已
略見於詩詞間。正統己巳，車駕北狩，先生作《擣衣曲》以寓意. See: Jiang Mian 蔣冕, Qiongtai shihua 瓊臺
詩話, xia juan 下卷 12b. For Qiu and Jiang’s relationship: Li Zhuoran, Qiu Jun pingzhuan, 279. Qiu in fact gave
Jiang his polite name (zi 字) of Jingzhi 敬之: Qiu Ergu, comp., Chongbian Qiongtai huigao, 15.26b-27b. “Jiang
Mian Jingzhi zici (youxu) 蔣冕敬之字辭 (有序).”
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Chapter 3: Managing the Ming Realm Within and Without I
This chapter examines Qiu Jun’s geographic statecraft thought and its being designed to
inform Ming government’s managing of sino-barbarian relations. It begins by sketching a
theoretical outline for Qiu’s geographic statecraft, examining potential sources of inspiration for
his interest in geographic thinking as well as the more abstract principles of sino-barbarian
geographic organization. It then recounts the parameters that Qiu imposed upon the Ming realm,
taking a step further beyond the foundational if still imprecise inner-outer (neiwai 內外) dualism
he employs. This is followed by a discussion of select past precedents to which Qiu refers in his
works, precedents which were intended to demonstrate the consequences of violating the
Chinese realm’s Heaven-ordained geographic order. The chapter then shifts to the circumstances
of Qiu’s day and age – beyond the Tumu Catastrophe, contemporary demographic and geopolitical realities explicitly influenced Qiu’s emphasis on employing geographic statecraft to
‘rein in the barbarians’, and further convinced him of the possibility that the disastrous policies
of dynasties past were reappearing in the present. Finally, it concludes with a survey of Qiu’s
proposed solutions, which consisted of uncompromising ideological exhortations as well as
practical proposals that conceded to the inconvenient realities of 15th century Ming China.
3.1 A Theoretical Outline of Qiu’s Geographic Statecraft Thought
Qiu Jun’s meaningful exposure to and interest in geographic thinking can be traced back
at least as early as 1454, if not earlier. Two years prior, Qiu had earned his jinshi degree after a
protracted struggle to graduate from the civil service examinations, and was assigned as a
compiler to an imperially-sponsored geography of the Ming realm. Jingtai had ordered in August
of 1454 the compilation of an exhaustive geographic gazetteer of the Ming realm, a work which
had originally been commissioned in the Hongwu reign but never gained sufficient traction to
arrive at completion. 112 Under the stewardship of Chen Xun 陳循 (js. 1415, 1385-1462) this new
endeavor was completed in 1456113 and was entitled Huanyu tongzhi 寰宇通志 (“A Complete
Gazetteer of the Universal Realm”), comprised of 119 juan. 114 While the text was dismissed by

Lee Cheuk-yin, “Ch’iu Chün (1421-1495) and His Views on Government and History,” vol. 1, 29.
Yingzong shilu, 243.5285.
114
For the Huanyu tongzhi’s bibliographic details, see: Franke, An Introduction to the Sources of Ming History, 237.
Also instructive are the critical notes contained in: L. Carrington Goodrich, “Geographical Additions of the XIV and
XV Centuries,” 207-212. A Master’s thesis in Chinese dealing with the text is available: Liu Wei 劉葳, “Huanyu
tongzhi de jiazhi jiqi quexian 《寰宇通志》的價值及其缺陷.”
112
113
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later commentators for its poor quality,115 the compilation experience was formative for Qiu. In
an essay preserved in his collected works, he reflects on his youth and the impact the project had
on his younger self:
When I was young, I had the ambition to work for the benefit of the world. When it came
to affairs of the realm’s households, frontier garrisons, armies, and salt and iron
[monopolies], there was nothing I did not investigate in my mind. I knew that as soon as I
was able to go and apply my ambitions to the needs of the age, I would proceed
according to my official appointment, hoping that I would be able to put my hands to
effective use. When I achieved my jinshi [1454], I was then chosen and assigned to
handle rare texts.116 Shortly thereafter I began preparations to compile materials for the
Huanyu tongzhi. Item by item, I was able to examine with my own eyes the distances in
the entire realm’s geographic expanse, mountains, rivers, and strategic passes, the
production and consumption of goods, quantities of levies and taxes, and customs both
splendid and loathsome. At the time I was still young and my qi was sharp. Really, I
believed there was no matter in the realm that I could not manage; it was only that I had
no position in which to do so. 117
予少有志用世，於凡天下戶口、邊塞、兵馬、鹽鐵之事，无不究諸心，意謂一旦出
而見售於時，隨所任使，庶幾有以籍手致用。及登進士第，選讀書中秘，即預修
《寰宇通志》，又於天下地理遠近，山川險易，物產登耗，賦稅多少，風俗媺惡，
一一得以寓目焉。是時年少氣銳，謂天下事無不可為者，顧無為之之地耳。
It is most probable that Qiu’s interest in natural geography and its forms was catalyzed even
earlier in 1449, during the Tumu Catastrophe and its bloody aftermath, but it is clear that by

For a preface to the completed Huanyu tongzhi composed by the Jingtai Emperor, see an entry in the Veritable
Records dated to 9 June 1456: Yingzong shilu, 266.5643-5645. Also see: Ye Sheng 葉盛, Shuidong riji 水東日記,
39.373-374. The preface is curiously not included in the printed edition of the text I have consulted, held by the
National Central Library, ROC. See: Chen Xun 陳循 et al., comp., Huanyu tongzhi 寰宇通志.
115
Perhaps the earliest to criticize the work was the Yingzong Emperor himself. In October of 1458, a year
following his restortion, he opined that “While in the Jingtai era [the Huanyu tongzhi] was completed, its level of
detail was imbalanced, and that which it omitted and included was not appropriate” 景泰間雖已成書，而繁簡失
宜，去取未當. See: Yingzong shilu, 294.6281. While such claims must be treated cautiously in light of the
emperor’s likely unspoken need to justify the legitimacy of his rule by way of deriding the former text (owing to his
being restored to the throne in 1457 at the expense of Jingtai’s dethronement), it would appear that his comments
were in fact on the mark. For a brief enumeration of the Huanyu tongzhi’s shortcomings, see: Liu Wei, “Huanyu
tongzhi de jiazhi jiqi quexian,” 28-30.
116
Immediately following his jinshi conferral, Qiu was made a Hanlin Bachelor. He was then made a
historiographer in 1455, one year into the project. See: Li Zhuoran, Qiu Jun pingzhuan, 255; Lee Cheuk-yin, “Ch’iu
Chün (1421-1495) and His Views on Government and History,” vol. 1, 29.
117
Qiu Ergu, comp., Chongbian Qiongtai huigao, 13.20b-21a. “Yuanfeng xuanji 願豐軒記.” For a punctuated
version, see: Guo Fei 郭棐, comp., and Chen Lanzhi 陳蘭芝, ed., Linghai mingsheng ji zengji dianjiao 嶺海名勝記
增輯點校, 1463.
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1456 Qiu had gained firsthand experience in studying geography within and without Ming
borders. This experience most likely strengthened his sensitivity toward sino-barbarian relations
(juan 116-119 are devoted to “outer barbarians” 外夷), and further impressed upon him
geography’s utility in managing these relations. That Qiu also served as a compiler for the Da
Ming yitong zhi project between 1458-1461, which was essentially an embellished duplication of
its predecessor and which seems to have attracted even more criticism, 118 likely provided Qiu
with sustained access to geographic knowledge and again stimulated his interest in employing it
to manage the Ming realm. 119 Qiu’s fluency in geography so impressed one of his
contemporaries, the famous Li Dongyang 李東陽 (js. 1464, 1447-1516), that Li remarked:
When [Qiu] came into his own, he would engage in passionate discussions and lofty
debates, just as if reeling silk with perfect fluency; from dusk till dawn he would never
tire. He would discuss the victories and defeats of ancient and contemporary times, the
geography and customs of All Under Heaven, as well as the successes and perils of
dynastic fortunes and that which was beautiful and repugnant. He did so as if he was
sketching a drawing in the palm of his hand, enumerating items of all ages with utmost
clarity.120
故出其所得，為劇談高論，如繅絲炙轂，竟日不竭。議古今成敗，天下之地里風
俗，夷險美惡，如畫圖指掌，歷歷可概。
For Qiu’s laying out of a theoretical basis for geographically managing sino-barbarian
interactions, one may first turn to the Shishi zhenggang, a didactic history of China that Qiu

The Siku quanshu compilers opined that the text was “laden with mistaken falsities, and its careless oversights
were particularly severe” 舛訛牴牾，疏謬尤甚. See: Yong Rong 永瑢 et al., comp., Siku quanshu zongmu 四庫全
書總目, 597.
119
Qiu composed the essay of submission for the text (Jin Da Ming yitong zhi biao 大明一統志表); the impression
is falsely given that it was composed by the project’s chief manager Li Xian 李贤 (js. 1433, 1409-1467). The draft
version (Ni jin Da Ming yitong zhi biao 擬进大明一統志表) may be found in Qiu’s collected works: Qiu Ergu,
comp., Chongbian Qiongtai huigao, 2.5b-8a. For Qiu’s composing the text: Li Zhuoran, Qiu Jun pingzhuan, 303. A
punctuated version of Qiu’s draft may be found in: Guo Fei, comp., and Chen Lanzhi, ed., Linghai mingsheng ji
zengji dianjiao, 1457-1458.
120
Li Dongyang 李東陽, Li Dongyang ji 李東陽集, wen’gao 文稿 7.472. “Qiongtai yingao xu 瓊臺吟稿序.” Qiu’s
fluency in geography further shines through in a preface he composed for the Guangzhou fuzhi 廣州府志 in 1474.
See: Qiu Jun, Chongbian Qiongtai huigao (SKQS ed.), 9.14b-16b. “Guangzhou fuzhi shuxu 廣州府志書序.”
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prefaced in 1481. In his preface to the work, Qiu lays out three organizing principles that guide
his interpretation of China’s history – from the founding of the Qin 秦 in 221 B.C.E. all the way
down to the founding of the Ming in 1368. Indeed, Qiu did not conceive a dry recounting of
China’s imperial history, but rather a work that would allow students, scholars, and even the
uneducated to form ‘correct’ interpretations of historical events through three distinct yet
interrelated lenses. 121 This, “so that all who have eyes may be able to see, and all those with ears
will be able to hear. Those who are crudely aware of literature will not require lecturing or
extensive reflection. They will all be able to come to knowledge” 使凡有目者所共睹，有耳者
所共聞。粗知文義者，不待講明思索，皆可與知也. 122 That Qiu would include sinobarbarian relations as a guiding principle and overarching didactic theme in the Shishi zhenggang
is suggestive of how crucial he felt it was to instill his view in those who read it. Qiu writes:
Now, whereupon does its grand guiding principle and primary goal reside? It resides in
being rigorous toward the differentiation between Chinese and barbarian; in establishing
righteousness between ruler and minister; and in restoring the sentiments of father and
son. 123
然則其宏綱大旨果何在哉？曰：在嚴華夷之分，在立君臣之義，在原父子之心。

These three lenses were furthermore included under an even broader thematic umbrella, which consisted of two
overarching concepts: “legitimacy” (正) and “succession” (統), which taken together became “legitimate
succession”. For further discussion of this subject, in addition to varying conceptions of zhengtong throughout
Chinese history, see: Chu Hung-lam, “Ch’iu Chun (1421-1495) and the Ta-Hsueh Yen-I Pu,” 255-264; Lee Cheukyin, “Ch’iu Chün (1421-1495) and His Views on Government and History,” vol. 2, 379, 396-405. Briefly
extrapolating from the sources cited above, “legitimate succession” was for Qiu determined by a confluence of
different metrics which depended on Chinese and barbarians, rulers and ministers, and fathers and sons behaving in
accordance with their proper stations. His system of differentiation, of course, was rather complex and for reasons of
space cannot be recounted in its entirety. Let it be mentioned here that Qiu further based legitimacy upon whether or
not a regime received the Mandate of Heaven, and even devised a system of complete and partial legitimacy.
Complete legitimacy was granted to regimes “with righteous founding, legitimate emperors, and a completely stable
political situation”, while partial legitimacy was granted to regimes that did not entirely satisfy these conditions.
Regimes with no legitimacy could also exist. For the quotations as well as more exhaustive discussion, see: Lee
Cheuk-yin, “Ch’iu Chün (1421-1495) and His Views on Government and History,” vol. 2, 379, 410-416.
122
Qiu Jun, Shishi zhenggang, xu 序 2a.
123
Ibid., 2b.
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These three relational pairs were among the most integral in classical Confucian political theory,
as they instilled order within the world and China’s place within it, the Chinese state and its
operations, and the Chinese family; but Qiu has clearly arranged them in descending order of
importance and scale (the world, state, and family)124, with the ‘differentiation between Chinese
and barbarian’ assuming foremost sequential priority. Qiu proceeds to expand on the metrics of
this differentiation, assigning it distinctly geographic characteristics:
As for that which separates Chinese and barbarian, the boundary resides in territory. For
Chinese [to reside in] Chinese [territory] and barbarians [to reside in] barbarian [territory]
is correct. If Chinese do not [reside in] Chinese [territory] and barbarians do not [reside
in] barbarian [territory], then the categories of people would disorient the world. This
cannot remain uncorrected. 125
夫華夷之分，其界限在疆域。華華，夷夷，正也。華不華，夷不夷，則人類淆世，
不可以不正也。
In this way, the differentiation between Chinese and barbarian was calibrated in absolute and
immutable physical terms. The natural geographic order required that both Chinese and
barbarian respect the territorial boundaries which divided their respective civilizations, and only
then could proper order be achieved. Because the stability of the Ming political order – and
further the legitimate order of things – was predicated upon the sustaining of these geographic
boundaries, Qiu naturally viewed the violation of said boundaries as anathema, a view which
made it only further imperative that Chinese and barbarian not intermingle or infringe upon one
another’s territories.

Li Zhuoran, Qiu Jun pingzhuan, 196-197. As Li observes, “Qiu Jun considered the world, state, and family to
consist of inseparable principal-subordinate relationships. That which maintained the world was the state, while the
root of the state resided in the family. If the family was not rectified, then the state would not be rectified. If the state
was not rectified, then the world would not be rectified” 丘濬認為世、國、家三者，有不可分離的主從關係。世
之綱維者在國，國之根本在家，家不正則國不正，國不正則世不正.
125
Qiu Jun, Shishi zhenggang, 2b-3a. For alternative translations consulted in the production of my own, see: Chu
Hung-lam, “Ch’iu Chun (1421-1495) and the Ta-Hsueh Yen-I Pu,” 265; Lee Cheuk-yin, “Ch’iu Chün (1421-1495)
and His Views on Government and History,” vol. 2, 397.
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Qiu then articulates how critical it was that a Chinese sovereign defend against the
barbarian menace. As the ruler of man and the Son of Heaven, the sovereign was burdened with
upholding this geo-political and cosmological order. This was, after all, the prerequisite
condition for achieving all descending categories of political, social, economic, and moral order
in Ming China: “the tasks of making governance prevail and ensuring the implementation of
moral instructions could only be carried out after the barbarians [had been] resisted.” 126
Naturally, the corollary of this was that the failure to ‘resist the barbarians’, or more specifically
uphold the natural geographic boundaries that kept them apart from China, could not but create
disorder.
As for those who bring harm to the people’s lives and prevent them from enjoying
security, who could they be? They could only be barbarians and beasts. In acting as the
ruler of the people, [the sovereign] must defend against barbarians and expel ferocious
beasts, allowing the people of our age to pursue their lives and not suffer from their harm.
With this, our governing can be carried out and the teachings can be disseminated, and
the age will become one of resplendent prosperity and peace. This, then, is the
sovereign’s responsibility. 127
彼其所以為生人害，而使之不得安者，誰歟？夷狄也、禽獸也。為生人主，必攘夷
狄，必驅猛獸，使吾一世之民各遂其生而不罹其害焉。於是乎，吾政行而教施，而
世底乎雍熙泰和矣。是則君人者之責也。
Rigorously enforcing the geographic distinctions between Chinese and barbarian thus impinged
upon the stability of human society itself, and the Chinese sovereign, obligated by Heaven to
protect his people, was thereby obligated to repel the barbarians: this was an absolute
requirement. In his Supplement, completed just under a decade following the Shishi zhenggang,
Qiu stressed the same theoretical principles he established earlier. Of particular import is the
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Chu Hung-lam, “Ch’iu Chun (1421-1495) and the Ta-Hsueh Yen-I Pu,” 267. Italics added.
Qiu Jun, Shishi zhenggang, xu 4a.
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inner-outer dualism that was integral to Ming China’s political, geographic, and cosmological
conceptions of the world and its place within it.
Zhu Yuanzhang, prior to his becoming the founding Ming emperor over a century earlier,
evidently found this inner-outer dualism useful for his political and rhetorical purposes. “Since
ancient times when emperors and kings came to command All Under Heaven,” Zhu opined,
“China resided within so as to control the barbarians; barbarians resided without so as to send
tribute to China. I have not heard of any barbarians residing within China to govern All Under
Heaven” 自古帝王臨御天下，中國居內以制夷狄，夷狄居外以奉中國。未聞以夷狄居中國
治天下者也. 128 As was common practice for Zhu, such a message was tailored for a particular
time and place: he skillfully adapted and changed his rhetorical position to suit the audiences he
sought to appeal to or overawe. 129 (Following the aforementioned excerpt, Zhu goes on to
acknowledge that Heaven had assisted the ‘northern barbarians’ [beidi 北狄, or the Yuan] in
coming to rule China.)130 Moreover, Hongwu’s great-great-great-grandson Zhu Jianshen 朱見深,
who reigned as the Chenghua 成化 Emperor (r. 1465-1487), furthered this doctrinal cause in a
preface he composed for the Xu zizhi tongjian gangmu 續資治通鑑綱目. This compilation was a
history of the Song and Yuan Dynasties and was modelled after the Song-era historical treatise
usually attributed to Zhu Xi’s hand, the Zizhi tongjian gangmu 資治通鑑綱目. 131 Qiu Jun

Taizu shilu 太祖實錄, 26.401.
Robinson similarly observes that “Given that Zhu Yuanzhang made many claims to a variety of audiences over
the span of four decades, inconsistencies and ambiguity should not alarm us too much.” See: In the Shadow of the
Mongol Empire, 19.
130
Also see his accession edict, which affirms the Yuan’s holding of Heaven’s Mandate: Qian Bocheng 錢伯城 et
al., comp., Quan Mingwen 全明文, 1.2.
131
Sima Guang’s 司馬光 (js. 1038, 1019-1086) Zizhi tongjian 資治通鑑 served as the basis for the later Zizhi
tongjian gangmu, whose authorship is typically attributed to the enormously influential Southern Song intellectual
Zhu Xi 朱熹 (js. 1148, 1130-1200). The latter text, however, was in fact compiled in Zhu Xi’s disciples; Zhu
himself “played a very limited role.” See: Haeger, “Tzu-chih t’ung-chien kang-mu,” 75.
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participated in its compilation, in fact.132 Chenghua declared in his preface, dated 1 December
1476, that the text:
Begins in the Gengshen year [960] of the Song’s Jianlong reign [960-963] and concludes
in the Dingwei year [1367] of the Yuan’s Zhizheng reign [1341-1370]. It encompasses
408 years overall and in its totality contains twenty-seven juan. It is thus entitled: Xu zizhi
tongjian gangmu. As concerns extirpating chaos and punishing rebellion, [distinguishing
between] Chinese within and barbarians without, uplifting Heavenly principle while
suppressing human desires, and correcting the separation of titles so as to plant firmly the
moral constants, the text seeks to realize the intentions of Master Zhu. It may also be of
some assistance vis-à-vis the sagely classics. I thus promulgate an order for its
publication for the benefit of the realm.133
始於宋建隆庚申，終於元至正丁未，凡四百有八年，總二十有七卷，名曰：《續資
治通鑑綱目》。而凡誅亂討逆，內夏外夷，扶天理而遏人欲，正名分以植綱常，亦
庶幾得朱子之意，而可以羽翼乎聖經。仍命梓行，嘉惠天下。
Indeed, the isolated centrality of the Chinese territorial consciousness and the consequent
relegating of non-Chinese peoples to vaguely defined ‘outer’ regions was a consistent mainstay
of conservative Confucian doctrine during the Ming.
Qiu Jun was no exception. Ming territorial consciousness, which conceived in rather
shadowy terms the world as operating according to a dualistic matrix of internal and external
geographic polarities, was something in which Qiu’s own consciousnes partook. One of the most
resonant passages in his Daxue yanyi bu relates to precisely this subject. Qiu declares: “Between
Heaven and Earth there exist fundamental terrestrial boundaries: Chinese reside within, while the
barbarians reside without. For each to remain solely within their own regions is to realize the
organizational principles of the realm” 天地間有大界限，華處乎內，夷處乎外。各止其所，

Li Zhuoran, Qiu Jun pingzhuan, 38, 304; Li Jinhua 李晉華, Mingdai chizhuan shukao fu yinde 明代敕撰書考附
引得, 49-50.
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Shang Lu 商輅 et al., comp., Xu zizhi tongjian gangmu 續資治通鑑綱目, Yuzhi Xu zizhi tongjian gangmu xu 御
制續資治通鑑綱目序 2b-3a. For exhaustive discussion of the text and its compilation, as well as later Qing-era
evaluations, see: Wang Teh-Yi 王德毅, “Shang Lu yu Xu zizhi tongjian gangmu 商輅與《續資治通鑑綱目》,” 118; Wang Xiuli 王秀麗, “Xu zizhi tongjian gangmu zuanxiu erti 《續資治通鑑綱目》纂修二題,” 46-49.
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而天下之理得矣. 134 Another passage, which reiterates the above cited but at greater length and
depth, reads as follows:
Chinese reside within, while barbarians reside without. Such organization was created by
Heaven and established by Earth, which used mountains and rivers to carve out their
respective territories, differentiating living things and separating the categories [of
people]. This, so as to prevent them from becoming mixed with one another, and to
prevent them from transgressing upon one another. Thus, since ancient times sagely
emperors and enlightened kings have rigorously maintained the distinction between
within and without. As for governing the within, one must be exacting and cautious,
ensuring that not a single matter goes unprepared. As for governing the without, one must
be stern and thorough, ensuring that not a single shortcoming can be taken advantage of.
This is to realize diligence in one’s time and enjoy splendid happiness in the end,
indeed. 135
華處乎內，夷居乎外，天造地設，而以山川為之疆域，所以别生分類，而使之毋相
混淆，毋相侵越也。是以自古聖帝明王，必嚴內外之辨。所以治內者，必詳必慎，
而無一事之不備；所以治外者，必嚴必密，而無一隙之可乘。此其所以憂勤於其
時，而逸樂於其終也歟。
This excerpt neatly captures Qiu’s understanding of the Heaven-ordained geo-political order
which governed Ming China and its interactions with non-Chinese peoples. Themes which have
been raised above appear explicitly: first, the world which Ming China occupied was to be
divided into vaguely-defined inner and outer realms; second, there had transpired cosmological
intervention in carving out geographic boundaries, producing a sacrosanct order upon which the
security of the Chinese realm depended; and third, it was incumbent upon the state and its ruler
to uphold this dualistic order, lest its violation precipitate the barbarians’ bringing of destruction
to China. This being said, geography as an instrument for managing sino-barbarian relations was
for Qiu not simply a worldview, per se, but also a vital function of Ming statecraft – which, as
we shall soon see, he took the initiative to further develop.
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3.1.2 Delimiting the Ming Realm
As fundamental as the inner-outer dichotomy was in the fabric of Ming geographic,
political, and cosmological thinking, it fails to precisely capture a definition for and
parameterization of the Ming realm itself. Which borders did one have to traverse to move
beyond the inner and into the outer? Which topographical markers, in Qiu’s order of things, kept
the without at bay and the within safely guarded? And by consequence, which topographical
markers had to be incorporated into the Ming state’s foreign policy calculus? To be sure, geopolitical borders were often only vaguely defined in the early reigns of the Ming, and its first
emperors – most clearly Yongle – entertained grandiose pretensions to unbound, universal rule.
Through the sheer force of rhetorical charisma, military power, and diplomatic maneuvering, the
early Ming projected its authority beyond the confines of its borders and asserted itself as a
regional and universal hegemon. While vestiges of ambitious universalism and “globalizing
moral authority”136 continued to linger on in imperial rhetoric as successive occupants came to
the throne throughout the 15th century,137 the Ming began to assume much firmer geo-political
boundaries in the aftermath of the trauma of Tumu in 1449.
Of course, the gradual hardening of Ming borders was a process which had already begun
before Tumu as conflict with Mongols intensified, but was indeed confirmed and accelerated by
Tumu. In one illustrative instance, a 1438 proposal to install border markers along the steppe

Dardess, More Than the Great Wall, viii.
See, in particular, the prefatory remarks which precede a map of the Ming realm in the 1461 palace edition of the
Da Ming yitong zhi. The remarks emphasize the precision of Ming geo-political boundaries but also convey the
‘globalizing moral authority’ and rhetorical pretensions to universal rulership that characterized early Ming foreign
policy. One portion reads: “We consider that since Our August Ming assumed the Mandate of Heaven, the Chinese
and barbarians have been unified. The breadth of the realm terminates in the east upon Liaodong, reaches its
extreme in the west upon the shifting sands, comes upon the sea in the south, and reaches the barren deserts in the
north. Among the four extremes and eight wastelands, there are none who do not come to pay obeisance at Our
court” 惟我皇明誕膺天命，統一華夷，幅員之廣，東盡遼左，西極流沙，南越海表，北抵沙漠，四極八荒靡
不來庭. See: Li Xian 李賢 et al., comp., Da Ming yitong zhi 大明一統志, vol. 1, Da Ming yitong zhi tuxu 大明一統
志圖叙 2a.
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frontier beyond a border garrison was rejected on politico-cosmological grounds. The intention
was to demarcate layover checkpoints for Mongol emissaries and those who surrendered to the
Ming; but the Ministry of War declared this unnecessary, opining that “The breadth of Our
Sagely Dynasty’s territory is as expansive as the sky and is without external limits” 聖朝土宇之
廣際天無外. But in 1441, this decision was reversed. Border markers were to be installed in
order to prevent foreign entry into Ming territory and to prevent Ming peoples from wandering
into foreign lands. This was a drastic withdrawal from the rhetoric offered only a number of
years earlier; this should come as little surprise, of course, as between 1425-1449 the frequency
of major Mongol assaults against the Ming increased markedly. 138 All of this is to say that by
Qiu’s day, borders had crystallized in concrete geographic space and against the backdrop of
hostility with foreign peoples, especially of the north.
Qiu’s stance on Ming China’s geographic boundaries, beyond the dualism of inner and
outer realms, was precise and demarcated exactly where the Ming realm ended and where others
began. In pursuing further Qiu’s theoretical approach to managing sino-barbarian relations, I
should like to revisit an excerpt from the Supplement referred to earlier:
Your minister considers that, as for the geographic positioning of today’s [realm], the
east and the south terminate upon the sea. This is absolute and complete, with no other
region terminating to such an extreme. As for the western, northern, and southwestern
lands, they do not reach the sea. Even so, they are all separated by perilous and massive
mountain ranges, as well as barren and desolate deserts. The qi of their lands is
decidedly evil,139 with the nature of its people becoming increasingly savage. These are
See: Yingzong shilu, 42.820-821; Dardess, More Than the Great Wall, 131. For the increase in Mongol
aggression between 1425-1449, see: Johnston, Cultural Realism, 234. Johnston notes that Ming assaults against the
Mongols averaged 0.28 per year while Mongol assaults against the Ming averaged 0.52 per year.
139
Qiu articulated further thoughts on the importance of qi and geography in another chapter of the Supplement: “Of
those things to which Heaven and Earth give birth, those that move are three: people, barbarians, and beasts. For
people to be born and be as fortunate to live in the central territory of Heaven and Earth, inheriting the proper qi of
Heaven and Earth, these are the people of China. It is further exalted in China’s emperors and kings, and thus
establishes the proper order in Heaven and Earth, indeed” 天地生物，其動者有三焉：曰人也，夷狄也，禽獸
也。人生而幸居天地之中土，禀天地之正氣，以為中國之人，况又貴為中國帝王，而立天地之正位也哉.
See: Daxue yanyi bu, 156.4a.
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not regions where people should reside. As for possessing or not possessing [these
territories], they are not sufficiently important to merit the consideration of China. The
enlightened sovereign will cherish the territory of Our Chinese civilization, and will
treat [those described above] as nothing more than piles of rubble.140
臣竊以為，今日地勢，東南已極於海，至矣，盡矣，更無不盡之處。惟西與北及
西南之地，尚未低於海耳。然皆限以重山疊嶂，大荒絕漠，地氣既惡，人性復
狂，非復人所居之處，有與無，不足為中國輕重焉。惟明主寶吾華夏文明之域，
以瓦礫視之可也。
Here, Qiu’s association of non-Chinese peoples’ intrinsic duplicity is explicitly connected to
geography, geography which readily dictates an introspective and guarded foreign policy for the
Ming court. A map from the 1566 edition of the Guang yutu 廣輿圖, a magisterial geographic
treatise produced by the statesman-cum-geographer Luo Hongxian 羅洪先 (js. 1529, 15041564), nicely illustrates the parameters that Qiu Jun sketched out above. Maps are in general
fascinating objects of historical study, both as objects of aesthetic achievement and as artifacts
that “tell us about values and attitudes, aims and aspirations, hopes and fears; but they express
them on a particularly grand, indeed global, scale”. 141 Such ‘values and attitudes’, not only as
they inhere to Luo’s vision of the Ming and its place in the world but also as they relate to a
longer tradition of situating Ming China in geographic space (of which Qiu Jun was a
meaningful part), are thus projected onto a depiction of reality. Arguably, Luo too understood
the Ming realm to be physically bounded. For this reason, I believe it would be useful to
Drawing upon qi and the geographic demarcation between Chinese and non-Chinese has roots in the Song Dynasty.
One Chen Liang 陳亮 (1143-1194) understood that China was situated upon the epicenter of proper spatial energy
while the barbarians, “being more isolated from the Chinese heartland, had a perverse and inferior energy”. See:
Tillman, “Proto-Nationalism in Twelfth-Century China?” 406-408. Also: Yang Shao-yun, “Reinventing the
Barbarian,” 353-357. Chen will be examined at greater depth in the next chapter.
140
Qiu Jun, Daxue yanyi bu, 143.17b. The geographic boundaries highlighted by Qiu deeply impressed European
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geography to supplement their narratives of Chinese isolation and disconnection from the world, which themselves
were based on Eurocentric readings of the late Qing period, they are nevertheless illustrative. For instance, the
prolific geographer George B. Cressey (1896-1963) wrote in the early 20th century that “Tropical jungles, great
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illustrate Qiu Jun’s delimiting of the Ming realm using Luo’s map. Most of the geographic
boundaries Qiu spoke of can be identified: we observe the blackened expanse of the northern
steppe deserts and perilous peaks pressing upon China from the north, jagged mountains and the
Tibetan Plateau encasing China to the west, and a vacant sea billowing upon Ming shores to the
east and south. All of these boundaries served to enclose the Ming and thereby demarcated it
from ‘barbarian’ territory; they resonate closely with Qiu Jun’s vision for situating the Ming in
relation to the non-Chinese peoples who roamed beyond these boundaries.

Figure 1: A Map of the Four Barbarian Regions (siyi tu 四夷圖)142
In short, in this theoretical overview of Qiu Jun’s geographic statecraft thought I have
attempted to stress three points: first, that the sino-barbarian distinction was grounded in

Luo Hongxian 羅洪先, Guangyu tu 廣輿圖, 2.99b-100a. The image is reproduced courtesy of the HarvardYenching Library of Harvard College Library, Harvard University.
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physical territory, being an absolute and dualistic category of demarcation; second, that
upholding the Heaven-ordained geographic order, which intended for perpetual separation and
mutual non-interference, was the prerequisite condition for all descending categories of order in
the Ming realm and thus a foremost responsibility of Ming government and its ruler(s); and that
third, the basis for this geographic order rested on an inner-outer dualism that was further
grounded in particular geographic regions, and whose recognition as points of demarcation was
a cornerstone in foreign policy decisions. These three dimensions together gave form to Qiu’s
understanding of Ming China’s place in the world, its position vis-à-vis foreign peoples, and
how relations between the two were to be managed. It would be a misstep to confine Qiu’s
understanding as being relevant to only his day and age, however. To arrive at the present, one
must first look to the past: for Qiu, geographic statecraft offered a way to not only interpret the
present and manage the contemporary world, but also allowed one to interpret history, for the
sake of the present and future.

3.2 Failures of the Past, Warnings for the Present
Cheng Minzheng 程敏政 (js. 1466, 1445-1499) had no misgivings about Qiu Jun’s
philosophy. Being a colleague and contemporary of Qiu’s, he seems to have known him well.
He recalled in a postface to Qiu’s collected literary works his expressions which, surely, capture
his scholarly and administrative convictions. As Cheng remembered, “Qiu would always say
that compositions must be grounded in the classics; that learning must be realized in
application; and that research of the past must be tested against the present” 公每謂作文必主於
經，為學必見於用，考古必証於今. 143 Qiu Jun’s insistence that the past be examined for the
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purpose of reflecting on, and indeed better serving the pressing needs of the present, drove him
in his scholastic and governmental pursuits.
Qiu’s commitment to using geography to manage and reform Ming relations with nonChinese peoples was informed by the lessons of China’s historical experience. As he examined
the annals of former dynasties and the policies of former emperors, Qiu clearly felt distressed
by the misfortunes caused by violating the Chinese realm’s geographic boundaries and geocosmological order, provisioned as it was by the very ineffable forces which presided over the
functioning of the Ming world. The theoretical geographic framework outlined above surely
guided Qiu as he interpreted the lessons of history, which could have only further heightened
his sensitivity to contemporary realities (a subject that will be taken up later in this chapter). I
should like to now examine three precedents to which Qiu refers in his works: one drawn from
the Shishi zhenggang and two from the Supplement. These three precedents will be made to
reflect on Qiu’s geographic statecraft thought insofar as his deployment of the past illustrates
how he believed his theoretical principles operated in real-world settings, in addition to offering
veiled critiques of contemporary policies, which will be reviewed later in this chapter.
The first historical juncture will place us in 121 B.C.E., when the (former) Han 漢
Dynasty (202 B.C.E. – 220 C.E.) was approaching the zenith of its geo-political power. Ruling
over the empire was Liu Che 劉徹, a formidable monarch otherwise known to history as Han
Wudi 漢武帝 (r. 141-87 B.C.E.). Han Wudi’s rule was one of offensive military campaigns and
outward territorial expansion, much like the Ming during Yongle’s time on the throne. 144 In the
twentieth year of Han Wudi’s reign (which fell under the second year of yuanshou 元狩, his
nianhao at the time), an expeditionary force dispatched by the Han inflicted a devastating defeat
144
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upon two Xiongnu tribes under the leadership of King Xiutu 休屠 (d. 121 B.C.E.) and King
Hunye 渾邪 (d. 116 B.C.E.) respectively. Upon learning of their defeat, the presiding and
deeply displeased Xiongnu leader (shanyu 單于) sent a summons to both kings, intending to
have them executed. With their backs against the wall, both kings appealed to the Han and
expressed a desire to submit to them. As was consistent with its foreign policy, which consisted
of “offer[ing] substantial sums of money and titles to [Xiongnu] leaders who defected”, the Han
dispatched an official to meet them. In the meantime, King Hunye murdered King Xiutu and
consolidated the latter’s tribe with his own. Hunye’s plotting did not meaningfully disrupt the
diplomatic mission, though: between 30,000-40,000 Xiongnu under King Hunye’s leadership
were settled in the Han domain and were permitted to observe their own customs. 145
In his Shishi zhenggang, Qiu’s recounting of this incident is to-the-point: “The Xiongnu
King Hunye surrendered, and five dependent states were established to settle his people” 匈奴
渾邪王降，置五屬國以處其眾. Of greater interest are the succinct didactic remarks he offers
his reader thereafter. Qiu Jun laments,
The beginning of barbarian chieftains’ coming to surrender is found in this. Alas! To
burst open the defenses [guarding] that which is within from that which is without,
thereby mixing together the customs of Chinese and barbarians – the incidents of
barbarians bringing disorder to China from the Wei and Jin onwards essentially
stemmed from this. 146
此胡酋來降之始。嗚呼！决內外之防，混華夷之俗，魏晉以來夷狄亂華，其幾實
肇於此。
Arguably, in Qiu’s eyes Han state policy had failed to uphold the geographic boundaries
dividing Chinese and non-Chinese, which in turn sowed the seeds of disaster in later eras. The
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principles of geographic statecraft were an integral mainstay in the sustaining of China’s
political, cultural, and cosmological coherence, and Qiu remained convinced that their violation
could only prove disastrous, as this seemingly innocuous incident is made to demonstrate; it
seems that Qiu wished to instil in his reader a point in this vein, and further hinted to his
aspiration to forestall disaster by reviving these principles in Ming times.
Our second historical juncture will take us to the troubled court of the Western Jin 西晉
Dynasty (266-316), when the calamity Qiu cited finally came to pass. The later years of the
dynasty, which witnessed the Disturbances of the Eight Princes (bawang zhi luan 八王之亂),
were characterized primarily by internecine warfare and “a cascade of assassinations, power
grabs, and counterattacks” as the ruling Sima 司馬 family imploded in on itself.147 In the midst
of this political tumult and in particular during the reign of Jin Huidi 晉惠帝 (r. 290-307), one
Liu Yuan 劉淵 (251-310) began his rise to prominence. Liu was an ethnic Xiongnu whose
family had lived in China for roughly 200 years, and had originally been granted the imperial
Liu surname by the Han government. Liu was a rising star among his people: he was first
elevated to the position of Northern Shanyu (bei shanyu 北單于) and concurrent Assistant
Counselor-in-chief over military affairs; he was then given the title Great Shanyu (da shanyu 大
單于), and shortly thereafter secured the allegiance of 50,000 supporters. Liu Yuan evidently
entertained greater ambitions, and within a matter of years successively proclaimed himself
King of Han 漢王 and, then, emperor 皇帝.148
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Liu and his kinsmen proceeded to effect the complete disintegration of Western Jin
authority in northern China. His relative Liu Yao 劉曜 (d. 329) captured the capital city of
Luoyang in 311 and with it Jin Huaidi 晋懷帝 (r. 307-313), who would perish in captivity two
years later. Liu Yao then continued his conquest and captured Jin Mindi 晋愍帝 (r. 313-318) in
Chang’an in 316. Liu’s kinsman Liu Cong 劉聰 (d. 318) had Jin Mindi killed in 318.149 The
Eastern Jin 東晉 Dynasty was thereafter established in the southeast, and would survive until its
ultimate demise in 420. But from the demise of the Western Jin until the reunification forcibly
imposed much later by the short-lived Sui Dynasty (581-618), China was thrust into a prolonged
period of political disunity and turmoil.
Qiu Jun’s reading of these events in the Supplement was unsurprisingly pessimistic. “As
for the five barbarians’ bringing disorder to China in the Jin,150 it was with Liu Yuan that it all
began” 晉五胡亂華，劉淵其始也, he lamented. He observed that even though the Xiongnu had
historically brought harm to China, their transgressions had never gone further than crude border
incursions; they had been content to remain in their own territories, competing among
themselves for power and harboring no interest in controlling Chinese territory, governing
China’s people, or pretending to Chinese modes of governance. With Liu Yuan, all of this
changed: “Yuan was originally of Xiongnu heritage, with his forebears having been granted the
surname of Liu by the Han. They lived in China for three dynasties, amounting to nearly 200

Chaussende, “Western Jin,” 93; Holcombe, “The Sixteen Kingdoms,” 125-127.
The ‘five barbarians’ refer in particular to Xiongnu 匈奴, Xianbei 鮮卑, Qiang 羌, Di 氐, and Jie 羯. See:
Holcombe, “The Sixteen Kingdoms,” 120. As Holcombe notes on page 124, “The actual events, however, were less
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years’ time” 淵本匈奴種，其先世受漢賜姓，以為劉氏，居中國歷三朝，幾二百年. But the
conditions for later conflict had long since been established, even before Liu’s rise, writes Qiu:
Even though their people had for many generations lived in the territory of Chinese
civilization, they continued to live among their own kind. While their clothing and diets
changed somewhat in comparison to those of former times, their uncontrollable and
hateful hearts, and their customs of delighting in conflict and deriving pleasure from
warfare remained just as before... However, they greatly feared the court’s laws and local
officials’ restrictions, and thus did not dare behave wantonly. But as soon as there
appeared a defect in the court’s governance, or when brigands were appointed to official
posts, or when among the people there arose bitter complaints, or when alarms rang out
upon the frontier, they immediately rose up to take advantage of them, rallying among
themselves and mobilizing. They amassed several hundred thousand in their crowds and
thereafter brought about calamity and chaos... In examining [Liu] Yuan, [Liu] Cong, and
others, one may reflect upon them indeed.151
其人雖老子長孫於華夏之地，然猶群居類聚，其衣服食用，雖稍變於其舊，然其桀
驁狠毒之心，好鬪樂戰之習，猶前日也... 然所憚者朝廷之法度，官府之約束，故
猶不敢恣肆。一遇朝政有缺，任用匪人，或民心之怨望，或邊鄙之有警，即起而乘
之，黨類相扇而動，千百成群，遂成禍亂... 觀諸淵、聰，可鑒也已。
For Qiu, this prolonged episode of rebellion and disintegration merely served to confirm the
errancy in Han foreign policy. The intrinsic duplicity of non-Chinese peoples survived the
processes of surrender, migration, settlement, and multi-generational acculturation in the
Chinese realm. The implications point again to Qiu’s conceptions of geographic statecraft, as
well as the geo-organizational principles that sustained China’s political, cultural, and
cosmological coherence. The violation of these principles in turn undermined these dimensions
of coherence, and ultimately resulted in centuries of suffering. Qiu’s writing that ‘For [Chinese
and barbarians] to remain solely within their own regions is to realize the organizational
principles of the realm’ was not empty verbiage. Here, they had not remained solely within their
own regions and thus failed to realize the organizational principles of the realm. This appears to
be Qiu’s motivation for recounting this precedent.
151
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Our third and final historical juncture will situate us in the court of Tang Taizong 唐太
宗 (r. 626-649), an emperor of exceptional energy and ambition. A lively if tense mood was felt
among the many officials who had been summoned for a conference with the emperor, a group
which included Vice Director of the Secretariat Yan Shigu 顏师古 (581-645), Vice Director of
the Ministry of Rites Li Baiyao 李百藥 (564-647), Xiazhou Commander-in-chief Dou Jing 竇
靜 (d. 635), and officials Wen Yanbo 溫彥博 (574-637) and Wei Zheng 魏徵 (580-643). The
matter at hand was how to manage an excess of 100,000 Turks that had since surrendered in the
wake of a Tang victory over the eastern Turks in 627. 152 Each official offered Tang Taizong
their thoughts on how to settle those who had surrendered; a wide divergence of opinions
emerged. Yan proposed settling them in the Hebei region under the leadership of chieftains,
while Li opted for a divide-and-rule approach, which would require the Tang’s administration
of the Turkish peoples and the establishment of an Area Command. Dou, however, would have
none of these proposals and instead preferred a hardline stance. They should not be settled in
China, Dou thundered, but regional officials should be occasionally dispatched to oversee them,
and titles can be given to them. The more conciliatory Wen Yanbo fell in line with Yan and Li’s
proposals, and further suggested that Han-era precedents should be followed by settling them
within Chinese territory and allowing them to preserve their own customs. Wei Zheng, another
hard-liner, protested the prospect of Turkish settlement in China. He pressed that Tang Taizong
order them back to their original territories and that the disasters of the Jin be heeded as
warnings.
Wen Yanbo appealed to the possibility of peaceful sinification in his reply. Wen argued
that the Turks could be taught Chinese customs and eventually be made Tang subjects;
152
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moreover, he appealed to Tang Taizong’s humanity and classical authority: “Today, the Turks
have in utter destitution come to submit to us. How could we simply abandon and not accept
them? Confucius said: ‘In education, there are no differences in kind’” 今突厥窮來歸我， 奈
何棄之而不受乎？孔子曰：「有教無類」. 153 In the end, Tang Taizong elected to follow
Wen Yanbo’s proposal and saw to it that the surrendered Turks were resettled in Tang territory.
Nearly 10,000 families reportedly took up residence in the capital of Chang’an alone. 154
Qiu had much to say in response to this court debate and Tang Taizong’s policy
decision. “When Heaven gives life to jackals and wolves, serpents and snakes, they absolutely
cannot live within city walls and marketplaces. In giving them life, they must have their own
territories, which are indeed for the purpose of separating them” 然天生豺狼蛇虺，必不生於
城郭市井之間，而所以生之者，必有其地，是固有以限之也. By implication, non-Chinese
could not be made to live among the Chinese – not owing to arbitrary law, but owing to the
Heaven-determined order of things. Qiu then returns from metaphors to the subject at hand:
“That being the case, could the sages’ managing of Chinese and barbarians really go without the
demarcation between that which is within and without!” 則夫聖人之處華夷可無內外之限
哉. 155 He also cites the Jiesheshuai 結社率 revolt, an incident in 639 wherein a Turkish military
man attempted to rise up against Tang Taizong at his summer palace, as evidence of Tang
foreign policy’s waywardness. 156
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In considering Wei Zheng’s exhortations, which Qiu emphatically approves 157 and
which Tang Taizong reportedly came to regret ignoring, he finds them relevant to the present
day and contemporary government. “Could this only be a momentary mirror for the time of the
Tang? It serves as an eternal mirror for myriad generations” 此豈但為唐一時之鑑哉！乃千萬
世之永鑑也. Qiu continues to opine that because non-Chinese peoples are intrinsically of a
different disposition in comparison with the Chinese, they cannot be made to truly sinicize. He
points again to the Xiongnu Liu Yuan and Liu Cong, and warns that if action is not taken in the
present day, and if crises are not stamped out in their initial stages, that disaster could once
again befall China.158 At least as far as Qiu was concerned, Tang Taizong offered yet another
exemplary case of wayward foreign policy decisions, decisions which failed to uphold the
Heaven-ordained logic of geographic demarcation, especially the inner-outer dualism, upon
which the security of Chinese civilization depended.
History was not an idle pastime for Qiu Jun. It offered a mirror for the present, a
guidebook that could direct an attentive reader around the stumbling blocks of the past and
toward a more secure present and prosperous future: in this way, the failures of the past were
warnings for the present. As such, the scope of history’s utility was not simply bound by
pedantic scholastics and abstract philosophy, but rather included every domain of contemporary
government and crisis prevention. This lay at the very foundation of Qiu Jun’s statecraft
philosophy. As Chu Hung-lam has observed, “the perpetuation of the state’s order and peace
was to be determined by its defined instrumentalities as well as by the capacity to draw both

Qiu writes: “In consideration of Wei Zheng’s proposal to take the Hu of the Jin as a comparative example, he
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practical and philosophical wisdom from the lessons of history.” 159 Qiu’s use of the past in his
Supplement, as well as his other works for that matter, is best understood in this light. As far as
Qiu was concerned, however, the Ming was failing to draw such wisdom from the lessons of
history, compelling as they may have been. A deeper look into the circumstances of Qiu’s day
and age, which disturbingly resembled those of former eras, may shed further light on why he
so emphatically advocated his vision of geographic statecraft.

3.3 Contemporary Demography and Geo-Politics
Qiu’s geographic predilections were not only induced by the wayward policies of former
dynasties, nor were they merely a product of paranoia. They were informed by contemporary
demographic and geo-political realities which, by the time of his composing the Supplement and
its proposals for ‘reining in the barbarians’, most probably made it apparent to him that Ming
China was treading the same treacherous waters in which dynasties past had drowned. The
immutable geographic boundaries that insulated China from the world, thereby shielding
Chinese civilization from the barbarian menace, were once more being violated, imperiling the
present dynastic order and Chinese civilization itself. In order to further appreciate Qiu’s
geographic statecraft as well as his proposed solutions that will be outlined later, this subsection examines in respective order Mongol immigration to and settlement in Ming China as
well as their being drafted into Ming law enforcement agencies. Being the observant and
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politically sensitive official that he was, Qiu could not have been unaware of these conditions.
His contemporaries, whose thoughts will also be canvassed below, consistently raised related
concerns and will provide evidence of broader demographic and geo-political anxieties in late
15th century political discourse.
David Robinson has argued that following the widespread collapse of Mongol uluses in
the 14th century, the communities they left behind did not simply disappear. Rather, they
“became enduring features of the social, political, military, and cultural landscape of many of
those same regions” of which they had been a part under Mongol rulership, regions which of
course included northern China. 160 The Ming founder Zhu Yuanzhang, who reigned as the
Hongwu Emperor (r. 1368-1398), was very much aware of these geo-political and demographic
realities. As early as September of 1368, Hongwu decreed that all Mongolian (Menggu 蒙古)
and Central Asian (semu 色目) peoples living on Chinese soil were his “children” (chizi 赤子)
and promised them equal treatment with their Chinese counterparts. Instead of seeing to their
exile and deportation, he furthermore implored them to remain in Ming territory.161 Similarly
generous treatment was extended to those who elected to surrender to the Ming and relocate to
Hongwu’s domain. 162 Inducing Mongols to migrate to and settle within Ming China while also
taking (usually military) appointments became a mainstay of early Ming foreign policy: Wu
Yunting 吳云廷 has calculated over 388,400 Mongols as surrendering during the Hongwu
reign; over 48,600 during the Jianwen, Yongle, and Hongxi reigns; over 900 during the Xuande
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reign; over 1,100 during the Zhengtong reign; and over 100 during the Jingtai reign. 163 Also
worth noting is that in the Hongwu period surrendering Mongols very often came with their
familial dependants, which surely increased the population of foreigners settled in Ming
China. 164 As Serruys has aptly observed, “The Ming were very anxious to have as many
Mongols as possible come over and they did everything in their power to keep them within the
empire”, usually within its northern and southern regions. 165
Once the Mongols had pledged their allegiance to the Ming cause, the Ming government
made available to them a significant amount of socio-economic assistance. Mongols settled in
northern China were often allotted parcels of pasture lands; many were settled in the
metropolitan region and Beijing itself so that they could take up salaried military service. Still
others were granted ranks of nobility. Practices like these were hardly uncommon in the 15th
century, as Serruys has shown in his scholarship.166 Genuine incentives for migration thus
existed. But given the lack of attention paid to Mongol motivations for migration in
contemporaneous primary sources, understanding why they migrated in substantial numbers to
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the Ming is difficult to determine.167 For Serruys, socio-economics were likely the most
significant factor: “Apparently the only thing the Mongols wanted was to get away from the
poverty, the misery, the maladministration and civil wars of the post-Yüan years in Mongolia,
and as far as this desire for peace was concerned, to them any place in China must have looked
as good as any other one.” 168 Climatological factors must also be accounted for: Robinson has
argued that economic dislocation during the 1450s and 1460s caused by bad weather compelled
many Mongols to migrate to the Ming.169 That being said, not only is it clear that Mongols were
migrating to China steadily throughout the 14th and 15th centuries, but it also becomes apparent
that Ming foreign policy explicitly encouraged and made possible their migratory efforts.
These policies were a product of deliberate strategic calculus. David Robinson has
identified several underlying motivations which the Ming founder and his successors kept in
mind. Most clearly, facilitating and encouraging Mongol migration was “a way to undermine
solidarity among steppe Mongols and to bolster Ming military strength”, goals which could be
achieved by draining the steppe of Mongol communities and then drafting immigrants into
military service. Their military expertise was indeed highly attractive to the Ming state, an issue
which will be taken up shortly. Moreover, encouraging Mongols to remain in China and
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acquiring their allegiance could also “reduce the possibility of collusion between ‘Ming
Mongols’ and their brethren north of the Great Wall”. 170 These benefits thus provided a strong
strategic impetus for the early Ming government, still inchoate and seeking to gain the upper
hand vis-à-vis its Mongolian rivals.
This same policy roused the frustration and anxiety of Ming officials in the early and
mid 15th century. For example, in 1438 the Left Vice Minister in the Ministry of War Chai Che
柴車 (jr. 1404, d. 1441) and his colleagues opined to the young Zhengtong 正統 Emperor (r.
1436-1449) that “When people from afar come to the court, we ennoble them and give them
provisions. Those willing to reside in the capital are permitted to do so; however, the Mongols
are by nature duplicitous. They revolt and submit without rhyme or reason” 遠人來朝，朝廷爵
之、賚之，願居京者聽，然虜性譎詐，叛服靡常. 171 Chai’s lamenting of state-directed
settlement of Mongols in the capital region should give little cause for surprise. Henry Serruys
has not only posited that Mongols would have been a common sight on the streets of Beijing in
the early to mid 15th century, 172 but has also estimated that around 1437 (just one year prior to
Chai’s memorial), there was likely a foreign military population of about 40,000 in Beijing
alone, the overwhelming majority of which would have been Mongols. 173 A memorial of 1450,
even accounting for exaggeration, suggests that the presence of Mongols in the Ming capital
was common knowledge. This awareness was acutely heightened after all, given that the
Robinson, Bandits, Eunuchs, and the Son of Heaven, 32. For further discussion of Ming-Mongol migration and
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memorial was submitted the year immediately following the Tumu Catastrophe. Its author was
Yang Ning 楊寧 (js. 1430, 1400-1458), Right Vice Minister of the Ministry of Punishments and
concurrent Grand Coordinator of Jiangxi, who observed on 4 February, “barbarians and wild
beasts cannot be treated with generosity, nor can they be made to comprehend righteousness. As
of recent times, surrendered Mongols from the northern desert live scattered throughout the
Central Plains, filling suburban districts from the capital all the way to Xuzhou [in Jiangsu
Province]” 戎狄禽獸不可以恩結，不可以義感。迩來，漠北降虜散處中原，自京师直抵徐
州，布满郊邑. 174 This state of affairs must have remained obvious and pervasive enough to
cause Qiu distress when composing the Supplement in the 1470s and 1480s. Besides their
physical presence, Serruys has also demonstrated that Mongol customs, which included clothing
and language, persisted well into the mid-15th century in the Metropolitan region and beyond. 175
The immediate visibility of Mongol cultural traditions among Chinese indeed provoked much
aggravation among Ming officials. Even as late as 1491, a memorial submitted by Qiu’s
“lifelong friend and scholarly companion” 176 He Qiaoxin 何喬新 (js. 1454, 1427-1502)
requesting that the wearing of barbarian clothes and speaking of the barbarian language be
forbidden is suggestive of how deeply entrenched Mongol customs were in Ming China during
Qiu’s lifetime. 177
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As was alluded to earlier, Ming Mongols usually took up military service upon their
settlement in China. This was generally the rule for Mongols who peacefully surrendered during
the Hongwu period, who were subsequently assigned to the military and categorized as military
households. 178 In the capital region, they were drafted into the service of the metropolitan police
as well as the deeply feared Embroidered-Uniform Guard (jinyi wei 錦衣衛) in Beijing and
Nanjing. 179 Likewise in comparison to the Ming state’s strategic draining of the steppes by way
of encouraging defection and immigration, so too did the dynasty deliberately incorporate
Mongol personnel into its military corps. As Robinson has observed, the early Ming court
sought to augment its military power by adding to its ranks veteran cavalry soldiers, thereby
allowing it to tilt the balance of military might away from the fractured Yuan and in the favor of
the ascendant Ming. 180 Ming Mongols were not simply assigned living quarters and stipends,
being made to live lives of leisure, however – throughout the 15th century they fought for the
dynasty “in virtually every important military theater of the empire, from the northern border to
Fujian, Guangxi, Yunnan, and Guizhou on the southern periphery.” 181 What this meant is that
during the 14th and 15th centuries, in the Ming court itself and the empire-wide army at large
there existed a substantial Mongol military presence, one which could not have eluded
contemporary observers.
A final matter to note in this foray is the abortive coup d’état of 1461. After several
years of tolerating their excesses and transgressions, the re-enthroned Tianshun 天順 Emperor
(r. 1457-1464) began to gradually eliminate the core group of officials who had brought him
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back to power during the duomen coup 奪門之變 in 1457. One member of the duomen clique,
the eunuch Cao Jixiang 曹吉祥 (d. 1461), as well as the general and his adoptive son Cao Qin
曹欽 (d. 1461) understood well that their security in court was becoming increasingly tenuous.
Thus, they resolved to launch a revolt in the early morning hours of 7 August 1461, with the
intention of placing on the throne a more sympathetic patron. Crucially, both Cao Jixiang and
Cao Qin had Mongol military retainers who committed themselves to this cause, and who most
likely understood that if their patrons fell from grace, so too would they. Pledging their
allegiance to the Cao’s, rather than the present occupant of the Ming throne, thus would have
been an attempt on their part to consolidate their own security in addition to that of their
patrons. Yet, the coup was doomed before it began: once news of the imminent uprising was
leaked and reached Tianshun in the early hours of that August morning, Cao Jixiang was swiftly
arrested and preparations were made to defend the capital. With his hand being forced, Cao Qin
led a group of 500 Mongol and Han soldiers against the Ming defences – while the fighting was
fierce and much blood was shed, the carnage was eventually subdued. During the coup and in
the days that followed, Cao Qin committed suicide; Cao Jixiang was executed; Mongols loyal to
the Ming throne were rewarded; and Mongols who had betrayed the Ming throne were met with
exile and execution. 182
In effect, this event had demonstrated not only the potency of Mongol military power,
but also their willingness to turn violently against their Chinese masters and the Son of Heaven
himself. Ming officialdom’s suspicion toward and contempt for Mongols settled in the capital
region must have been inflamed, especially with the Tumu Catastrophe’s still lurking in recent
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memory. Indeed, the abortive rebellion served as a reference point for later commentators who
were concerned about Mongol geo-politics and demographics. In an entry dated 22 June 1464,
preserved in the Veritable Records is a memorial by Nanjing Investigating Censor Zheng An 鄭
安 (js. 1454) and his colleagues, part of which I translate below. In order to underscore the
hazards of Chinese-Mongol intermingling, Zheng et al. begin with metaphors, and further cite
familiar precedents:
Robbers and thieves are not meant to reside within courtyards; leopards and tigers are
not meant to prowl within villages. In case an emergency should arise within the four
corners, [the Mongols], in waiting for a turn of events, will then mobilize. In former
ages, the people of Jin settled barbarians in inland regions, which then gave rise to the
tumult of the five barbarians. In recent times, Cao Qin employed Tatar troops in a revolt;
the lesson in this was immediately clear. I would implore Your Highness to examine the
past and reflect upon the present, nipping crises in the bud. As regards the surrendered
Mongols settled within the Metropolitan region, an order should be sent to the relevant
department to draft plans for relocation. Perhaps they could be moved to distant frontier
prefectures; perhaps they could be separated and settled in remote garrisons... 183
門庭之內，非寇盜所宜居，村落之間，非豹虎所宜伏。萬一四方有警，則伺變而
動。昔晋人居戎內地，以致五胡雲擾。近日，曹欽用達軍謀反，其明驗也。伏望
陛下覽古鑒今，防微杜漸。凡京畿之內所置降虜，令該部設法處置，或遠徙邊
郡，或分置外衛...
The instrumentalities of geographic statecraft, at least as far as Zheng was concerned, were
being fundamentally misused by the state: the violation of Chinese and non-Chinese people’s
natural division was setting the stage for a reprisal of earlier catastrophes. As far as I have been
able to determine, Qiu Jun, at the time in his forties and having only months earlier completed
work on the Da Ming yitong zhi,184 chose to remain silent vis-à-vis the revolt.185 Even in spite
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of this documentary dearth, it would appear that suspicion and anxiety toward Mongols living in
China, especially in the dynastic capital, were palpably felt in Ming political discourse. Based
on what we know about Qiu, it is conceivable that he too was consumed by such suspicion and
anxiety, and that the ideas which later crystallized in his Shishi zhenggang and Supplement were
a natural outgrowth of such sentiments.
Evidence that Qiu’s geographic statecraft was designed to address contemporary
demographic and geo-political realities like those described above is forthcoming in a tract of
commentary and autobiography that he includes in his Supplement. This tract is of particular
value, and thus will be examined at length here. Qiu offers a gloomy survey of Ming foreign
policies as they had been since the time of Yongle, policies which align with those described
earlier: “From the Yongle reign onwards, surrendered barbarians have often been settled in the
Metropolitan region. They are made to live together and their own chieftains are employed.
Whenever a punitive campaign is undertaken, they are mobilized for service; their service is
indeed relied upon” 惟永樂以來，往往以降夷，置之畿甸之間，使相群聚而用其酋長。時
有征討，起以從行，固亦賴其用矣. 186 Qiu then offers his reader an account of the Tumu
Catastrophe’s aftermath in Beijing, when Esen’s forces assaulted the capital and Mongols living
nearby turned to the invaders’ side, shocking sights he had witnessed personally. The tract
merits translation in full:
But during the jisi incident, the Mongols assaulted our nearby suburbs. Among them
were also those [Mongols] who, in seizing upon the opportunity, changed their clothes
and plundered the common people.187 There were even those who acted as guides for the
Mongols. This, of course, is simply the natural result of [settling foreigners in the
capital]. This may serve as a clear mirror, indeed. At the time, I personally witnessed
these events; commentators unanimously agreed that once the incident was resolved,
Qiu Jun, Daxue yanyi bu, 144.16b-17a.
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measures for resettlement would be immediately undertaken. Today, thirty years have
passed and yet their kind continue to live in the capital city and Metropolitan region just
as before. If commentators claim that these people have grown up in China, having
received abundantly generous treatment and having been deeply transformed, and that
no concerns are warranted, I would venture to argue that the barbarians of the Jin had
lived through three dynasties, spanning several hundred years. They did not forget their
original customs and eventually brought calamity to China. Those who have entered
China today have not yet been here for one hundred years, and their clothing and
language still follow their original customs! Preparations must be made prior to the
occurrence of an incident; one should engage in long-term contemplation about these
affairs. In any case, we already have actual evidence from lived experience!188
然而己巳之變，虜犯近郊。其中亦有乘機易服以劫掠平民，甚至乃有為虜向道
者。此其已然之效。可為明鑒者也。當是時，臣親目擊其事，而議者咸謂事平之
後，即與處置。今又逾三十年矣，而其黨類處京城畿甸間者如故。說者若謂此輩
生長中國，受恩厚而染化深，不必他慮，臣竊以為晉之諸胡，經三朝，歷數百
年，尚不忘其故俗，而為中國禍害。况今入中國未有百年，而其衣服語言，猶循
其舊俗者乎！設使未經變故，尚當為之遠慮。况又有已驗之實效乎！
At least as far as Qiu appeared to be concerned, history was repeating itself during his own
time. The famed essayist Gui Youguang 歸有光 (js. 1565, 1507-1571) opined in his jottings
that “Our Dynasty’s jisi incident during the Zhengtong reign just about became the calamity of
the Song’s southern retreat” 我國家正統己巳之變，幾成宋南渡之禍 189; the same thought
surely crossed Qiu’s mind. What’s more, the Tumu Catastrophe, which had so nearly destroyed
the Ming dynastic order, was in his view a natural consequence of the continued failure to
uphold the geographic statecraft principles that generated order in the Chinese worldview. By
Qiu’s reckoning, the Ming was drifting down the same perilous slope as the Han, Jin, and Tang.
And its fate was not looking to be much different.
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3.4 Ideological and Practical Solutions in Qiu’s Geographic Statecraft Model
How then did Qiu Jun, so deeply distressed by the past, present, and possible futures,
propose to address the Ming’s problems? How did he leverage geographic statecraft strategies
in devising recommendations for Hongzhi? Throughout his Supplement, Qiu offered ideological
and practical solutions – or, in other words, he offered doctrinal principles that could in turn
guide concrete state action in addition to more pragmatically-oriented plans. To be sure, these
recommendations and policies have been alluded to throughout this chapter, particularly vis-àvis the ideological exegeses recounted earlier. While they need not be repeated at length here, I
will still provide a summative sketch of Qiu’s theoretical reforms for Ming foreign policy
within and without dynastic borders below. This will be followed by a review of his pragmatic
proposals. As will be made clear, there exists a striking difference in tone between these two
categories of reform: ideologically speaking, Qiu Jun speaks in absolute terms and leaves little
to no room for compromise; pragmatically speaking, Qiu meekly concedes to the inconvenient
realities of Ming times and instead offers to Hongzhi more compromising and realistic plans for
implementation. While the former decidedly outweigh the latter, they nevertheless reveal
compelling contrasts and even contradictions within Qiu Jun’s lines of reasoning. This does not
mean that one is more important or valuable than the other, but rather alerts us to the distinction
between theory and practice that should be kept in mind when interpreting his geographic
statecraft thought.
In ideological terms, Qiu wished for his sovereign to abide by a collection of firm
doctrinal principles. First, the sovereign must recognize that Chinese and barbarians are
demarcated and divided by geographic boundaries; the conventional paradigm of cultural
differentiation held far less consequential ground in this respect. These metrics of differentiation
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were neither abstract nor fluid, but rather absolute and immediately identifiable upon the actual
peripheries of Ming territory. Second, for Chinese and barbarians to remain exclusively in their
own territories, thereby abiding by the natural topologies that separated them, was the natural
order of the world and the prerequisite condition for every category of domestic and universal
order. It was therefore the sovereign’s most solemn responsibility to ensure that these
boundaries were respected and not transgressed: that is, the distinction between inner and outer
realms, as well as the specific geological and topological features which constituted these
divides, were to in perpetuity separate Chinese and non-Chinese. To draw from a different
excerpt, but which is similar in substance to those previously cited from the Supplement, Qiu
reiterates how paramount it was that these divides be respected:
Heaven gives life to two categories of people: Chinese and barbarian. For Chinese to be
Chinese and barbarian to be barbarian, each remaining solely within their own regions,
is conducive toward the living people’s security and the Worldly Way’s purity. If
barbarians wreak chaos upon the Chinese, then the people’s lives will no longer be
tranquil. Even if there exist government and teachings, from where can they actually be
projected outward? 190
天生人類有二焉，華也，夷也。華華夷夷，各止其所，然後生人安而世道清。若
夷有以亂乎華，則人生為之不寧矣。雖有政教，何自而施?
Moreover, the past had already demonstrated in Qiu’s view the consequences of negligence in
sustaining as well as the deliberate violating of these divides; recent events in Ming history
merely served to confirm that history was threatening to repeat itself. Contemporary scenes
were crystallizing to resemble the bygone tragedies reflected in Qiu Jun’s historical mirror. By
observing the principles outlined above, however, Qiu evidently believed that the emperor
could indefinitely forestall foreign-incited disasters and that the Ming dynastic order could,
though in perhaps an excessively optimistic view, indefinitely continue.
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Qiu Jun’s geographic statecraft thought was not a self-supporting edifice, though.
Throughout the Supplement, Qiu buttresses this edifice with other abstract suggestions and
supports. Put differently, his geographic statecraft was only viable insofar as its complementary
and inseparable supporting elements remained intact. In another doctrinal tract, Qiu hones in on
the relationship between internal preparedness and external vigilance, employing the same
dualistic categories that are characteristic of his statecraft thought:
Territories are comprised of inner and outer regions; distances are comprised of those far
and near; people are comprised of Chinese and barbarians. In a sovereign’s undertaking
of governance, he tends first to that which is within, and then tends afterwards to that
which is without. He begins with that which is near and concludes with that which is far.
[He maintains the demarcation between] Chinese within and barbarians without.
Moreover, that which is within is to be improved, and afterward that which is without is
to be governed. Those nearby will be joyous and those from afar will come; the Chinese
will enjoy peace and the barbarians will thereafter submit. If, however, our virtue is not
cultivated; if our food is not in sufficient supply; if the sovereign does not employ
[virtuous ministers]; and if petty people are close by, then that which is nearby and
resides within will be unsound. If internal government is not sound and if we treat
perfunctorily the repelling of outer barbarians, difficulties will surely be encountered. It
is for this reason that former kings, in reining in the barbarians, held focusing on selfgovernance as the most advantageous strategy. 191
地有內外，勢有遠近，人有華夷。人君為治，先內而后外，始近而終遠，內華而
外夷。然必內者脩，而後外者治，近者悅而後遠者來，華人安而後夷人服。苟吾
德之不脩，食之不足，君子不用，小人不遠，則近而在吾之內者，有不脩矣。內
治之不脩，而徒外夷之攘，難矣。是故王者之馭夷狄，以自治為上策。
Managing the relationship between Chinese and non-Chinese necessarily involved other
procedures in addition to those purely concerned with the Ming realm’s geo-organizational
divides. Qiu thus wished for his sovereign to come away with the following plans for action:
stimulate and nourish virtue in all echelons of Ming government, keeping close men of vision
and wisdom while expelling men of vile character; ensure that the common people are
provisioned adequately; and more broadly ensure that all domestic and immediate affairs enjoy
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sequential priority over external and distant ones (one might object, however, that the Ming
could consequently succumb to either ‘Scylla or Charybdis’ in doing so). The geographic
dualism of ‘Chinese within’ and ‘barbarians without’ was an integral and interrelated
component of this strategy. In their essence, the policy proposals Qiu proffers are not especially
innovative, nor do they meaningfully escape the confines of abstract Confucian politics and
moralism. In spite of this, as a functional paradigm of state activity, Qiu Jun’s geographic
statecraft thought was inseparable from the Ming state’s duty to ensure the court’s vitality,
domestic security, and foreign relations. From Qiu’s point of view, then, Ming China’s woes in
managing of non-Chinese peoples could be resolved by observing the inviolable and
(super)natural geographic boundaries which provisioned sino-barbarian separation, as well as
the pursuit of normal Confucian government. But how feasible were these doctrinal proposals?
In pragmatic terms, Qiu retreats from his rhetorical stronghold and into a position of
begrudging compromise. To be sure, geography continues to play an important role in his
policy proposals, but is essentially deprived of its cosmological and ideological potency; the
Heaven-ordained geo-organizational divides which Qiu emphasized so emphatically quietly
fade from view. This was of course symptomatic of the typical Confucian quandary, in that
“moving from a rationally appealing model to a functionally workable system” seldom allowed
for the actual implementation of ideological philosophizing on the ground level.192 In the 143rd
chapter of his Supplement, Qiu confronts the problem of settling non-Chinese within Ming
borders from a different standpoint. The proposal, in abbreviated form, reads as follows:
As for barbarians being settled in the interior, can they not be admitted? I say: should
they come in destitution and exhaustion to submit to us, and should we not accept them,
those who are benevolent would not do this. Should they come in admiration of
righteousness to submit to us, and should we not accept them, those who are righteous
would not do this. Given that we might admit them, how should they be settled? I say:
192
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restrain their customs and control them; subdue their power and pacify them. If they
come due to rivalries, those coming from the east should then be settled in the western
frontier, so as to prevent their power from surpassing one another. If they come
admiring Chinese civilization, those coming from the west should be settled in eastern
regions, so as to garrison them on the frontier. Provide them with positions of nobility,
but do not exhaustively cater to their desires; bestow upon them gold and silk, but do not
submit to their requests; employ them as Assistant Generals, but do not entrust them
with complete control. With this they will become contented, and we will court no
future disasters.
然則夷狄之內附，不可受歟？曰：彼以窮困而歸我，我不受之，仁者不為也。彼
以慕義而歸我，我不受之，義者不為也。既受之矣，何以處之？曰：因其俗而制
之，順其勢而安之。彼之來也，為仇讎也，彼東者則處之於西陲，使其勢不相
及，可也。彼之來也，為慕華也，在左則處之於右地，使其衛吾邊境，可也。予
之以爵位，而不極其所欲。賜之以金帛，而不徇其所求。任之以偏禆，而不付以
獨柄。如此，則彼得以自安，而吾無後患矣。
Qiu then turns his attention to Mongols already long settled in Chinese territory, and offers
some concluding remarks:
This, however, is how to settle newly incorporated barbarians. As for those who have
long been incorporated for several generations, how should they be treated? I say: in
considering Liu, Fu, and Yao of Jin, 193 their forebears had settled in the interior areas
during the Han and Wei eras; those who had been there the longest had settled for
several hundred years. But as soon as they rose up, they referred back to their ancestry
so as to rally their followers. This is a clear mirror from former eras. But from their
grandfathers and fathers, they had come to submit in admiration of righteousness, and
much time then elapsed. They came to be grateful for the state’s abundant generosity
and were not unknowing of gratitude. They were influenced by the refined customs of
China and over time transformed. Thus, they harbor no desire to look without, and
harbor no intentions to quarrel within... What would a plan for today look like? I say: ...
They should not be permitted to gather and reside together; they should not be permitted
to dominate their positions; they should not be permitted to make connections in their
offices; they should not be permitted to unify their own kind; they should not be
permitted to remain close to the border; they should not be permitted to contact their
[former] states... In dealing with them they will be entirely unaware, and over time will
naturally fade from view and daily trend toward transformation. 194
Fu may refer to Fu Jian 苻健 (307-355, r. 352-355), the founder of the Former Qin 前秦 Dynasty (351-384) and
an individual of di 氐 ethnicity. As for Yao, this may refer to Yao Chang 姚萇 (330-393, r. 384-394), the founder of
the Later Qin 後秦 Dynasty (384-417) and an individual of Qiang 羌 ethnicity. For discussion of the Former and
Later Qin Dynasties, see: Holcombe, “The Sixteen Kingdoms,” 134-138.
194
Qiu Jun, Daxue yanyi bu, 143.9b-10b. This, of course, is but a single example of Qiu Jun’s measured pragmatism
in the Supplement. Another example may be found in: ibid., 144.17b. The text is curiously cut in a smaller character
size, being appended to his autobiographical account of the Tumu Catastrophe cited earlier.
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然此所以處新附者耳。若夫久附易世者，何以處之？曰：晉之劉、苻、姚，其先
世入內地，皆在漢魏之世，遠者數百年矣。及其一旦紛起，猶籍上世以號召其
徒，此前代明鑑也。彼自其乃祖乃父，慕義來歸，歷世已久。荷國厚恩，非不知
感。染華雅俗，既已久變。固無外慕之心，亦無內訌之意...為今之計，奈何？
曰：...不使之群而居也，不使之專其位也，不使之聯其職也，不使之統其類也，
不使之臨乎邊也，不使之使其國也...使彼不知不覺，則久久自然潛消而日化矣。
Three distinct but interrelated proposals may be discerned here: first, for new Mongol migrants
Qiu argues that the Ming state should exert strong socio-cultural and geographic control while
still permitting their migration, and further that the state should pursue measured degrees of
conciliation and devolve certain levels of responsibility to them. This amounted to nothing less
than the complete dismantling of the inviolable boundaries he had advocated elsewhere!
Second, Qiu urges that the calamities of eras past be constantly kept in mind, allowing for
cautious compromise while not forgetting the potential for past problems to resurface. The
Ming and its officials could not be permitted to grow lax or negligent in their supervision of
Mongol and foreign populations in Chinese territory. Third, Qiu puts faith in the process of
sinification for settled Mongols (a process which, it will be recalled, Qiu elsewhere deemed
ineffective).195 If sufficiently rigorous controls are put in place, they would over time acclimate
and acculturate to Ming Chinese cultural norms, thereby neutralizing the capacity for ethnic
conflict and stymying the potential for threats to the dynastic order. All of these proposals are a
drastic departure from Qiu’s theoretical framework as outlined earlier in this chapter, and even
from the doctrinal proposals outlined above. Cast into clear relief once more is the distinction
that must be made between his doctrinal and pragmatic approaches to sino-barbarian relations.
Even so, they do show that he believed both approaches to be effective for meeting the needs of

Elsewhere in his Supplement, Qiu proudly declared: “When the aura of Chinese culture is ascendant, the hearts of
the barbarians will naturally return to reverence” 華風既盛，夷心自然歸仰. Daxue yanyi bu, 145.2b.
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his time. They also demonstrate that Qiu was not an iron-willed ideologue. When it came to the
actual implementation of reform in Ming China’s relations with non-Chinese within and
without dynastic borders, he adjusted his geographic statecraft to fit a reality wherein ‘Chinese
within’ and ‘barbarians without’ was but an imagined ideal.

3.5 Concluding Remarks
Throughout the course of this chapter, I have attempted to accomplish the following
tasks: first, I established a framework in which Qiu Jun’s conceptualization of geography and
geographic statecraft might be given shape; second, a survey of precedents to which Qiu refers as
well as the geo-political and demographic conditions contemporary to his day and age was
conducted, for the purpose of understanding why Qiu conceived of geographic statecraft as being
a crucial part of the state’s foreign policy calculus and what problems he understood as
demanding urgent resolution by geographic means; third, it examined a set of doctrinal and
pragmatic proposals stemming from his geographic statecraft thought, proposals which cast into
striking relief Qiu Jun’s unwavering absolutism and measured compromise, as well as his
expected consistencies and unexpected inconsistencies. If any conclusion reached in this chapter
deserves to be emphasized, it would be this: Qiu Jun was of the conviction that geographic
statecraft was not only immediately useful for the resolution of Ming China’s problems vis-à-vis
non-Chinese peoples within and without dynastic borders, but also that it was necessary.
Irrespective of whether his proposals were doctrinal or pragmatic, both of which they indeed
were, Qiu considered them conducive to the longevity of the Ming dynastic order and Chinese
civilization as he knew it.
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Was Qiu unique among his contemporaries for his geographic predilections? While a
thorough answer to this question would demand far more space than is available here, it is still an
important one to ask. As far as I have been able to discern, the answer could be answered
affirmatively and negatively. He was certainly unique in the depth with which he addressed
Ming China’s ‘barbarian problems’, the commitment he invested in devising geographic (and
other) statecraft strategies, and the compelling conviction he felt to implement them. It was Qiu
after all, and not someone else, who composed the Supplement and its exhaustive proposals for
the Ming throne. Geographic statecraft was for him a multi-faceted instrument for interpreting
history, deciphering the present, and reforming state policies. Moreover, his convictions were not
the product of momentary impulses that subsided after a given controversy had lost its sting.
They were of consistent standing in Qiu’s statecraft philosophy and understanding of the world.
In a word, Qiu’s was a long-standing obsession with using geography in a complex variety of
ways to ‘govern the state and bring peace to the realm’, something not ordinarily seen among his
contemporaries and successors.
Qiu was not unique, though, in the sense that Ming officials and observers were palpably
disturbed by the same geo-political and demographic concerns that so occupied Qiu. Liu
Dingzhi, Chai Che, Yang Ning, He Qiaoxin, and Zheng An all in their own way agitated over the
same geo-political and demographic anxieties that motivated and inspired Qiu to construct his
own geographic statecraft model. Qiu was profoundly influenced by and caught up in the
currents ebbing and flowing in Ming politico-intellectual discourse, wading and treading in the
midst of his similarly stressed colleagues. Put differently, the ‘acute sense of vulnerability’ that
Shin identified as replacing Ming political confidence following 1449 was not just felt by Qiu,
but by the Ming court at large. In the final account, what differentiated Qiu from his colleagues
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was not his concern for the exigent problems of his day and age, but rather his overwhelming
determination to solve them.
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Chapter 4 – Managing the Realm Within and Without II
This chapter studies the military dimensions of Qiu Jun’s geographic statecraft thought. It
opens with a discussion of the ideological underpinnings of Qiu’s employing geography in
prescribing and proscribing the parameters of Ming military defense. This is followed by an
examination of two policy proposals Qiu detailed in his Supplement concerning the construction
of frontier fortifications and the forestation of denuded border regions, respectively. Each
proposal is prefaced by a survey of contemporaneous conditions by which they were most likely
if not explicitly informed, which included the Yongle Emperor’s northward shifting of the Ming
capital to Beijing in the early fifteenth century, as well as the strategic vulnerabilities that this
relocation exposed; the lack of walled fortifications north of the capital; and the extensive
deforestation of Ming China’s northern frontier. The chapter then positions Qiu’s geo-military
strategizing in a comparative analysis with the political and intellectual trends of the Northern
and Southern Song periods, periods during which politicians and intellectuals similarly
recognized the utility of geography in managing hostile foreign adversaries. This comparative
approach attempts to situate Qiu in a more extensive tradition of crisis response in the premodern Chinese statecraft tradition. Finally, the chapter concludes with remarks on 16th century
military developments, their relationship to geographic statecraft, and the resonance of Qiu’s
proposals in the 17th century.
4.1 A Theoretical Framework
While Qiu Jun’s predilections with sino-barbarian relations necessarily focused on
demography and related methods of geographic demarcation, they also involved military affairs.
Qiu’s approach toward managing Ming military affairs has generally been characterized as
defensive, as in Arthur Waldron’s foundational The Great Wall of China; that Qiu furthermore
spoke favorably of Yu Zijun 余子俊 (js. 1451, 1429-1489), one of Ming China’s most famous
and vocal proponents of wall-building, further strengthens this conservative characterization. 196
Qiu and his thought can be identified more broadly with the emergent strain of grand strategic
preferences that “stressed border fortifications, wall-building, and linear static defense” in the
years and decades following Tumu in 1449.197 The historian of Ming military history Kenneth

Waldron, The Great Wall of China, 112-114. For a biography of Yu that Qiu composed, see: Qiu Ergu, comp.,
Chongbian Qiongtai huigao, 14.10b-19b. “Yu Sumin gong zhuan 余肅敏公傳.”
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Johnston, Cultural Realism, 185; Lorge, War, Politics and Society in Early Modern China, 900-1795, 121-125.
Kenneth M. Swope aptly describes the four determinants of Ming grand strategy, whose relative importance could
vary but which all interacted with one another: “textual authority and tradition, or past practice; immediate defense
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M. Swope has affirmed this, and has defined the century following Tumu as being “generally
marked by defensiveness and retrenchment”.198 But to return to Qiu, his military thought was of
course characteristic of this trend, but was also more complex than generalized preferences for
static defense. In fact, it was colored by the very same hues of geographic thinking that were
illustrated in the previous chapter. Qiu’s geographic statecraft thought was indeed designed to
address military matters vis-à-vis non-Chinese peoples in response to contemporary conditions.
The military component of Qiu’s geographic statecraft thought was governed by the same
doctrinal logic that governed his foreign policy proposals: namely, the dichotomy of the divided
‘inner Chinese’ and ‘outer barbarian’ realms and the role of geography and topology in
maintaining these divides for the sake of state security. It will be recalled that Qiu articulated in
his Shishi zhenggang an order which envisioned mutual non-interference and non-aggression, an
order which was predicated upon observing and respecting the natural geographic boundaries
which divided their respective domains. Yet another of Qiu Jun’s affirmations in this vein merits
raising in order to contextualize the discussion that will follow:
Alas! There exists a fundamental terrestrial boundary between Heaven and Earth, that
between Chinese and barbarian. Chinese reside within, while barbarians reside without.
Thus, Heaven and Earth created mountains, rivers, and perilous defiles so as to
differentiate their territories and completely separate the without from the within. This is
a great defense of myriad generations for Our China, indeed.199
嗚呼！天地有大界限，華夷是也。華處乎中，夷處乎外，是乃天地以山川險阻界别
區域，隔絕外內，以為吾中國萬世之大防者也。
And, as he further emphasized in the Shishi zhenggang’s opening remarks for the history of the
Yuan Dynasty, “Chinese [should remain in Chinese territory] and barbarians [should remain in

concerns; the current alignment of factions among officials; and the predilections and interests of the reigning
monarch.” See: “Manifesting Awe,” 608.
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Swope, “Manifesting Awe,” 616.
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Qiu Jun, Shishi zhenggang, 7.10a. This phrase also appears nearly verbatim in the Supplement: 144.8b-9a.
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barbarian territory], each residing within their own regions and not invading or bringing chaos to
the other. Otherwise, territory will resultingly be divided, and the categories of people will
resultingly be confused” 華華夷夷，各止其所，而不相侵亂，否則土地為之分裂，人類為
之混淆. 200 Absolute injunctions such as these clearly pertain just as much to human geography
and foreign policy as they do to military geography. Moreover, as crucial as these principles
were in the military dimensions of Qiu’s geographic statecraft thought, one can trace the steps he
took to arrive at these conclusions further back than 1481, the year in which he composed the
Shishi zhenggang’s preface. We will instead accompany Qiu at a juncture six years earlier, the
year being 1475.
It was in 1475 that Qiu, newly returned to Beijing after completing his familial mourning
duties and having been reappointed to his former post as Expositor-in-waiting in the Hanlin
Academy, 201 was selected to preside over that year’s metropolitan examination. Qiu’s
appointment allowed him to gain first-hand experience in observing the state of students’
learning, the quality of potential future recruits into the Ming bureaucracy, as well as the flaws of
the education system through which they were compelled to advance. By his own account, Qiu
was disappointed and distressed by what he observed. In a preface he composed to his record of
the examination, he lamented students’ lack of practical knowledge and shallow learning:
If one asks them about their specialization, they will in turn respond: ‘I specialize in the
Book of Changes’; ‘I specialize in the Book of Documents’; ‘I specialize in the Book of
Poetry’; ‘I specialize in the Spring and Autumn Annals’; ‘I specialize in the Book of Rites
and the Book of Music’. Upon testing what they have internalized and put into practice,
there is not a single concrete affair that aligns with what they learned. Alas! From their
youth till their maturity, they study in schools and are tested in offices, and as one might
expect, as soon as any concrete affair should require implementation in government, the
official texts and legal codes [they have studied], in comparison to said affair, will be too
broad and insufficient.202
Qiu Jun, Shishi zhenggang, 31.1a.
Qiu’s reappointment was confirmed on 13 July 1474. See: Xianzong shilu, 129.2457.
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苟問其所業，則曰：吾《易》、吾《書》、吾《詩》、吾《春秋》、吾《禮》而兼
《樂》也。及考其所存所行，乃至無一事與所學相當者。嗚呼！爾其自幼至長，習
於學校而試於有司者，果何事一旦施於有政，乃惟簿書法律是事而略不及。
Being the practical and action-oriented statesman that he was, Qiu could not but resolve to
remedy this state of affairs. As an examiner, he was after all in a position to do so, as he was
tasked with drafting the actual examination questions. His intention was clearly to prompt
students to engage with matters tethered in temporal and substantive relevance to contemporary
Ming affairs, and arguably he further hoped that his questions would allow him to identify those
examinees whose demonstrably useful talents would be of benefit to the state. But the questions
he designed, being oriented towards practical statecraft as opposed to abstract theories, severely
aggravated the students he tested. As his close friend He Qiaoxin recalled in an epitaph for Qiu,
the questions he designed were “comprised entirely of bizarre words and off-putting phrases;
[the examinees] complained bitterly and were endlessly resentful” 凡怪詞險，皆痛斥之，怨誹
不恤. 203 Unconventional as they were, his examination questions afford early and important
insights into his geographic statecraft thought and its relationship with geography and military
administration. As one tract went,
It is desirable for soldiers to be placed in nearby garrisons; they should not be deployed
beyond [the realm’s boundaries] so that they may instead protect the interior. The army
should be stationed near the border; they should not leave [China] so that they may
instead protect the frontier. Land nearby should be tilled so as to supply military rations;
one should not exclusively look to faraway regions for this. The attributes of water
systems should be accorded with so as to dispel the common people’s suffering; [these
systems] should be leveraged for their benefit. As for whether or not these matters are
feasible, you should discuss and search out their precedents while also sorting out their
feasibility. 204

He Qiaoxin, Jiaoqiu wenji, 30.30b.
Qiu Ergu, comp., Chongbian Qiongtai huigao, 2.20ab. “Huishi cewen (wushou) 會試策問 (五首).” For more on
Qiu’s involvement in the 1475 examination, see: Chu Hung-lam, “Ch’iu Chun (1421-1495) and the Ta-Hsueh Yen-I
Pu,” 226; Li Zhuoran, Qiu Jun pingzhuan, 39-43, 260-261; Zhou Weimin 周偉民 and Tang Lingling 唐玲玲, “Qiu
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伊欲寓兵於近輔，而不調外以衛內。按兵於邊近，而不出中以防邊。耕近地以助軍
餉，而不專仰之於遠。順水性以除民害，而又因之以興利。其可行與否，願相與講
求其故，而處置其宜。
Geographic boundaries, although not as explicitly defined in this examination question, may
nevertheless be seen as governing Qiu’s understanding of legitimate military activity. Three
observations can be made about this brief examination excerpt: first, Qiu was clearly a proponent
of defensive posturing in frontier defense. This was by no means an endorsement of
complacency, but rather a pragmatic approach to conserving state resources while maintaining
the substantive integrity of the army and the stability of the state it protected. Second, where
geographic logic factors into the equation is Qiu’s delineation between the inner and outer realms
and their relationship to military planning. Ming China was to be defended from within and not
from without, with the actual and imagined boundaries separating Chinese and (the albeit
implied) barbarian remaining untraversed and unviolated. And third, geography for Qiu was not
only what legitimized or delegitimized the acceptable administration of the military, but also a
force that constrained and confined the Ming’s understanding of its own geo-military posturing
vis-à-vis non-Chinese peoples.
These principles, however, seem to assume that conditions of peace prevailed along Ming
China’s expansive frontier(s). In historical retrospect and as Qiu was surely aware, these
conditions were rarely the norm. Should conflict erupt or the boundaries separating Chinese and
non-Chinese be violated, as they inexorably would be, how should the Ming respond? In the
Supplement Qiu turned to more explicit terms and laid out a theoretical basis for geographic
statecraft and the military:

Jun nianpu 丘濬年譜,” 36. Zhou and Tang’s essay cited here is the second part of a two-part chronological
biography of Qiu. Both essays are cited in the bibliography.
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In the sage kings’ ruling of the realm, they regarded all with undifferentiated
benevolence. While the demarcation between Chinese and barbarians is based upon that
which is within and without, correctness and incorrectness as well as waywardness and
uprightness of principle are in fact no different than [the dichotomy of] the within and
without. Thus, for Chinese and barbarian to each remain strictly within their own regions
is to create peace in the realm. If barbarians violate these territorial boundaries and
invade our interior regions, bringing harm to our Chinese people, then with the Mandate
of Heaven upheld, Heavenly punishment can be undertaken; this is the task of the king’s
armies. If [the barbarians] remain within their own territories and we raise armies to leave
our territory when they are unaware and unprepared, assaulting them by surprise; and if
we overwhelm them when they are in decline and destitution in order to massacre them,
then waywardness will rest with us.205
聖王之治天下，一視同仁。華[夷]206之分，雖有內外，而理之是非曲直，則不以內
外而異焉。是故華[夷]各止其所，而天下安矣。彼戎夷越疆界而犯我內地，害我華
人，奉天命以行天討，是為王者之師。彼處其域中，而我興師出境，出其不意無備
而襲之，欺其衰落敗亡而殺之，則曲在我矣。
From Qiu Jun’s elaborations familiar themes again emerge, and in more explicit terms than his
examination question. First is that the inner-outer dualism is equated to correctness and
incorrectness in principle (li 理), thereby imbuing it with dualistic hues of Confucian morality
and immorality. In this way, ‘correctness’ and ‘uprightness’ in principle were made to depend on
the inner-outer dichotomy’s integrity. Second, and as a result, is that principle was in balance
when the natural boundaries dividing Chinese and non-Chinese were respected and trans-border
military endeavors were prohibited; principle was correspondingly unbalanced when military
endeavors prompted the violation of natural geographic boundaries – this, to the extent that a

Qiu Jun, Daxue yanyi bu, 156.23b-24a. Qiu offered further remarks in the same vein elsewhere, explaining that
China could legitimately resort to warfare only in response to a barbarian assault. Interestingly, Qiu then concedes
that barbarians should not be exterminated, noting that: “A former Confucian said that [Han] Wudi wished that there
were no barbarians. For there to be Chinese there must also be barbarians; for there to be Yang there must also be
Yin. Is there really any principle which justifies completely exterminating [the barbarians]?” 先儒謂武帝欲無夷
狄，夫有華即有夷，有陽即有陰也，豈有盡滅絕之理哉. See: ibid., 156.7a. The ‘former Confucian’ to which
Qiu refers may be Yu Yunwen 余允文 (fl. 1163-1164), a personage of the Song Dynasty. He wrote: “Qin Shihuang,
Han Wudi, and Tang Taizong each desired that there be no barbarians. These were all excesses in craving greatness
and delighting in triumph, exhausting the military and being wantonly aggressive” 秦始皇、漢武帝、唐太宗欲無
夷狄，是皆好大喜功、窮兵黷武之過. See: Yu Yunwen 余允文, Zunmeng bian 尊孟辨, juan xia 卷下, 9a.
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righteous, Heaven-ordained punitive campaign could be legitimately undertaken, but only
undertaken, in response to an unrightful provocation from without. 207 This argument is multilayered, for not only was the inner-outer dichotomy an aspect of foreign relations and military
administration, but its being upheld also reflected on whether the reigning emperor and his
administration were correct or incorrect in moral principle.
What is of particular interest here is that the Ming state is implicitly given legitimate
license to violate the very inner-outer dualism that Qiu defended so staunchly in the Supplement
and the Shishi zhenggang. The punitive campaign, justified as it was within the Confucian
paradigm of righteous warfare, was in this case an exception to Qiu’s doctrinal rule. Perhaps he
assumed that in pursuing righteous retribution against an errant adversary (jus ad bellum), which
by way of militarily provoking China had violated the geo-organizational divides of the Chinese
oikumene, the Chinese armies would by default gain Heaven’s divine protection. Success could
only be guaranteed, at least in theory; a Ming army could in this line of reasoning safely
contravene the geographic sino-barbarian divide in pursuit of retributive justice. In every other
case no antagonistic or offensive military operations should be undertaken – as Qiu was wont to
say, ‘for Chinese and barbarian to each remain strictly within their own regions is to create peace
in the realm.’ In this way, we may see that the very same doctrinal principles which governed his

Qiu’s approach to military affairs within the framework of geographic statecraft aligns closely with the concept
of righteous warfare (yizhan 義戰) in classical Confucian doctrine: “The legitimate war was a righteous war that
found its justification in the moral differential between the two combatants, and above all in the difference in moral
character between their leaders. As on the field of Muye [upon which the Zhou defeated the supposedly depraved
Shang], it was virtue pitted against vice, the cruel, impious tyrant challenged by the benevolent ruler determined to
relieve the suffering of the ‘black-headed people.’” Mencius, the foundational Confucian philosopher of the Warring
States Period, moreover affirmed that “morally superior men may legitimately employ armed force in order to bring
about punishment or rectification.” See: Graff, “The Chinese Concept of Righteous War,” 196, 200. Indeed, among
the behaviors that justified righteous warfare, whose ends included attacking, invading, and exterminating the
enemy, were “rebellion against the established political and social order (pan 叛)”. “Righteous wars would restore
the correct order of things, people, and policies.” See: Johnston, Cultural Realism, 69-70.
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ideological conceptions of sino-barbarian foreign relations and human demography also
governed his ideological conceptions of military geography, albeit with certain qualifications.

4.2 Contemporary Geo-Military Conditions and Qiu’s Proposals
If the military aspects of Qiu Jun’s geographic statecraft thought were defensive and
isolationist in ideological terms, how did they translate into actual practice? Were they
neutralized with the same attitude of compromise and concession that we saw in the previous
chapter? In certain ways, it appears that Qiu did not substantially dilute his approach to military
geography as he shifted toward the realistic side of affairs; undertones of his doctrinal absolutism
may be discerned in his proposals. Below, I examine Qiu’s engagement with constructing walled
fortifications along the frontier as well as his discussion of planting defensive forests along
denuded border regions. Each section will be introduced by a survey of contemporary conditions
that likely if not explicitly informed Qiu’s policy stances.

4.2.1 Walled Fortifications
Situated at the nexus of the early Ming imperium, the first capital in Nanjing lay out of
reach and out of sight for Mongols peering in from the northern steppe. By virtue of its
geographic orientation, incursions and advances made upon the northern frontier by foreign
peoples posed no imminent threat to the central administrative organs that kept the dynasty alive;
the safety of the emperor’s person, being the very heart of the dynasty, was also ensured. But
after the Yongle 永樂 Emperor (r. 1403-1424) emerged victorious from the ruins of the Nanjing
palace and claimed the Ming throne for himself, thereby concluding his rebellion against the illfated Jianwen 建文 Emperor (r. 1399-1402), changes were set in motion that would permanently
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shift the dynasty’s locus of power to the north. Namely, he relocated the court to a reconstructed
Beijing in 1421 following its formal designation as imperial capital. Yongle had chosen Beijing
not only because it was his erstwhile base of political power (he was initially infeoffed there as
the Prince of Yan 燕王)208 and because he could launch Mongolian campaigns with greater
logistical ease, but also because its geo-topology was advantageous. It was “flanked on the north,
north-east and north-west by large and continuous mountain ranges, with only a few passes such
as Shanhaiguan [山海關], Gubeikou [古北口], and Nankou [南口].”209 These natural geographic
formations served to barricade Beijing and the dynastic order ensconced therein from threats
lurking beyond the passes – even with such strategic provisions, though, security could never be
fully guaranteed.
It is difficult to imagine that Yongle was wholly oblivious to the potentially disastrous
consequences of this northward shift. Even so, one cannot but wonder how heavily they weighed
in his decision-making calculus. With its capital in Beijing, Ming China’s strategic advantage
over the Mongols could only be maintained as long as succeeding emperors invested enormous
sums in offensive campaigns, kept the enemy consistently weak and fragmented, and with
formidable imperial charisma kept the bureaucracy on a tight leash, preventing its imploding into
fratricidal factionalism. In other words, the security of the new Ming capital – and the very
dynastic order itself – depended upon the court’s military strength, the court’s political unity, and
the emperor’s forcefulness, which is to say nothing of its tax base, compelled as it was to
shoulder and fund the court’s expenses. As soon as a fracture in the Ming system was exposed or
as soon as a clot blocked the arteries that sustained it, Beijing’s overwhelming proximity to the
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enemy could render it extremely vulnerable. As the late James Geiss observed, “Even the most
favorable geographic setting could not compensate for the exiguous belt of defenses that
separated the nerve center of an empire from the constant depredations of marauding Mongol
war parties. In spite of its strategic and geographical advantages, Peking remained exposed to the
threat of attack.” 210 This threat was only exacerbated when Yongle decided to withdraw the
Ming’s forward defenses located in the steppe within Ming territory. As a result, “The northern
frontier moved dangerously close to the heartlands of the empire; the capital itself was only a
few days[’] ride from the winter camps of the Mongols.” 211 In this way, “The enemy was forever
at the doorstep of the empire”.212

Geiss, “Peking Under the Ming (1368-1644),” 108. Geiss also noted that “Military policy in the post Yung-lo
period failed to account for the strategic loss that followed on the cessation of active campaigning. The Mongol
hordes gradually moved to more southern pastures. Only after the Mongols had reclaimed the lands immediately to
the north of the Great Wall did the serious ramifications of the Yung-lo military policy become evident.” Ibid., 112.
Thomas J. Barfield has in a similar vein noted that “For a court in Peking, each nomadic attack was an immediate
threat to its safety.” The Perilous Frontier, 234. Barfield also offers discussion here on the geo-strategic
disadvantages of Beijing’s being designated capital.
The late-Ming and early-Qing scholar Huang Zongxi 黃宗羲 (1610-1695) deplored the establishing of Beijing as the
Ming capital. Huang lamented: “Through the less-than 200 years that the Ming had its capital in Beijing, Yingzong
campaigned in Tumu [and was captured]; Wuzong encountered difficulty in Yanghe; during the early Jingtai reign
the capital city was encircled [by Mongols], and in 1549 [lit. the 28th year of Jiajing, although the Gengxu Incident
庚戌之变, to which Huang must be referring, occurred in 1550] was [again] encircled; in 1564 border peoples
entered as they pleased; and during the Chongzhen reign the capital city was year-after-year on constant alert.
Above and below, the morale of all collapsed when brigands came; day after day the affairs of the realm were
neglected. Even less could one think of paying consideration to rites, music, governance, and teaching! The lives of
the people in Jiangnan were exhausted by transportation [obligations], and the funds of the imperial treasury sank in
the Grand Canal. Such were the detriments caused by making [Beijing] the capital” 有明都燕不過二百年，而英宗
狩於土木，武宗困于陽和，景泰處京城受圍，嘉靖二十八年受圍，四十三年邊人闌入，崇禎間京城歲歲戒
嚴。上下精神斃于寇至，日以失天下為事，而禮樂政教猶足觀乎！江南之民命竭於輸挽，大府之金錢靡於
河道，皆都燕之為害也. See: Huang Zongxi 黄宗羲, Mingyi daifang lu 明夷待訪錄, 23. “Jiandu 建都.”
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Ibid., 60. For further discussion, see: ibid., 110. Only one of the original eight frontier garrisons was left in place
by the Yongle Emperor, which in Arthur Waldron’s view occasioned “the abandonment of the strategically-vital
foothold in the steppe established by his father... By abandoning the steppe margin the Ming thus not only lost their
influence in the nomadic world: they jeopardized their security at home as well.” The withdrawal was continued
under the aegis of his son, the Xuande Emperor; the rationale for this policy seems to have been primarily economic
rather than strategic in nature. See: The Great Wall of China, 80-81. Also: Chan, “The Chien-wen, Yung-lo, Hunghsi, and Hsüan-te Reigns, 1399-1435,” 248-249. Geiss writes that the retreat of the outer defense perimeter appeared
redundant during a time in which Yongle’s active northward campaigning kept the Mongols fragmented and far to
the north of the Ming frontier. “Peking Under the Ming (1368-1644),” 111-112.
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Qiu Jun knew of the wolves that prowled near Beijing’s doorsteps. In his Supplement,
Qiu summarized the current geo-political situation of the dynasty’s capital:
However, Our Dynasty in fact is positioned upon the furthest geographic extent of China,
and to its north faces the frontier barbarians. The ways in which we control and restrain
them include consolidating points of importance and strategic value; the ways in which
[the barbarians] come to invade include rapid speed and close proximity. It is for this
reason that we must contemplate their bringing of disaster and in anticipation prepare
defenses against them. In comparison to the Han and Tang, we really must pay far more
attention to this.213
而我朝則居中國之盡處，而北臨邊夷，我之所以控而制之者固重而要，而彼之所以
來而侵者亦速而近，所以思其患而預為之防者，比漢唐尤宜倍加意焉。
Qiu’s geo-political apprehensions were fully justified. After all, the potentially dire
consequences engendered by Yongle’s northward shifting of the Ming capital had already come
to pass. As he made sure to note elsewhere, “Moreover, today our state’s capital is situated in
Yan [Beijing], and is especially close to the frontier region. We cannot but keep this immediately
in mind. During the jisi incident [i.e., Tumu, 1449], the Lu rode on horseback directly to the
capital and assaulted it” 矧今國家都燕，其去邊地尤近，尤不可不留意焉者。己巳之變，虜
騎直犯京師. 214 Of course, the Mongols’ unobstructed offensive against the Ming capital in the
fallout of Tumu was repelled, and the Ming dynastic order had emerged from the smoldering
wreckage strong and revitalized. But in Qiu’s mind, the lesson had been cast into sharp relief.
Beijing’s proximity to the northern threat had nearly occasioned its collapse when, indeed, a
deep rupture in Ming government, namely the disastrous campaign led by Yingzong and his
militant eunuch Wang Zhen, exposed its pre-existing weaknesses to the depredations of Esen’s
Mongols. (One can only imagine how the Ming’s 15th century would have unfolded had the

Qiu Jun, Daxue yanyi bu, 154.12a.
Ibid., 149.8a. This leads into a proposal to construct ‘outer-city walls’ (waicheng 外城) to protect the capital’s
inhabitants and prevent the eruption of social chaos in the event of an emergency.
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Hongxi Emperor’s plan to shift the capital back to Nanjing not been cut short by his untimely
death in 1425.)215 All this, in spite of the capital’s strategic natural geographic defenses, defenses
which Qiu elsewhere extols. 216
Qiu Jun’s geo-military strategizing and wall-building proposals took form against the
backdrop of Beijing’s precarious geo-political situation. And this situation, in addition to the
Tumu Incident of 1449, only further convinced Qiu of the need to pursue pre-emptive remedies
for the Ming’s geographically-induced problems. As he reaffirmed in a passage in the
Supplement pertaining to the capital’s security: “When it comes to the calamities of the realm,
they often emerge from a place outside of one’s expectations. However, if one can devise plans
prior to an incident’s occurring, and if one can in anticipation make preparations for defending
against it, then calamities will vanish from view, leaving no trace behind” 夫天下之患，往往出
於意料之外，然能謀畫於未事之先，而豫有以防備之，則所患者消泯於無迹矣. 217
Qiu Jun’s geo-military proposals to thwart such crises dealt at length with wall-building.
In Qiu’s day, and especially during his composition of the Supplement, construction of the ‘Great
Wall of China’ as we know it today was only just beginning in earnest, largely under the aegis of
his colleague Yu Zijun. The border walls’ construction during the 1480s had primarily taken
place to the west beyond Beijing and instead in the Ordos region, thereby offering protection to
Ming China’s westward flanks along Shanxi and Shaanxi Provinces. 218 But as Arthur Waldron
Farmer, Early Ming Government, 190.
Qiu Jun, Daxue yanyi bu, 151.11a. With rather excessive flattery, Qiu enthused: “Taizong then established his
capital [in the north], elevating it above even the sky and sun. With mountains and rivers as geographic defenses, as
well as naturally strategic geography and passes, it is equipped with heavily-fortified walls and ten thousand
parapets. Myriads of fierce soldiers are stationed here in order to keep it under control; this truly is an
incontrovertible foundation for time eternal” 太宗又於此建都，則隮之天日之上矣。夫以百二山河，而有天然
之地險，重城萬雉，屯百万貔貅於此鎮壓之，是誠萬萬年不拨之基也。
217
Ibid, 151.11b.
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towers and averaged approximately nine meters in height. It was, however, comprised of sandy earth as opposed to
the stone and brick used in later walls. Wang, Harmony and War, 125.
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has described, “[b]etween the wall’s eastern terminus, not far from the Yellow River, and Peking
itself... [this frontier zone] still lay relatively open” during the late 15th century. Indeed, gaps in
Ming defenses were much exploited by raiders during this time. 219 Wall-building around the
capital region would only take place with greater intensity through the 16th century as exogenous
threats migrated from the west to the east 220; this, of course, Qiu did not live to see. 221 It seems
most probable that his observations and proposals were also informed by these conditions. To
recapitulate, what Qiu emphasizes in terms of the capital’s military security is: the utility of
natural defensive boundaries, a strategically vulnerable Beijing, recent trauma, and the need to
complement natural boundaries with walled fortifications.
One finds these themes in a lengthy tract of text preserved in the Supplement, translated
for the most part below. Qiu begins by observing that Beijing was extremely close to the frontier,
and that defensive measures accordingly must be rigorous and thorough. But Beijing’s
endowment of natural geographic defenses were of key importance: various mountain ranges
slithered for vast distances across the landscape to the capital’s north, forming a “first layer of
internal hedge fences” 第一層之內藩籬. To the west of Beijing also meandered massive

Waldron, The Great Wall of China, 114. The preoccupation with wall-building in the western regions owed to
“the migration of nomads into the Yellow River loop.” Ibid., 141. For a general recounting of the turmoil that
afflicted Ming China’s northern frontier in the late 15th century, see: Dardess, More Than the Great Wall, 219-298.
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As Wei Huan 魏煥 (js. 1529) observed sometime in the 16th century, “Prior to the Chenghua reign [1465-1487],
suffering caused by the Lu was primarily located west of the [Yellow] River” 成化以前，虜患多在河西. See his
strategic treatise of the northern border: Huang Ming jiubian kao 皇明九邊考, 8.12b.
221
Waldron, The Great Wall of China, 140-147. The acute concern toward northern threats only deepened in the 16th
century. As the geographer Luo Hongxian opined in his summative remarks to a map of Ming China’s northern
frontier in the mid 16th century: “Should one ask a commentator, ‘Wherein do the concerns of today’s realm
reside?’, the commentator would respond, ‘the northern Lu are the most distressing; no other concern exceeds this.’
If one then inquired, ‘why is it that they provoke such distress?’, they would reply, ‘the Lu are no stronger than the
Liao, Jin, or Yuan, but they are no weaker than Our Dynasty...’.” 或有問於論者，曰：「今天下之患何居？」論
曰：「北虜最可憂，餘無患焉。」曰：「何以為可憂也？」曰：「虜莫強於遼、金、元，莫弱於我朝...」
See: Luo Hongxian, Guangyu tu, 2.1a. “Jiubian yutu zonglun 九邊輿圖總論.”
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mountains, passing through such frontier localities as Xuanfu and Datong; this formed a “second
layer of external hedge fences” 第二層之外藩籬. He continues on, and I translate:
The internal hedge fence has been designed by Heaven and established by Earth; with
rolling ridges and precipitous peaks, it acts as a protective screen for our state’s northern
entrance. This is what the Book of Changes spoke of in terms of ‘the difficult places of
the earth’.222 The external hedge fence is also endowed with naturally perilous
geography, but therein may be found many areas of interruption. Thus, the areas of
openness should be supplemented and its breaks blocked, thereby acting as a shield
against outer bandits. In this way, we may once again rely on the kings’ and princes’
establishing of strategic defenses. 223 Your minister has heard that along the Yun[zhou]
and Dai[zhou] belt [possibly spanning modern-day Hebei and Shanxi Provinces] beacon
towers have been installed so as to defend and keep watch. There are major and minor
border zones: major border zones require diligently taking point, while minor border
zones require rigorous defensive preparations. Today, with all honesty, in the spaces
between major border zones’ beacon towers, as well as vacant areas, their edges and
defiles should be followed and their geographic topology observed for the purpose of
constructing walls. They should be made to interlock and interweave with one another.
This, certainly, is a long-term strategy for defending the frontier. 224
其內之藩籬，天造地設，重岡疊嶂，以為國家北門之屏蔽，《易》所謂地險者也。
若夫外之藩籬，固有天然之地險，然其間多有間斷之處，因而補其缺缺，塞其罅，
以為外寇之防，則又賴乎王公之設險焉。臣聞雲代一带，其設墩臺以守候也，有大
邊，有小邊，大邊以謹斥侯，小邊以嚴守備。今誠於大邊墩臺之間，空缺之處，因
其崖險，隨其地勢，築為城牆，以相連綴，實為守邊長久之計。
For Qiu Jun, Beijing’s foremost lines of defense could be found in the strategic geography and
topography that had been naturally provisioned to protect the capital. He envisioned the
construction of border fortifications as complementing and supplementing these formations,
which in turn could strengthen Ming China’s geographic defenses against external threats. Later

This refers to a passage contained in the Book of Changes pertaining to the hexagram “kan” 坎. Of this
hexagram, James Legge has the following to say: “Its meaning, as a character, is ‘a pit,’ ‘a perilous cavity, or defile;’
and here and elsewhere in the [Yijing] it leads the reader to think of a dangerous defile, with water flowing through
it. It becomes symbolic of danger, and what the authors of the [t]ext had in mind was to show how danger should be
encountered, its effect on the mind, and how to get out of it.” Legge, trans., The I Ching, 119. The pertinent excerpt
reads: “The dangerous (height) of heaven cannot be ascended; the difficult places of the earth are mountains, rivers,
hills, and mounds. Kings and princes arrange, by means of such strengths, to maintain their territories. Great indeed
is the use of (what is here) taught about seasons of peril” 天險不可升也，地險，山川丘陵也。王公設險，以守
其國，險之時用大矣哉. See: ibid., 237; Li Dingzuo 李鼎祚, Zhouyi jijie 周易集解, 6.188-189
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in this proposal, Qiu sketched a rough plan for scheduling, labor, and costs: during seasons of
peace on the frontier and prosperity within, and furthermore during periods of adequately
pleasant weather, 100,000 people should be conscripted for labor to construct frontier
fortifications. Work would proceed apace in the space of 180 days distributed across a span of
three years, and would furthermore require the investment of several hundred thousand units of
money and grain. (As an indicator of the actual scale of this undertaking on the ground level, in
April 1486 an audit reported that Yu Zijun, a chief architect of wall-building, had spent
1,500,000 taels of silver and 2,300,000 piculs of grain and fodder through less than two years of
fortification construction on the northern frontier – how responsibly these sums were spent is
another question, of course.)225
Qiu also made similar and more general observations elsewhere. On another occasion, he
frames wall-building within the familiar ideo-cosmological infrastructure of his geographic
statecraft thought, explicitly identifies who exactly Ming China was defending against, and
defines the purpose of using and supplementing natural geography in managing military defense:
Thus, Heaven uses mountains, rivers, and perilous passes in order to separate the
barbarians; wherever there exist deficiencies [in these natural geographic defenses], they
should be enhanced and supplemented. This does not seem unreasonable... Even with this
being the case, the construction of a long frontier wall would of course belabor the
people, but it is also designed with the interests of the people in mind. Take for instance
the Han’s carrying on of the Qin, taking their already completed work and improving
upon it; the Wei’s carrying on of the Han; and the Jin’s carrying on of the Wei. If
generation after generation this is continued, then later generations in the realm will be
able to rely upon [walled fortifications] to separate and isolate Chinese and barbarians,
preventing the Lu, reeking of the stench of mutton and cruel and arrogant as they are,
from harming our people... As for later generations who defend the frontiers, in the areas
of frontier garrisons that lack the boundaries of mountains, rivers, and perilous defiles,
vacancies in narrow strategic points should be followed and conveniences in the
geography and topography observed for the purpose of constructing border walls. This,
so as to stymie the Lu’s horseback onslaughts. [Such onslaughts] will of course inevitably
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occur; however, one cannot seek expediency in completion at the expense of creating
widespread disturbances [among those burdened with construction].226
盖天以山川險隘限夷狄，有所不足，增而補之，亦不為過...雖然，長城之築，雖
曰勞民，然亦有為民之意存焉。設使漢之繼秦，因其以成之勢，加以脩葺，魏之繼
漢，晉之繼魏，世世皆然，則天下後世，亦將有以賴之限隔華夷，使腥膻桀驁之
虜，不得已為吾民害矣...後世守邊者，於邊塞之地，無山川險阻之限，而能因阨
陿之闕，順形勢之便，築為邊牆，以扼虜人之馳突，亦不可無也，但不可速成而廣
擾爾。
Again, Heaven’s provisioning of geographic boundaries between the Chinese and barbarians
was, at least in Qiu’s mind, effective militarily and inviolable doctrinally but still imperfect. The
Chinese were therefore not only called to observe and respect these boundaries, but also to
reinforce them where the natural topography was weakly defined for the sake of dynastic
defense. As Qiu would have it, the state’s military defense agenda was to be settled on
demarcation and defense. Qiu also exercises sensitivity toward the construction process itself,
and explicitly urges that the construction of walls accord with pre-existing topographical
formations, which is further suggestive of the ways in which his lines of reasoning were welded
to geographic logic.
Moreover, implicitly present in these proposals are the previously noted doctrinal themes
of vigilant but self-insulated defense against barbarian threats as well as observing in state
military operations the inner-outer dichotomy that governed the logic of the Ming realm and its
relationship with foreign peoples. An observation made by James Geiss nicely captures a broader

Qiu Jun, Daxue yanyi bu, 150.6b-7a. Qiu articulated this same position close to verbatim in his biography of Yu
Zijun, probably composed sometime after Yu’s death in 1489. It is thus conceivable that Qiu was recycling these
locutions from the Supplement. See: Qiu Ergu, comp., Chongbian Qiongtai huigao, 14.19a. The tract, with only
minor variations in diction, reads in part as follows: “Heaven created mountains and rivers so as to surround and
separate the barbarians. Whereupon mountains and rivers are insufficient, however, it waits upon Man to
supplement them. One should do so in consideration of strategic garrisons’ vacancies as well as in accordance with
conveniences in the geography and topology. This, so as to prevent the different kinds from breaking through. This
would not seem to be excessive” 夫天之於夷狄固限之以山川。山川不足，而以人為補之。因厄塞之闕、順形
勢之便，以扼異類之衡突，似不為過.
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framework for understanding Qiu’s geographic statecraft thought and its military dimensions as
related above: “In theory a strategic deployment of troops and resources reinforced the natural
protection afforded by the geography of the region.” 227 This statement would have made perfect
sense to Qiu Jun, who was fully convinced that the deployment of frontier walls and
fortifications could ‘reinforce the natural protection afforded by the geography’ of Beijing’s
northern frontier.

4.2.2 Reforesting the Northern Frontier
When in 1580 a certain Hu Shun’an 胡順庵 ascended the peak of Qingliang Mountain 清
涼山, gazing out upon the expanse of Shanxi’s natural wilderness, he was deeply distressed by
what he saw. Hu had originally been tasked with overseeing military operations in Yanmen 雁
门, a strategically vital pass in Shanxi Province straddling the northern steppe, when he resolved
to climb Qingliang Mountain (otherwise and perhaps better known as Wutai Mountains 五臺山).
What appears to have disturbed Hu was the dismal state of environmental protection in the
mountain’s vicinity, and in particular the rampant felling of forests in the region. Near the time
of Hu’s ascent and subsequent dismay, an official named Gao Wenjian 高文薦 (js. 1559, 1527-?)
happened to be undertaking a tour in the province; Hu was aware of this and confessed to Gao
what he had seen. Gao was alarmed by Hu’s report and thereafter decided to submit a lengthy
memorial to the throne deploring Mount Wutai’s deforestation. This, in Gao’s view, was not
merely an ecological travesty but a strategic problem in need of immediate state intervention:
I would venture to observe that in Shanxi Province, from Pingxing pass to Pianlao the
frontier spans over 1,000 li in length. To the east may be found Yun[zhou] and
Shuo[zhou], while neighboring to the west there may be found the nests of the Mongols.
227
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In a word, that which separates Chinese and barbarian is merely the distance of a single
mountain! We are fortunate in that between Beilou and Ningwu the forests are lush and
verdant, offering us guaranteed protection. As for Mount Wutai, its seriate ridges and
deep forests may be relied upon as an inner screen. Elders have related based on their
traditions that the trees of the two mountains, in former times, stood amidst endless
floating clouds in the thousand-li expanse of one’s gaze. 228 The depraved barbarians and
their horses could not come through. Today, [these forests] have been cut down and
decimated to the extreme. This, to the extent that out of every hundred trees only one
remains. 229
臣竊照山西，自平刑以抵偏老，為邊者千有餘里。東則車輔雲朔，西則比鄰虜巢。
總之華夷之限，一山之隔耳。所幸北樓寧武之間，林木蔥鬱，資為保障。而五臺一
山，重岡深樹，恃為內藩。父老相傳，謂两山之樹，往者青靄相接，一目千里，即
為胡馬跳梁，曾不得一聘而去。今砍伐殆盡，所存者百之一耳。
Even allowing for exaggeration, it becomes clear that the felling of forests around Mount Wutai
had gone unaddressed for some time (it had, in fact, early on in the 15th century been selected as
a lumber source during Yongle’s construction of the new capital in Beijing).230 This state of
affairs could not continue. Gao thus implored that punishments be applied to “venal business
people” jianshang 奸商 who ventured into Mount Wutai to fell trees, and further urged the
emperor to take immediate action in having a remedial plan drafted. Gao’s memorial was heard:
“bearing an imperial directive, the Ministry of War was informed and thereafter approved
recommendations for implementation” 奉聖旨，兵部知道，準議施行. 231
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Hu and Gao’s shared concern for deforestation, and particularly the latter’s connecting it
to the needs of defense against foreign peoples, nicely capture the geographic dimensions of
Ming military statecraft. Forests were not simply aesthetic adornments for popular site-seeing
locales and well-trodden travel destinations, but even more so critical components of the
defensive infrastructure that guarded Ming China’s frontiers against the depredations of horsemounted raiders. In this way geography was, in an immediately tangible, physical way,
imperative for dynastic security. Gao was not the first to arrive at this conclusion, of course, and
neither were deforestation and its consequences for military defense uniquely late 16th century
phenomena. Nearly a century earlier Qiu Jun already believed that deforestation as a function of
dynastic defense was in need of urgent state intervention. His geographic statecraft thought, and
in particular its military dimensions, took into account the utility of forests for defense. But what
led him to this conclusion? What conditions might have informed and stimulated his concerns? A
brief survey of contemporaneous historical and environmental developments follows below.
Mark Elvin, in his 2004 monograph The Retreat of the Elephants, singled out
deforestation as “symboliz[ing] the longest story in China’s environmental history”. 232 No less
was this the story of Ming China’s environmental history. Felling rates and the destruction of
forests, while being a perennial problem across the Ming’s ecological and historical landscapes,
accelerated in intensity particularly in the early 15th century when the ambitious and expansionist
Yongle wrested the throne from Jianwen’s hands. The requisitioning of timber intensified in pace
and scale largely due to the establishing of Beijing as the dynastic capital and the corresponding
construction needs for its palace, administrative, and military infrastructure. This, in addition to
additional infrastructure to support the consolidation of Ming imperial rule in the north by way
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of military installations. Indeed, the late Chinese historian Bao Hongchang 暴鴻昌 (1947-2001)
observed that: “From the Ming era’s Yongle reign onward, the northern regions’ guards and
battalions as well as cities and towns experienced substantial development in both quantity and
scale; the destruction caused to forests by this construction was quite severe. The timber needs of
the city of Beijing itself need not even be described” 明代自永樂以後，北方衛所和城鎮在數
量和規模上都有了很大發展，土木营建對森林破壞也是相當嚴重的，北京城所需木材更是
不必待言. 233
The lumber requisitioning station (or ‘mountain depot’, shanchang 山廠) established in
Yizhou 易州, a locale in modern-day Hebei Province and near Beijing itself, allows one to
approach the quantifying of early Ming deforestation. In 1429234 it was established for the
express purpose of supplying firewood (shaotan 燒炭) to the Ming palace; the facilities
employed a staggering number of staff, numbering approximately 19,900 persons. Yizhou was
required to harvest and submit an annual delivery of firewood to the Ming palace, and as Bao
Hongchang reports, annual tribute lumber quantities were yearly increased to the extent that by
the Yingzong reign (1436-1449, 1457-1457) Yizhou was sending over 94,000,000 jin (roughly
56,700,000 kilograms) of lumber to Beijing.235 In 1450, such aggressive lumber requisitioning in
Yizhou eventually prompted the court, now aware of dire supply shortages in the region, to
relocate the requisition station to and resume operations southward in Zhending Prefecture’s 真
定府 Pingshan 平山 and Lingshou 靈壽 counties. The relocation quickly proved problematic,
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with transportation becoming much more difficult over an extended distance from the capital
terminus. Yizhou was reportedly less than 100 li from Beijing, while Zhending was removed
over 700 li from the capital. Months after Yingzong returned to the throne in 1457, the emperor
dispatched Left Vice Minister of the Ministry of Works Sun Hong 孫弘 (fl. 1457) to Yizhou to
determine whether or not relocating back there would be feasible. Sun’s field report arrived in
Beijing on 8 May:
The Yizhou mountain area was established during the Xuande era. Being remarkably
close to the capital, it was indeed convenient for officials and commoners alike.
Eventually, with the passing of many years, requisitions had utterly exhausted the area; it
was also feared that [these denuded areas] would open up pathways that would be
conducive to border calamities. Thus, it was relocated to Zhending. The distance between
Zhending and the capital is far, and has imposed great difficulties upon officials and
commoners responsible for transportation. Today, it should be [relocated] in Yizhou,
which would be in accord with Your Highness’ orders. Nevertheless, the mountains and
forests of Qifeng and other passes all barricade frontier garrisons; they should not be
altered at all. Only in the two passes of Shayu and East Matou, where the forests are thick
and lush, could perhaps be installed strategic passes; therein could be established
mountain areas [for requisition].
易州山場，自宣德間開設，去京密迩，實便官民。後因歲久，採取盡絕，又恐開通
道路以生邊患，徙於真定。真定去京路遠，官民輸送甚艱。今仍於易州，誠便如皇
上所諭，然奇峰等口山林，皆所以屏蔽邊塞，不可動。止有沙峪、東馬頭二口，樹
木蒙茂，不妨關隘，宜立山場。
Based on Sun’s recommendations, it was thus ordered that the facility be relocated back to
Yizhou. Border markers (jiepai 界牌) were to be installed so as to demarcate acceptable felling
limits. 236 The case of Yizhou, in a word, is paradigmatic of the deforestation that was occurring
during the Ming’s mid 15th century as well as the bureaucracy’s attempting to deal with the
strategic fallout engendered by denuded regions. But it is by no means the only example.
Another illustrative example, which deserves to be surveyed briefly here, is that of Helan
Mountain 賀蘭山, a mountain range located on the northern frontier sixty li west from the
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strategic city of Ningxia 寧夏. 237 Helan was recognized as a key strategic formation for the
region, as is related by the 1501 edition of the Ningxia gazetteer: “Its summits are many and
verdant; it towers as a wall, being perilous and sharp. It extends and spans onward for over 500
li. Frontier defense relies upon it as a stronghold” 峰密蒼翠，崔壁險削，延亙五百餘里，邊
防倚以為固. 238 But even Helan Mountain could not escape the plunder of loggers. A memorial
of 19 November 1440 lamented that:
Helan Mountain serves as protection for crucial strategic points of the northern provinces.
In former times, forests were thick and obstructive, such that horse-mounted archers were
blocked and could not pass through. Recently, low-level officials have plotted selfishly
beneath the superficial pretense of public interest, and have penetrated deep into the
mountain for felling. This, to the extent that fifty to sixty li are entirely without a
protective screen; these individuals are just like those who amass lumber for storage. If
all of a sudden this is to be discovered by the Lu, who would then come to know of our
weakness, they would tear forth like manic beasts and indulge in plundering. We would
be unable to stop them. I request that from today onwards all required lumber products be
requisitioned from Xue Mountain, and that wanton felling be prohibited on Helan
Mountain. This is for the purpose of planning strategically in the present; the disasters
that would otherwise come to pass would be limitless.
賀蘭山所以障腹裏要害，往者林木生翳，騎射礙不可通。比來，官校多倚公謀私，
深入斬伐，至五、六十里無障蔽，有如樵採者。猝為虜所得，致知我虛實，豕突入
寇，即無以阻遏。請自今凡百材木需用於雪山取之，不得於賀蘭山縱伐，以規利目
前，貽患無窮。
It was thereafter ordered that the military administration stationed in Ningxia tighten restrictions
and that Helan Mountain be spared from felling.239 In sum, what the cases of Yizhou and Helan
Mountain conjunctively illustrate is that forests along Ming China’s northern frontier were
rapidly disappearing during the 15th century, leaving barren wastelands in their wake. It was
explicitly recognized by officials and emperors alike that deforestation was rendering Ming
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China vulnerable to security threats from the north and that state intervention was urgently
needed to protect defensive forests. In this way, geo-military concerns surrounding forests were
palpable in the political discourse of the Ming court during the 15th century.
It also merits noting that the aftermath of Tumu played a role in catalyzing renewed
interest in and awareness of deforestation along the northern frontier. As Ch’iu Chung-lin邱仲麟
observed in a 2005 essay, “Following the Tumu Fort incident (1449), owing to the frequency of
military conflict along the frontier passes the problem of deforestation daily received greater
attention. That being the case, from the mid-15th century onward there was a constant stream of
officials requesting that the mountains and forests of frontier passes be sealed off and prohibited
[from felling]” 自土木堡事變(1449)後，由於邊關多戰事，遂使森林砍伐的問題日益受到矚
目，從而在十五世紀中葉以後，不斷有官員陳請封禁邊關的山林. 240 Liu Dingzhi, a
contemporary of Qiu’s whom we met earlier, suggested shortly after Tumu in 1449 that forests
be planted along frontier passes in order to stymie foreign incursions.241 A memorial submitted
on 17 March 1450 by the Ministry of War, about half a year after Tumu and when Qiu himself
was still an observant student in Beijing’s Directorate of Education,242 is indicative of this
heightened awareness. In this memorial, the Ministry requested felling prohibitions and decried
the security threats engendered by the deforestation of strategic passes near the capital:
The belt of passes consisting of Zijing, Juyong, Yanmen, and others stretch on for several
thousand li; in former times there stood forests that extended on without end, maturing to
become dense woodlands. Whether far or near they served to block off and isolate these
passes, such that neither man nor mount could traverse through. In recent times, owing to
both public and private felling and the hacking of axes day in and day out, these forests
have been utterly decimated. The mountains have been laid bare and converted into
roads, while strategic defiles have been leveled flat. This being the case, in recent days
the Lu brigands came not through the passes, but all swarmed through the mountains into
Ch’iu Chung-lin, “Guofang xianshang,” 63.
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[China]. We implore that each pass be ordered to ready defensive preparations within and
without; all officials should rigorously apply prohibitions [presumably on movement to
and from China]. An official should also be dispatched to search out and arrest those who
dare to fell forests as before, and should accordingly deal with their offenses.
紫荊、居庸、雁門一带等關口，綿亙數千里，舊有樹木，根株蔓延，長成林麓，遠
近為之阻隔，人馬不能度越。近來，以公私砍伐，斧斤日尋，樹木殆盡，開山成
路，易險為夷。以此，前日虜寇不由關口，俱漫山而入。乞勅各關守備內外，文武
官嚴加禁約，仍差人廵捕敢有仍前斫伐者，治其罪。
The entreaty earned a terse rescript: “Let it be done” 從之. 243 At least according to the Ministry
of War, foreign incursions into Ming territory (and, if in ‘recent times’ the Ministry was referring
to 1449, Tumu itself) had underscored not only the importance of protecting and maintaining
frontier forests, but also the dire consequences of the state’s neglecting to do so. This was all the
more exigent given the capital’s immediate proximity to threats from the north – threats
generally understood in relation to the capital’s geography and specifically understood in relation
to deforestation’s rendering the capital vulnerable. Geography, indeed, was recognized as
imperative for dynastic security.
Qiu’s own concerns about deforestation were thus preceded by those of many others
before him, and were moreover a product of a broader set of problems confronting the Ming
court throughout the 15th century. In his Supplement there may be found an exhaustive proposal
that combines doctrinal, political, and administrative elements in setting out a plan for remedying
this situation. Qiu Jun’s attention to matters of geographic demarcation and leveraging natural
geography for dynastic defense remains consistent throughout the proposals, which are examined
below. Qiu began:
Your minister humbly considers that the capital is in extremely close proximity to
frontier garrisons. As for that which it relies upon for strategic defense, within there is the
Taihang Mountain range coming from the west. Its precipices are many and it extends
onward for great length. Without there are Hun[zhou], Wei[zhou], and other
243
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Subprefectures whose mountains are tall and ranges lofty; pathways therein are
constricted and narrow while the forests are lush and dense. [These features collectively]
prevent Mongol horsemen from launching mounted assaults [into our territory]. I do not
know with whom or at what time this all began, whereupon relying on the pretext of
[collecting] firewood and the purpose of construction, trees were cut down for the
gathering of materials. Branches were severed to serve as kindling while firewood was
burned to create coals. These practices resulted in the daily-increasing rarity of forests,
the daily-increasing accessibility of pathways, and the daily-increasing flattening of our
strategic defiles and defenses. If we presume that our state’s present lacking of exigent
affairs remains constant in the future, then there would certainly be no use for these
matters. Should a misfortune arise when, without the slightest warning, there emerges the
alarm of wind and dust [i.e., an incursion from the north], then how will we stop their
arrival and thwart their entry? If today we fail to impose restrictions [upon loggers], I
worry that day after day, even though there may be those with knowledge and wisdom,
they will be incapable of remedying the consequences of later times. 244
臣竊以為京師，切近邊塞，所恃以為險固者，內而太行西來，一带重岡連阜，外而
渾蔚等州，高山峻嶺，蹊徑狹隘，林木茂密，以限虜騎馳突。不知何人，始於何
時，乃以薪炭之故，營繕之用，伐木取材，折枝為薪，燒柴為炭，致使木植日稀，
蹊徑日通，險隘日夷。設使國家常如今日之無事，固無所用之，不幸一旦而有風塵
之警，將何以扼其來而拒其入乎？失今不為之限制，臣恐日甚一日，雖有智者，不
能善其後矣。
Qiu Jun’s views of Beijing’s geographically-induced vulnerabilities and the utility of natural
geographic boundaries in defending against ‘barbarian’ aggression accord with the principles of
his geographic statecraft thought, as well as his statecraft thought in broader terms. His sense of
urgency and advocating for pre-emptive strategizing in preparation for unknown disasters ahead
required immediate state intervention: addressing the source of the present crisis, being both the
lack of state control over forestry as well as the unchecked loggers themselves, would determine
whether the Ming succeeded or failed in meeting the challenges of the future.
The recommendations that follow the passage above are noteworthy for their being
thorough and, to an extent, possibly implementable. Qiu Jun has relatedly been lauded in modern
scholarship for his proposals on forestry and border defense. The earlier cited Bao Hongchang,
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for instance, thought Qiu to be “an important Grand Secretary whose views on prohibiting the
felling of frontier forests were the most farsighted and wise” 對禁伐邊林最有遠見卓識的要數
內閣大學士. 245 Tempering Bao’s enthusiasm is Ye Shichang 葉世昌, who wrote in a short 1983
survey of Qiu’s writing on forestry that his advocacy, notwithstanding its lack of concern for
ecological issues, was nonetheless insightful. 246 His proposals have moreover garnered attention
from environmental historians in the west like Nicholas K. Menzies, who remarked that Qiu’s
requests can be compared with plans to establish a so-called “Great Green Wall”. 247 But what did
he actually propose?
Qiu Jun’s various proposals, compiled into a single and continuous section, are too
lengthy to translate verbatim here. An approximate paraphrase should suffice. He first asked that
the Ministry of Works undertake a rigorous accounting programme to determine how much
lumber was being used from the Yongle period onward, where precisely the lumber was coming
from, and who was collecting it. This would allow for the quantitative interpretation of recent
felling statistics based on patterns of consumption and sourcing. Qiu also proposed re-locating
the lumber requisitioning station in Yizhou – which had already been moved several times in the
recent past – even closer to Beijing. But rather than exhaust lumber sources near the capital, he
proposed sending the depot staff back to their home regions and that lumber requisitioning be
assessed on them based on their home regions’ size and poverty levels. Arguably, in Qiu’s view,
this would allow for the decentralized dispersal of felling across the Ming realm as opposed to
exhausting a single region’s forests near the border. He then goes on to emphasize that poverty
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and inflation must be avoided by the imposition of excessive felling restrictions, and lays out the
following schematic of planting procedures:
I would also venture to offer another thought: I request that along the belt of frontier
passes, beginning in the east from Shanhai[guan] and thereafter moving west, in inner
regions close to the frontier trees should be planted along the mountainsides and in
accordance with the regions’ broadness and narrowness as well as their strategic
topography. For one, they can be used for the preparation of firewood; for another, they
can be used as a protective screen for frontier garrisons. They would allow for the
prevention of Mongols’ mounted assaults in addition to providing productive lands for
officials and the military. Along every mountain’s side and level tract of land, elm and
willow trees should be planted in accordance with the areas’ geographic height and
crookedness or straightness. This could be done perhaps over 30 to 50 li, or even 70 to 80
li.248
臣又竊有一見，請於邊關一带，東起山海，以次而西，於其近邊內地，隨其地之廣
狭險易，沿山種樹，一以備柴炭之用，一以為邊塞之蔽，于以限虜人之馳騎，于以
為官军之伏地。每山阜之側，平衍之地，隨其地勢高下曲直，種植榆枊，或三五十
里，或七八十里。
Qiu repeatedly stresses here the need for state planting facilitators to adapt their arrangements to
suit local geographic conditions; his lines of reasoning were attuned to the nuances of geographic
logic. This ultimately would have been for the purpose of creating the most strategic and robust
geographic defense possible, maximizing the capacity for new forests to complement and bolster
pre-existing topography in a concerted defensive effort. Qiu’s recommendation for the planting
of elms (probably the Chinese elm, Ulmus parvifolia) and willows is also worth noting. As was
related in the Qimin yaoshu 齊民要術, a masterful agricultural treatise dating to the 6th
century, 249 within the space of a single year elms could grow between two to three meters in
height. They were also resistant to hostile climatological and environmental stressors, such that
“one need not worry about floods, droughts, storms, or pestilence” 不慮水、旱、風、蟲之
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災. 250 Willows, as well, could be cultivated rapidly and made to grow over three meters in one
year. 251 In this way, the reforestation of the northern frontier could be achieved with remarkable
speed and efficacy.
In addition, it would appear that Qiu had in mind a ‘Green Great Wall’ protecting Beijing
and perhaps limited portions of the Northern Metropolitan Area exclusively. After all, a planting
operation spanning anywhere between 30-80 li (approximately 16-45 kilometers in length)
would have offered meagre protection at best for a northern border that spanned nearly 3,000
kilometers in length.252 This may have been an instance of Qiu’s conceding to an inconvenient
reality, recognizing that an expansive reforestation of the entire frontier’s denuded regions would
require the investment of funds and labor that the state simply could not afford. Concentrating on
the capital would have to suffice. As concerned labor itself, he prescribed the following
arrangements: convicted criminals could be made to plant trees on the frontier, while more
specialized and knowledgeable staff could also assist. For the protection of newly forested sites,
Qiu proposed regular military personnel patrols and an annual censorial inspection onsite.
Offenders were to be prosecuted swiftly and harshly.
Qiu thought the forests should be left to grow for about five to seven years, after which
point their branches could be harvested and collected for firewood. This would allow for the
reasonable maintenance of forests and the mollifying of lumber needs on the part of the people
and the state. If all of these measures were implemented, he thought, “the state’s consumption
would in accordance with them be handled smoothly; the difficulties of the people would in
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accordance with them be lightened; and the frontier would also in accordance with them be
strengthened and robust 則國用因之以舒，民困因之以解，而邊徼亦因之以壯固矣. 253
Taking all of the above into account, Qiu Jun’s geographic statecraft envisioned the proactive
manipulation of the natural environment for the benefit of state defense and dynastic security.
The boundaries separating Chinese and barbarian, in this way, would thus be strengthened and
augmented. And this ‘Green Great Wall’ that he proposed would play just as important a role in
these equations as the construction of imposing walled fortifications on the northern frontier.

4.3 A Bright Mirror I: Precedents from the Song Dynasty (960-1279)
Qiu Jun’s long-standing preoccupation with geo-military affairs was not only a crucial
motivating factor for his geographic statecraft thought, but also was an immediate byproduct of
the conditions he observed in 15th century Ming China. The same could be said about his many
like-minded contemporaries and colleagues, some of whom we encountered in the preceding
chapters. But rather than focus exclusively on contemporaneous circumstances, I believe that a
more substantial understanding of Qiu’s geographic statecraft thought and its military
dimensions is possible if he is situated in a broader comparison with his like-minded
predecessors in the Song Dynasty (960-1279), and particularly the Southern Song (1127-1279).
The emperors and administrators of the Northern and Southern Song were, much like their later
Ming successors, strained by perennial conflict and crisis along their frontiers. A survey of the
military and intellectual trends of these troubled times reveals fascinating similarities with those
of post-1449 Ming China and in particular with Qiu Jun’s geographic statecraft thought.
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The enduring threat of violence that emanated from beyond Song borders – whether from
the Khitan Liao 遼 (916-1125) or the Jurchen Jin 金 (1115-1234), the latter of whom would
ultimately effect the Song’s southern retreat in 1127 – stimulated sustained interest in matters of
foreign policy and geo-military statecraft. Indeed, as the scholar of Song intellectual and political
history Hilde De Weerdt has observed, “[b]orders and the fields of knowledge related to the
study of their role in government, in security and military strategy and in history, became a
preoccupation for many Song literati.” 254 At the heart of this preoccupation was “the overarching
question of how to defend and extend Song frontiers”, 255 a question that prevailed with sustained
vigor between the 10th and 13th centuries, but which arguably became much more acute
following the Jingkang Incident 靖康之變. Even so, Qiu’s interest in forestation as a tool for
geographic defense was mirrored in the Northern Song, and thus will the next subject of inquiry.
The rulers and administrators of the Northern Song were acutely aware of the security
threats lurking beyond the northern frontier. The Khitan Liao in particular was one of the most
urgent security concerns, indeed being “the dominant military power of the tenth century.” 256 In
order to demarcate and defend its territory from the Liao, the Northern Song energetically
pursued the forestation of its northern frontier across “six prefectures and three military
prefectures in the East Hebei Circuit and West Hebei Circuit.”257 This was undertaken with
particular urgency, given the dynastic capital Kaifeng’s 開封 lack of natural geographic defenses
and strategic vulnerability to attack.258 The northern forests proved remarkably effective: when
in 959 Emperor Shengzong of Liao 遼聖宗 (r. 982-1031) launched an offensive against the
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Northern Song, Chinese soldiers leveraged the cover provided by the planted forests to launch
ambush attacks; so too were Khitan horsemen forced to dismount their steeds, thereby
neutralizing their strategic advantage and mobility. The Liao suffered a catastrophic defeat and a
ceasefire was thereafter agreed upon. 259 And while the forest would eventually be destroyed by
its creators when in 1122 a Song offensive was launched against the Liao, a decision which
would eventually facilitate the Northern Song’s own demise when Jurchen cavalry later assaulted
the north unimpeded by natural obstacles, Yuan Julian Chen sees the forestation efforts as
significant. As Chen writes, “Demarcating a distinct boundary between the Han-Chinese and the
Kitan territories, the Northern Song’s borderland forest in this period functioned as a delimiting
boundary and military bulwark to protect the Song” and was consequently “inward-looking and
restraining” in nature. 260
As well, questions of military defense preoccupied many in the energetic intellectual and
political forum that was the civil service examination system. While questions on border affairs
as well as military geography regularly appeared in the examinations “during times of high
alert”, it was especially during and following the post-Jingkang years of the 1130s that they
consumed Song examiners. 261 Take for instance a tract composed by the official and examiner
Wu Yong 吳泳 (js. 1209, d. c. 1224) in an examination paper, likely dating to the late 12th or
early 13th century:
All of you gentlemen are to, in beginning with the ancient past, trace the sources of
affairs and follow their subsequent development, exhaustively [enumerating] the origins
of Heavenly phenomena and their passage while taking into account the suitability of
certain practices. Examine the geographic situations of the Han, Jin, and Three
Kingdoms; investigate the military successes of the present dynasty’s great generals.
Ibid., 322.
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Scrutinize the military strength of today’s Xiang, Shu, Jiang, and Huai regions in
reference to the past and determine that which is trustworthy, as well as how [the
historical military strengths of these regions] can be applied in the present and made
implementable. In your responses, be sure to describe these matters in detail. Do not say
that students of the classics and scholars know nothing of military strategy. 262
諸君俱自學古，試為我溯源尋流，窮天運之始，觀風氣之宜，覽漢晉三國之地勢，
稽國朝諸大將之戰功，究今日襄、蜀、江、淮之兵力，參之於古而可信，用之於今
而可行，詳著於篇，毋謂經生學士不知兵略。
Qiu surely would have commended the palpable concern for seeking out practical geo-military
strategies in Southern Song examinations. A certain Fang Dacong 方大琮 (js. 1205, 1183-1247)
put it in clear terms in another examination paper: “Should an examiner simply employ
meaningless verbiage in their questions, all of you gentlemen will correspondingly employ
meaningless verbiage in your responses... Please put forward the weaknesses of Our dynasty as
well as cases wherein it lacked military accomplishments and analyze their root causes” 若有司
以空談問，諸君以空談對...請推我朝所以有弱勢、無戰功者，何故. 263 This preoccupation
with the military and geography in practical terms that De Weerdt has analyzed and to which Wu
and Fang’s writings attest indicate that fluency in these topics was considered a prerequisite for
students seeking bureaucratic careers in service of the Southern Song. Future bureaucrats could
not but be well-versed in military history, its application in the present, and its relationship with
historical and contemporary geography for the sake of dynastic defense.
For many concerned Southern Song scholar-officials, military geography was but a
means to an end – the end being the much longed-for reunification of northern China with the
south, the reconstitution of the Song empire, and the erasing of shame that the Jin had
Wu Yong 吳泳, Helin ji 鶴林集, 33.11b. “Jianghuai bing cewen 江淮兵策問.” Also see, for a punctuated
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unceremoniously inflicted upon China. As De Weerdt has affirmed of Song literati’s writings,
their “essays on the military geography of the frontier were unanimous in their insistence on the
ultimate objective of territorial unification.”264 So suffused with geo-political irredentism was
Southern Song political culture that Song Xiaozong 宋孝宗 (r. 1162-1189), an emperor revered
for his bureaucratic assiduity, contributions to the autocratic consolidation of imperial power and
the stabilization of the Song state, and irrepressible zeal for recovering north China, established a
“Department of Restoration” (huifu ju 恢復局) in the Southern Song government. 265
Intimate affection for geography and acute sensitivity toward border affairs can also be
detected in Southern Song cartographic culture. Indeed, for many twelfth and thirteenth century
map readers, charts of the Song realm were hardly decorative centerpieces or objects for artistic
appreciation. Instead, “maps now spoke an imperative language that triggered an image of the
empire as a home in need of restoration.” 266 Zhang Yuangan 張元幹 (c. 1091-1170) was
representative of those who read maps – and the logic of geography for that matter – as being
grounded in the physical world and as representing the political and military imperatives of
contemporary government. In a tract entitled “Reminiscing over Affairs of the Jianyan Era”
(Jianyan ganshi 建炎感事, ‘Jianyan’ referring to the first nianhao of the first Southern Song
emperor Song Gaozong 宋高宗, r. 1127-1162), Zhang lamented, “As I examine and study a map
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of the terrestrial realm, I find that I would much rather see it implemented once more in reality”
檢校輿地圖，寧復見施設. 267 As well, the poet Fang Yue 方岳 (js. 1232, 1199-1262) composed
a more sorrowful lament: “As I caress the terrestrial map, upon which the mountains and rivers
comprise the two boundary lines, I could weep in deepest pain” 撫山河兩戒之輿圖，可為痛
哭. 268 The geo-political crisis that forged the Southern Song, and the notion of the Song as not
simply an abstract cultural entity, but rather a geographic polity, clearly grieved thinkers of the
Southern Song. It should be affirmed here that military geography occupied a reinforcing
position within this tapestry of geographic irredentism and dreams of reunification.
Still others focused more closely on leveraging geography to demarcate Southern Song
Chinese from their non-Chinese counterparts, especially the Jurchen Jin. For Chen Liang 陳亮
(js. 1193, 1143-1194), geography was useful for differentiating Chinese and barbarian and
comprised the ideo-political infrastructure with which to perpetually and, in his eyes, properly
separate them. Even though his concerns as will be taken up below did not overwhelmingly deal
with military affairs, they are still worth examining given that the underlying assumptions of
military geography as seen in this chapter are tied to the sino-barbarian geographic distinction.
Hailing from modern-day Zhejiang Province, Chen stepped onto the Southern Song
political scene as a leader among “utilitarian-oriented scholars” who held as their modus
operandi the expulsion of the Jin from the north and the geo-political reconstitution of Song rule
in China. 269 Jurchen rule in the north had caused him much suffering personally, which further
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fuelled “his obsession with his family’s penchant for military affairs and national security.”270
From his writings one discerns within Chen’s psyche a deep concern for contemporary affairs,
fervent attachment to Song China and its reconstitution, and a virulent hatred for the nonChinese who had taken over the Song’s former northern territories. In an impassioned memorial
he submitted to Song Xiaozong in 1178, Chen outlined his view of the geographic sino-barbarian
dichotomy:
Your minister humbly remarks: In consideration of the China, it is therein that the proper
qi of Heaven and Earth resides; it is therein that Heaven’s Mandate is concentrated; it is
therein that the hearts of the people come together; it is therein that the robes and caps as
well as rituals and music gather; and it is therein that 100 generations of emperors and
kings have succeeded one another. Could [China] really be violated by the evil qi of the
outer barbarians in Heaven and Earth? Tragically, they have indeed violated it, to the
extent that we have been compelled to take China’s robes and caps in addition to rituals
and music and have instated them in a peripheral region... With Heaven and Earth’s
proper qi being suppressed and restrained by the stench of mutton and long prevented
from releasing, it must eventually find release. Yet, Heaven’s Mandate and the people’s
hearts cannot be long secured by [a polity located] in a peripheral region. 271
臣竊惟：中國，天地之正氣也，天命之所鍾也，人心之所會也，衣冠禮樂之所萃
也，百代帝王之所以相承也，豈天地之外夷狄邪氣之所可奸哉！不幸而能奸之，至
於挈中國衣冠禮樂而寓之偏方...天地之正氣，鬱遏於腥羶而久不得騁，必將有所
發泄，而天命人心固非偏方之所可久繫也。
While Chen’s measure of Chinese-ness and barbarity is cast in the familiar dichotomy of cultural
difference, geography plays a far more central role in his line of reasoning. The dualism of
proper qi and evil qi, grounded in the physical geographies of Chinese in the center and
barbarians in the periphery respectively, provided the metrics of demarcation for Chen. That the
Jurchen Jin had displaced the Southern Song, compelled it to seek refuge in a peripheral region,
and thereby dispossessed it of the proper qi that it needed to sustain the Mandate of Heaven and
the people’s allegiance, was nothing less than a travesty for him. Chen continued:
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China is indeed glorious, but it has been firmly taken over and occupied by the mindless
and ugly Lu [or ‘caitiffs’]. They have taken the lands established by the Two Emperors
and Three Kings and for fifty years have made them the collective grounds of hounds and
sheep. The shame of our state has been denied avenging, and ministers’ rage has been
denied expression. The proper qi of Heaven and Earth has no way of releasing. 272
堂堂中國，而蠢爾醜虜安坐而據之，以二帝三王之所都，而為五十年犬羊之淵藪，
國家之恥不得雪，臣子之憤不得伸，天地之正氣不得而發泄也。
While these two excerpts are but small glimpses into an otherwise lengthy memorial, Chen’s
thinking is nevertheless cast into clear relief. As Yang Shao-yun has observed, Chen explicitly
established a “qi-based geographic determinism” to differentiate between Chinese and
barbarian.273 And while Chen’s thought on such matters was neither entirely absolute nor free of
conspicuous contradictions, Yang’s concluding remarks on Chen (following his analysis of
another of Chen’s essays in 1182) serve us well, for they tie together the imperatives of military
geography, geographic demarcation, and sino-barbarian relations:
[T]he Chinese and the barbarians must be kept separate and unequal; any violation of
that principle ultimately results in the Chinese falling under barbarian rule and becoming
barbarians themselves... the Southern Song must act militarily to restore Chinese
separation from and superiority to the Jurchens as soon as possible.” 274
Taking the above into account, it was imperative that the Southern Song recover the ‘proper qi’
that was geographically exclusive to the heartlands of Chinese civilization, lest it wither away in
the destitution of a qi-deprived periphery, wherein the barbarians belonged. By nothing short of
military force, the centrality of China and the peripherality of barbarians had to be reconstituted.
Before returning to Qiu Jun, I should like to quote the closing remarks of Hilde De
Weerdt on the nature of Song Dynasty politico-intellectual culture and its relationship with
geography more broadly. She observes:
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Even though dynastic loyalty has been claimed as the most significant and lasting
contribution of Song politicians and historians to late imperial political culture,
attachment to territory emerged as an equally important if not primary characteristic of
Song political culture. 275
And while establishing historical continuities is a difficult task, it was evidently an ‘attachment
to territory’ that these Southern Song thinkers shared closely with their Ming successors, and no
less Qiu Jun. This attachment was not only to Chinese territory, but also the metrics by which it
had to be differentiated from, defended against, and recovered at the expense of foreign peoples.
Centuries after their own dynasty at last collapsed under the weight of Mongol might in 1279,
geography as a means to protect China against ruin and humiliation from without survived intact.

4.4 A Bright Mirror II – Continuities Between the Song and Qiu Jun
This foray into the military and political culture of Song China has not intended to dilute
or distract from this research’s engagement with Qiu Jun and his geographic statecraft thought.
To borrow an expression with which Qiu was all too familiar, the conditions of the Song may
serve here as a ‘bright mirror’ (mingjian 明鑑) which reflects upon, enriches, and offers a frame
of comparative reference for our understanding of Qiu Jun’s geo-military statecraft thought. Both
Qiu and his Northern and Southern Song counterparts wrote under the real threat of foreign
aggression – and, in the case of him and the Southern Song, in the aftermath of existential
disasters. Granted, the Ming weathered its crisis and maintained its territorial integrity while the
Song succumbed to its own crisis and was deprived of its own territorial integrity, although the
repeat of a southern retreat was certainly floated in that Autumn of 1449. 276 This very well could
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have opened a new and uncertain chapter in Ming history, a chapter whose contents can be
conjured in the imagination but never known for certain. A Ming retreat to the south nevertheless
failed to materialize, and unlike the Northern Song it was able to stand its ground. Even so, the
intellectual and political aftershocks of the 1449 crisis ignited equally seismic waves of
indignation that prompted an obsession with sino-barbarian relations and demarcation. In the
Southern Song, “[e]very official and scholar” was faced with questions such as these: “How
could the Southern Song survive under the Jin’s pressure? What lessons should be drawn from
the failure of the Northern Song? What kind of strategy should be developed to recover the lost
territory? How could the Song be restored as a military and cultural power? How could Chinese
culture be preserved in the face of the invasion of foreign culture?” 277 Without a doubt, Qiu and
his contemporaries found themselves confronted by precisely the same questions.
In this way, an interest in military geography, frontier affairs, and sino-barbarian relations
was in these cases an instinctive response to existential threats and foreign-induced crises.
Especially in the minds of action-oriented officials who engaged with the instruments of
statecraft, they naturally found recourse in the security promised by these methods of doctrine
and governance. That Qiu and the Northern Song government both identified forestry as a
bulwark against exogenous threats demonstrates that geography was recognized as an effective
tool of military statecraft. It should be noted here, too, that Qiu and his Southern Song
counterparts shared a conviction to demarcate Chinese and non-Chinese on the basis of
geography, the logic of which animated their geo-military statecraft. It will be recalled that “the
traditional belief that geographical environments possessed different spatial energies [or, rather,
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qi]” 278 was shared between Qiu and Chen, and supplied them with further instruments for
justifying geo-demarcation.
Of course, in comparing them, one should not overstate similarities at the expense of key
differences: those in the Southern Song in particular, owing to the fact that their dynasty fled the
north, were preoccupied with military geography as a function of anti-foreign offense, irredentist
conquest, and reunification; Qiu Jun, perhaps owing to the fact that the Ming retained the north
as well as his own personal predilections, was preoccupied with military geography as a function
of anti-foreign defense, fixing Ming borders, and vigilant dynastic isolation. In spite of these
differences in substance and motivation, positioning Qiu’s military geographic statecraft thought
in juxtaposition with the Song allows us to situate him in a long-standing lineage of crisis
response in imperial Chinese history vis-à-vis non-Chinese peoples. Through both the Song and
Ming, officials struck with fear at the prospect of foreign threats to Chinese security leveraged
systems of shared vocabulary and geographic logic to resolve sino-barbarian crises and reinforce
the sino-barbarian distinction, in both practical and doctrinal terms, for the sake of dynastic
security.

4.5 Concluding Remarks
The requisite for implementing an effective suite of military defense policies for the
Ming could arguably be epitomized in Qiu’s writing of this simple axiom: “Thus, from ancient
times sagacious emperors and enlightened kings understood that China’s suffering lay with the
northern barbarians. For this reason, in defending [China’s] territory one must exert particular
effort” 是以自古聖帝明王，知中國之害在於夷狄，故於封疆之守，尤盡心焉. Concrete
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measures taken to protect China’s territorial integrity – as well as the ruling dynastic order and
its people – included: ensuring familiarity with strategic positions and formations; gathering
intelligence to determine the strongest Mongol polities; determining how individual frontier
locales can individually be best prepared to defend against and fend off incursions from the
north; and surveying the frontier through distance calculations and accounting for natural
geographic defenses. These measures and others for Qiu comprised a consummate calculus for
Ming dynastic security:
This being the case, even while the sovereign resides atop the throne and within the
deepest recesses of the palace, never departing from the gates of its halls, frontier
stockades and fortifications as well as the conditions of commanders, soldiers, and
barbarian tribes will all be immediately accessible before his eyes. Within the breadth of
his mind they shall all circulate and resonate. As soon as there emerges a report of
emergency, strategies can be immediately implemented in accordance with plans; skill
will be exploited in accordance with the situation. Commanders can then be ordered to
call together the elders of the masses, assembling the essential plans for action from
policies devised by the group. There will be no need for the sovereign to lead the imperial
armies, visiting upon the desert regions. Personally wielding the instruments of war
tarnishes the venerability of emperors and kings. In dealing with these enemies of
mongrels and sheep, to defeat them is not sufficient justification to display martiality.
Should the misfortune of defeat be encountered, would it not augment the power of the
northern barbarians while bequeathing to China humiliation? 279
則人君雖居九重之上，深宮之中，不出殿門，而邊寨城堡、將卒戎落，皆懸著於目
睫之間，展轉於心胸之內。一有警报，即按圖運謀，因機生智，隨能命將，合眾人
之長，集群策之要政，不必親駕六飛，躬臨沙漠之區，自親矢石之用，屈帝王之
尊，為犬羊之敵，勝之不足以為武，不幸而敗焉，豈不長夷狄之威，而貽中國之恥
哉！
This was ultimately a plan for vigilant but static military defense, with commanders and armies
on the field defending against the depredations of barbarians while the emperor, in his sagacious
repose, diligently directed affairs from the security of the Forbidden City. The Ming was
idealized as being on a defensive and reactive footing in Qiu’s view. This was entirely
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concordant with political trends among scholar-officials that crescendoed through the 15th
century, trends which decoupled the norms of legitimate Ming rulership from active imperial
campaigning and instead reconstituted them around ideals of the sage king ensconced within his
capital. Surely like many of his colleagues, Qiu Jun, still haunted by the memory of Tumu in
1449, resolutely “rejected the emperor as a field commander.” 280 Qiu’s orthodox parameters for
Ming military defense against exogenous threats made no room for imperial interventionism and
instead deepened the retrenchment of Ming China as perpetually watchful, prepared to defend its
borders if necessary and to launch a punitive campaign only in the most exceptional of
circumstances.
Geography played just as crucial as role in Qiu’s parameters for legitimate military
defense, as the excerpt above and this chapter more broadly serve to demonstrate. The
introspective geographic logic of the Chinese realm in political and cosmological terms, whose
uninterrupted functioning was required for peace in All Under Heaven, mandated the strict
physical demarcation between Chinese and barbarian peoples and furthermore the leveraging and
strengthening of natural geography in reinforcing mutual non-interference in the military
domain. As we have seen, these lines of reasoning were not without their precedents in the
Chinese past, with the Northern Song’s forestation efforts and the Southern Song’s irredentist
aspirations also making use of geographic logic in ways that coincided with their various
purposes and motivations. In occupying the continuation of a similar circumstantial and doctrinal
lineage, which indeed survived and thrived beyond the Song, Qiu too envisioned wall-building
and forest-planting as supplementing the inherent weaknesses in these Heaven-ordained natural
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divides. As inviolable as these boundaries were in doctrinal terms and as formidable as they were
in topographical terms, their natural and man-induced imperfections required proactive state
intervention in ways detailed throughout this chapter.
And, to a certain extent, the proposals Qiu offered were realized in the decades and
centuries that followed his death (whether Qiu’s proposals provided the actual impetus for later
implementation is another subject altogether, however). In the 16th century, wall-building surged
forward with renewed enthusiasm along the northern frontier. For instance, Weng Wanda 翁萬
達 (js. 1526, 1498-1552) in 1546 reported the construction of 500 li (277.5 kilometers) of walls
in the Shanxi region; 138 li (76.59 kilometers) of walls and 154 signal towers in the eastern
circuit of Datong 大同; and 64 li (35.52 kilometers) of walls in the western circuit of Xuanfu. 281
This was not all, for the reigns of the Jiajing, Longqing, and Wanli Emperors (1522-1620)
witnessed “the climax of Ming wall building” and persistent efforts to exclude the northern
adversaries behind serpentine walls of slab and stone. 282 Defensive forestry was also pursued,
albeit with mixed results. 283 At least one success story can be found in Baoding Prefecture 保定
府, a locale situated near Ming China’s northern frontier and which contained the
aforementioned Yizhou requisition station. Its magistrate, keenly sensitive to deforestation, drew
explicit inspiration from Northern Song forestation initiatives and extolled the utility of forests in
strengthening frontier defense. Reportedly, Baoding thereafter became the epicenter of a massive
forestation drive, with over 200,000 trees planted along the northern frontier by 1570 and another
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100,000 added the following year.284 Qiu Jun likely would have been gratified to see the Ming
state and its operatives see through initiatives like these.

Figure 2: A Comprehensive Map of the Frontier Region (bianjing zongtu 邊境總圖)
Gu Yanwu’s 17th century illustration of the Great Wall captures its defensive complementarity
with the perilous geography of the northern frontier. 285
Qiu’s proposals continued to resonate with scholar-officials well into the 17th century.
When the famous statesman Chen Zilong 陳子龍 (js. 1637, 1608-1647) and his colleagues were
compiling the compendium of Ming-era statecraft writings that would later become the Huang
Ming jingshi wenbian 皇明經世文編 (“A Compilation of Statecraft Writings from the August
Ming”), they reproduced several of Qiu’s policy proposals therein. In line with their
preoccupation with matters of border defense in this work, the proposals of Qiu’s they
reproduced included constructing frontier fortifications and walls, building observation
Chen, “Frontier, Fortification, and Forestation,” 332-333. Interestingly, Ch’iu Chung-lin has written that largescale planting operations were only undertaken around 1560, with officials planting over 9,300,000 trees along the
Yanshan 燕山 mountain range. “Mingdai changcheng yanxian de zhimu zaolin,” 41.
285
Gu Yanwu 顧炎武, Tianxia junguo libing shu 天下郡國利病書, Bei zhili xia 北直隸下, 1a-2b. Images courtesy
of: Beijing Airusheng shuzihua jishu yanjiu zhongxin: Zhongguo jiben guji ku 北京愛如生數字化技術研究中心:
中國基本古籍庫. The prefaces in this edition of Gu’s text are difficult to date precisely, with Gu’s own preface
dating to 1662 and others’ to 1792 and perhaps 1795. I have consulted Franke’s work on Ming sources in assigning
a tentative date for the bibliographic entry of this work: An Introduction to the Sources of Ming History, 240.
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infrastructure, and planting defensive forests.286 For Chen and his co-editors, who witnessed the
in extremis Ming writhing in the death throes of internal revolt and foreign aggression, Qiu Jun’s
advocating for using geography to augment northern border defense against external threats must
have held solemn significance.287

Chen Zilong 陳子龍 et al., comp., Huang Ming jingshi wenbian 皇明經世文編, 73.5a-9b, 73.11a-12b, 73.16b18b; Franke, An Introduction to the Sources of Ming History, 124.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
Qiu Jun aspired to nothing less than governing the Ming world. It was this aspiration that
drove Qiu – first as a precocious child and then as a determined scholar – to devote his life,
vocation, and scholarship to the revitalization of Ming government. The 160-chapter-long
Supplement, of which this research has made extensive use, testifies to the tremendous lengths to
which Qiu went in pursuit of this goal. And Qiu persisted in his pursuit until the final years of his
life. In 1492, Qiu submitted a lengthy memorial to the Hongzhi Emperor imploring him to
implement the proposals for reform in his Supplement for the benefit of Ming government. He
wrote, and I quote at length,
Today, I have been fortunate to not have been discarded by an enlightened ruler and have
instead been employed in a solemn position in the Grand Secretariat, wherein I now
participate in the administrative affairs of government. My book has come upon the
moment in which it can be implemented. This being the case, if there is that which is not
carried out, then later generations in the realm will criticize me, saying that I simply
peddled this book in order to gain exalted honor and promotion for myself, and that there
was no substance in my earnestness to put it to effective use. Could this not be my entire
life’s shame! Moreover, I have already reached the age of seventy and I am not long for
this world; barely a few moments remain for me. The sun has begun to set on a journey
yet still long, and the distance I still need to travel I cannot finish; I am deeply anxious.
Coming upon this moment in planning its implementation, I fear that it is now becoming
late, and that if nothing is otherwise done, I will have regrets in the days to come. All that
I have observed in my life may be found in this book. I request that the most pressing
matters recorded therein be selected. For those which may be implemented today, the
various miscellanea can simply be done away with. The most important passages can be
extracted, amended through meetings, and submitted as memorials. The sequential
procedures and organization can be evaluated and successively submitted, and review can
be requested. If there is something that can be implemented, imperial assent may be
especially granted, and it can be sent to one or two officials in the Grand Secretariat who
can assess its management, draft a sagely edict, and transmit it to the pertinent
department for implementation. Should there be those which are too restrictive and
difficult to carry out, or those which would be best left for later times, or those which
need to be sent out for further research and investigation, I await Your Sagely Kindness
in confirming the way in which to handle such matters. 288
今則幸為明主不棄，進之內閣深嚴之地，預聞機務此政，臣書遭逢施用之日也。如
此而有所不行，則天下後世將有辭以議臣，謂臣徒籍是書以為榮進之階，非真誠有
288
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效用之實也。豈不遺終身之羞愧哉！矧臣年逾七十，鐘鳴漏盡，所遺無幾時，日暮
途遠，所行不能到，汲汲焉。及是時以圖之，猶恐遲矣。否則將有後時之悔。臣平
生所見不外此書，請擇書中所載切要之務，今日可行者，芟去蘩文，摘出要語，參
會補綴，以為奏章。酌量其先後次序，陸續上獻，乞經省覽。如有可行，特賜御扎
批下會同內閣一二儒臣，斟酌處置，擬為聖旨，傳出該部施行。或有窒礙難行，或
姑留以俟後時，或發下再加研審，亦望聖慈明示其所以然之故。
The exigent affairs of 15th century Ming China were many, and Qiu Jun, keenly aware of his own
mortality, remained firm in his conviction that the Supplement could contribute to their
management. But the path to implementation and revitalization was a difficult one, and Qiu’s
frustration with not having effected the change he desired is apparent.
Of all the pressing problems confronting statesmen in Qiu’s time, Ming China’s relations
with non-Chinese peoples within and without dynastic borders were among the most immediate.
The preceding chapters in this study have made this much clear: state promotion of foreign
migration into China throughout the early Ming steadily augmented Mongol populations in
major urban centers like Nanjing and Beijing; the Tumu Catastrophe of 1449 shook the Ming
state to its very core, stimulated long-lasting suspicion of foreign populations in China, and
pushed foreign relations with the steppe to a position of antagonism; the abortive coup in 1461
further polarized official attitudes toward foreigners in Ming territory; and strengthening
defensive infrastructure along the northern frontier became an overwhelming preoccupation for
Ming government from the late 15th century onwards. Qiu Jun, alongside many of his other likeminded colleagues, lived in a political atmosphere that was saturated with insecurity. To a certain
extent, Qiu and his statecraft thought were products of a particular era, an era in which the threat
of dynastic destruction cast a dark shadow over those who governed the Ming realm.
In this research I have argued that Qiu Jun advanced a model of geographic statecraft in
an attempt to resolve the tensions in Ming China’s relations with non-Chinese peoples. The
essential elements of this model, which have been illustrated in detail throughout the preceding
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chapters and which have been drawn from several of Qiu’s texts, may be charted in a logical
sequence:
1. The divides between Chinese and barbarian first and foremost resided in physical
geographic space;
2. The natural boundaries that separated Chinese and barbarian were inviolable and had
been provisioned by Heaven and Earth precisely for the purpose of separation;
3. The observing of these boundaries was conducive to the security of Chinese civilization
and the longevity of the Ming dynastic order, while their being disregarded was
conducive to the annihilation of China and the upsetting of the Heaven-ordained
geographic order;
4. Precedents from China’s historical past had already demonstrated the dire consequences
of violating the geographic logic of All Under Heaven, and Ming government was in the
15th century failing to heed these warnings;
5. Based on the wisdom of classical texts, 289 the doctrine of geographic demarcation, the
failures of dynasties past, and the failures of contemporary Ming policy, Qiu proposed a
comprehensive programme of reform.
6. This programme called for the strict observation of these natural geographic boundaries,
the augmentation of these boundaries where they were weak, and the preservation of an
order in which Chinese resided within and barbarians resided without divinely ordained
lines of demarcation.
It was precisely this programme that grew out of Qiu Jun’s studying the tragedies of dynasties
past; that he witnessed their apparitions taking shape in a troubled Ming realm only further
convinced him of the urgency with which this model had to be implemented. Closer scrutiny of
this geographic statecraft model, though, reveals interesting modes of Qiu’s thinking outlined
above and throughout this thesis: the modes of doctrine and practice.

5.1 A Divergence Between Doctrine and Practice
One of the most striking features of Qiu Jun’s geographic statecraft thought is the
divergence between doctrine and practice. Throughout the preceding chapters and in the
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strength to the empire and revitalize the Chinese way of life.” Precisely the same may be said for Qiu Jun and his
geographic statecraft thought. See: The Four Books, xix-xxi.
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Supplement itself one can readily observe this divergence as Qiu Jun alternates between absolute
doctrinal exhortations and moderate practical proposals; geographic logic played important roles
in both, but was strengthened or diluted as Qiu shifted between these contrasting modes of
thinking. Examples have already been raised at length in previous chapters and need not be
recounted here, but this divergence should alert us to the fact that Qiu was at once a theoretical
absolutist who refused to compromise in his efforts to perpetually divide Chinese and barbarian,
and also a pragmatic moderate who acknowledged the need to design compromise solutions
when inconvenient realities precluded the realization of absolute doctrine. This being said, I
believe it would be most productive to distinguish between how Qiu wished the Ming realm
would be governed and how Qiu knew the Ming could be governed, and that he alternated
between theoretical absolutism and pragmatic moderation as he shifted from idealistic and
realistic modes of contemplation, respectively.
Even so, this could very well be a contrived distinction. How might Qiu Jun himself have
reconciled this apparent dichotomy, if he was aware of it at all? How might he have
distinguished between the principles of absolute doctrine that he espoused (which included the
perpetual demarcation of Chinese and barbarian based on geographic boundaries and the
inviolability of said boundaries) and the measured concessions apparent in his more realistic
policy proposals (such as the strategic settling and administration of Mongol populations in
China)? Qiu at least appears to obliquely acknowledge in the aforementioned 1492 memorial that
some proposals in the Supplement might be unrealistic, but insofar as he understood these
contradictions, barring the discovery of admission no definitive conclusion may be reached.
David M. Robinson has in a related way observed that in studying Ming foreign relations,
“scholars focus on the dissonance between idealized descriptions found in state and private
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writings in the Ming period and the messy, contradictory conduct of foreign relations.” And
rightly so. This ‘dichotomy of rhetoric and reality, form and substance’ was indeed symptomatic
of the way in which Ming writers conceived in doctrinal terms their dynasty’s civilizational
superiority over and bitter indifference to foreign peoples. 290 This ideo-rhetorical persuasion
concealed a far less idyllic reality in which Ming China contended with formidable powers and
was compelled to forsake the mirage of tributary relations and wade through the treacherous
waters of inter-state diplomacy. This ‘dichotomy of rhetoric and reality’ that Robinson identifies
in Ming foreign relations is a useful notion for studying Ming history more broadly, but is also
useful for considering the divergence between theory and practice in Qiu Jun’s geographic
statecraft thought. Reluctantly pacing between a rhetorical stronghold buttressed by classical
doctrine and a blighted landscape of inconvenient realities, Qiu was no less immune to ‘idealized
descriptions’ than his predecessors, contemporaries, and successors. In certain ways, this
divergence between rhetoric and reality, doctrinal absolutism and pragmatic realism, mirrors the
antithetical nature of how Ming foreign relations were thought about and actually conducted.
Even with this being said, Qiu Jun evidently envisioned what he wrote and proposed in
the Supplement, regardless of any intrinsic differences in their means, to be collectively working
toward the same end: that is, the reform of Ming government and the redirecting of the present
dynastic order away from destruction. Qiu’s was a melioristic commitment to the Neo-Confucian
jingshi 經世 (‘statecraft’, or ‘ordering the age’ 291) tradition that constituted a “value-commitment
to the this-worldly activism and participation in society” 292 and which convinced him of his
Robinson, Ming China and Its Allies, 201-202. Joseph Fletcher, in examining Yongle’s relations with the Central
Asian ruler Shārukh Bahādur, argues that they “reveal the inconsistency between Ming doctrine [of Chinese
superiority and tributary relations] and practice [i.e., Yongle’s treating Shahrukh as an equal] and challenge some
widely held notions about Chinese foreign relations.” “China and Central Asia, 1368-1884,” 215. For more, see
pages 209-216.
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mission to reform the Ming realm through the practice of statecraft learning. The dissonance that
we as modern observers can detect in these proposals should not distract from Qiu’s intending
them to be blueprints for state policy. His geographic statecraft thought and its proposals for
isolation, exclusion, and mutual non-interference are no exception, I would argue. Put
differently, irrespective of whether his geographic proposals for ‘reining in the barbarians’ were
absolute and doctrinally-oriented or realistically measured and practice-oriented, Qiu Jun seems
to have considered them all to be meaningful prescriptions for the diseases of dynastic decline.

5.2 Qiu Jun and Ming Foreign Relations in Contemporary Sinology
Ming historians have in recent years spared no effort in disabusing their fellow
sinologists of tropes relating to Ming isolationism. This trend of historical revisionism has not
emerged from a vacuum: an increasingly obvious need for corrections to the foundational yet
reductive scholarship of the 20th century, an augmented interest in incorporating Ming history in
Eurasian contexts, and, arguably, the rise of China in a globalized world formerly dominated by
(ostensibly) democratic western powers have compelled Ming historians to discard the notion
that the Ming forsook the world in pursuit of reclusive solitude. Scholars like Timothy Brook and
David M. Robinson have contributed most significantly to the progress achieved in overturning
such flawed characterizations over the past decade. Robinson in particular has argued that while
the Ming was admittedly less cosmopolitan and extrospective than the Yuan or Qing, “that does
not mean it was consistently isolated, inward-looking, or xenophobic.”293 An excerpt from
another of Robinson’s works, quoted at length below, captures with greater depth the motives for
and interests in present revisionist trends:
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Once upon a time, it was believed that under Ming rule, China had a pronounced
xenophobic streak. Such a characterisation grew in part from the early Ming
government’s effort to limit contact with the outside world through restrictions on private
trade and unauthorised travel abroad on the one hand, and a political rhetoric that
highlighted a revival of pure Chinese values from antiquity on the other. One suspects
that such an image took root because it seemed to confirm long-standing stereotypes
about how the Chinese looked upon neighbours near and far as uncouth barbarians.
Rather than standing in splendid isolation or smug self-complacency, however, the Ming
court actively engaged the peoples and polities of eastern Eurasia. 294
In sum, and as was detailed earlier in the introduction, Ming China is no longer thought of as a
polity that stubbornly shunned relationships with the outside world. Instead, it is now thought of
as actively integrated in extensive geographic networks of cultural exchange, 295 Eurasian webs
of diplomatic maneuvering and alliance-making, 296 and quests among Chinggisid successor
states for the projection of legitimate rulership in the aftermath of the Mongol empire’s
demise. 297 Superficial readings of imperial rhetoric and the early western scholarship that
amplified it have now given way to more nuanced views of Ming China’s relationship with the
world.
The conceptions of foreign relations that inhere in Qiu Jun’s geographic statecraft
thought are in certain senses inconsistent with these new interpretations of Ming China, its
relationship with foreign peoples, and its place in the global matrix. In many ways detailed
throughout this research, Qiu’s vision left little room for extroverted and close engagement with
the world. The natural geographic boundaries that cosmological and tellurian forces had
provisioned to augment Ming China’s isolation from barbarian peoples, in his understanding,
were constitutive of a sacrosanct natural order and a vigilantly guarded relationship with the
Robinson, “Justifying Ming Rulership on a Eurasian Stage,” 8.
Paul, “The Eccentrics of Istanbul”; Gerritsen, “Introduction to the Special Issue.”
296
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world. Put simply, Qiu Jun’s geographic statecraft thought posited that for good reasons the
world should stay outside of China, and that outside was where it belonged.
Considering this in the context of Ming foreign relations, the aforementioned can of
course be problematized. First and foremost is the problem of to what extent Qiu’s geographic
statecraft and its ideas were actually representative of lived reality. The findings in this thesis
suggest that Qiu’s Shishi zhenggang and Supplement were more so products of his own political
interests and visions of what the Ming realm was supposed to look like, as opposed to what it
actually was. After all, as his 1492 memorial and later scholars suggest, 298 Qiu’s statecraft
proposals seldom achieved actualization. The Herculean inertia required to generate change in
Ming governance was far too great for Qiu to shoulder alone, and surely his geographic statecraft
thought lacked that same inertia. Insofar as Qiu Jun and his statecraft proposals figure into
contemporary revisionist trends, it is obvious that in terms of lived realities, they do not
meaningfully undermine recent progress made in the field.
Even with this being said, his brand of Confucian isolationism still requires that we not
neglect how Ming statesmen thought about the world in our pursuit of crafting a new and
extrospective narrative for Ming China. Indeed, while revisionism serves the purpose of
correcting long-established misunderstandings and fulfilling the historian’s charge to faithfully
reconstruct the past, legitimate aspects of partially flawed narratives – such as isolationist
impulses – may become buried in these processes. In the case of Ming foreign relations,
imagined ideals and lived realities often differed, but the study of one cannot do without the
other; and establishing a hierarchy of importance between them raises questions that avail
themselves to heated contestation. Are the ways in which Ming statesmen thought about their
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dynasty’s relationship with the world less important than the ways in which the dynasty
interacted with it on the ground-level? Is isolationist rhetoric merely a thin and meaningless
façade designed to conceal an inconvenient reality? Scholars studying intellectual history might
respond negatively to questions such as these, while scholars studying the history of international
relations might respond affirmatively. This problem is of course far too complex – and far too
subjective, for that matter – to adequately address here. But I believe it would suffice to say that,
as the field of Ming history continues moving forward, our understanding of Ming foreign
relations should not leave behind those like Qiu Jun, whose geographic statecraft thought in
important ways differs substantially from revisionist narratives. The Ming and its officials’
isolationist impulses should not simply be discarded.

5.3 Qiu Jun and a Broader Tradition of Geographic Statecraft
Finally, this research has proposed that Qiu Jun’s geographic statecraft thought can be
understood as part of a broader lineage of foreign crisis management in Chinese history. The
attachment to China as a geographically-defined space and impulses to differentiate between
China and barbarian on a geographic basis, in particular, were identified as shared attributes of
both the Song and Ming eras in Chapter 4. Indeed, both Qiu and his Song counterparts lived
under the threat of destruction at the hands of powerful foreign adversaries, and in attempting to
organize their worlds devised geographic statecraft strategies of demarcation. And while they
sought to employ these means for different ends – Qiu for the defense of the dynastic order and
Southern Song thinkers for the reunification of the dynastic order, geography mattered for
making sense of a Chinese world imperiled by the barbarian threat. In this sense, and as this
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thesis has argued, Qiu should be understood as belonging to a broader tradition of using
geographic statecraft to manage China’s foreign relations in troubled times.
This tradition of geographic statecraft thought can be observed elsewhere in the historical
record, and doing so will place Qiu Jun in an even more expansive lineage extending to the Qing.
To this effect, we may consider the case of the famous intellectual and philosopher Wang Fuzhi
王夫之 (jr. 1642, 1619-1692). As a young man with academic talent and bureaucratic
aspirations, Wang was set for a career in office. He achieved the xiucai degree at 14 years of age
and the juren at 24, and was set to compete for the highest and most prestigious degree, the
jinshi. But Wang’s aspirations were cut short by the endemic chaos of the late Ming; he bore
witness to its disintegration. Wang was horrified by the fall of Beijing to rebel leader Li Zicheng
李自成 (1606-1645) and the subsequent Manchu invasion of the Chinese imperium. Indeed, he
was “deeply distressed by the loss of the capital and by the martyrdom of [the Chongzhen 崇禎
Emperor, r. 1628-1644]”, and in the aftermath of these events abandoned his pretensions to a
bureaucratic career. Following this, Wang resolved to participate in the nascent resistance effort
against the Manchus. He led an army in an abortive attempt to resist the incoming Manchus and
also lent his support to the poorly-organized Southern Ming 南明 regime. After becoming
disillusioned with and forsaking the Southern Ming cause, and rather than submit to the new
Qing Dynasty, Wang devoted the remainder of his life to scholarship and learning.299
Wang Fuzhi’s witnessing of the Ming’s traumatic demise and the rise of a foreign
invader, the Manchu Qing, informed the way in which he understood China’s relationship with
the world. He reviled the Manchus and rejected their pretensions to imperial legitimacy; his
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historical writings reflect a deep-seated disdain for foreigners more generally: “there is little
doubt that Wang’s characterization of barbarians stemmed from his anger at the destruction of
the Ming dynasty and his pain at the devastation the Manchu conquest had caused.” 300 As he
grappled with historical problems, how to organize the world in a troubled age, and how to
employ history for the benefit of this endeavor, Wang Fuzhi found recourse in geographic modes
of thinking. 301 John B. Henderson has described geography’s place in Wang’s worldview in
more general terms: “Wang Fu-chih, an inveterate opponent of all such forms of political and
administrative geometry, argued more generally for the demarcation of the physical world along
natural topographical divides.” 302 But ordering the world along natural topographic divides was
not an exercise of world organization unto itself. It applied equally to the sino-barbarian
demarcation, which like Qiu Jun centuries earlier, Wang Fuzhi understood as imperative for
‘governing the state and bringing peace to the realm’.
In his historical writings, Wang sets out a deterministic geographic system of
demarcation between Chinese and non-Chinese, and in terms remarkably reminiscent of Qiu
Jun’s. And like Qiu, Wang defines this demarcation as the prerogative of legitimate government
and the prerequisite for worldly order. Quoted at length below is an excerpt from one of his
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exegetical texts, the Du Tongjian lun, which reflected on Sima Guang’s seminal Zizhi
tongjian 303:
There exist two paramount lines of defense in All Under Heaven: that between China and
the barbarians, and that between the exemplary man and the petty man. While they lack
the same distinction as roots and branches, the kings of former times forcefully created
lines of defense between them. In comparing the barbarians with China, they are
respectively born in different territories. With their territories being different, so too will
their qi be different; with their qi being different, so too will their practices be different;
with their practices being different, the ways in which they understand and behave cannot
but be different. Albeit, among them both there will also be those with excellent debased
character. [Nevertheless], with their particular territories and demarcated boundaries, as
well as differences between Heavenly qi, these [dimensions of order] cannot be confused.
天下之大防二：中國、夷狄也，君子、小人也。非本末有别，而先王強為之防也。
夷狄之與華夏，所生異地，其地異，其氣異；氣異而習異，習異而所知所行蔑不异
異焉。乃於其中亦自有其貴賊焉，特地界分、天氣殊，而不可亂...
While Wang Fuzhi curiously concedes here that even qi-based geographic determinism has its
exceptions, insofar as individuals of excellent character could spawn in both Chinese and
barbarian territories, his logic is otherwise absolute. These lines of geographic differentiation had
been constructed by former rulers and provisioned by natural forces, and provided an inviolable,
divided order for the Chinese realm. But if these crucial systems of geographic demarcation and
defense were disordered, Wang continues on, only disaster could result:
If disorder arises, then upon Man will be wrought the severest destruction; the Chinese
people will be devoured and exhausted by [the barbarians]. To protect against them early
serves the purpose of establishing the perfected models of humanity and protecting the
lives of the people; this embodies the intent of Heaven indeed... The petty man’s
inflicting disorder upon the exemplary man is no different than the barbarians’ inflicting
of disorder upon the Chinese. Should one treat this matter perfunctorily, one can only
imagine how dire the suffering thus caused will be! 304
亂則人極毀，華夏之生民亦受其吞噬而憔悴。防之於早，所以定人極而保人之生，
因乎天也... 小人之亂君子，無殊於夷狄之亂華夏，或且玩焉，而孰知其害之烈
也！
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To recapitulate Wang’s view: differences in geography determined the differences in people’s
inborn psycho-physical matter (qi), 305 the relative purity or contamination of which influenced
their very dispositions; differences in people’s allotment of qi thus resulted in differences in
behavior; and differences in behavior ultimately resulted in an absolute divergence between ways
of knowing and being. In other words, Wang argues that geography was fundamentally
responsible for the irreconcilable differences between people, and by extension Chinese and
barbarian. That being said, in his mind achieving security and avoiding conflict depended on
upholding the absolute geographic boundaries that naturally kept Chinese and non-Chinese apart.
When these boundaries were violated, Chinese civilization would be met with destruction at the
hands of barbarians, just as a conniving man of debased character (xiaoren) seeks to undermine
and destroy a man of excellent character (junzi, or ‘sovereign’). Thus, Wang Fuzhi writes: “and
barbarians and Chinese are divided on the basis of their territory; exemplary men and petty men
are differentiated on the basis of their character. In defending against [petty men and barbarians],
one cannot but be strict” 而夷、夏分以其疆，君子、小人殊以其類，防之不可不嚴也. 306
Like Qiu Jun, Wang Fuzhi also envisioned a China bounded by natural geographic
boundaries, boundaries which established in physical space the extent of legitimate governance
and state activity. In another text, Wang opines:
As concerns a ruler’s not governing the barbarians, this is to speak of that which cannot
be governed. To the north of Dai,307 the south of Yue, 308 the east of the sea, and the west
of the desert, [these are all regions] that cannot be governed. It is for this reason that the

Translations for qi are legion. I adapt this translation from Gardner, trans., The Four Books, 154.
Wang Fuzhi, Du Tongjian lun, 14.373. Italics mine.
307
This should refer to the geographic region once occupied by the state of Dai, located in present-day western
Hebei Province. In the pre-imperial period, Dai was referred to as di 狄 territory; it produced horses for Chinese
states and was furthermore known as a nomadic region. See: Di Cosmo, Ancient China and Its Enemies, 128-29,
128n2, 133, 232, 241.
308
A geonym that traditionally referred to the Guangdong region, or southern China more generally.
305
306
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Han’s encroaching upon Mubei 309 and the Sui’s traversing the east of the sea 310 are
considered bringing ruin upon oneself while seeking strength in that which is without.
This contravenes the Kingly Way and merely hastens the occasioning of disaster. To
govern that which cannot be governed is to bring ruin upon oneself; to not govern that
which should be governed is to inflict collapse upon oneself. 311
王者不治夷狄，謂夫非所治者也。代之北，粤之南，海之東，磧之西，非所治也。
故漢之涉幕北，隋之越海東，敝己以求強於外，與王道舛而速禍。非所治而治之則
自敝，所治而不治則自潰。
In Wang’s view, natural geographic boundaries served to delimit Chinese territory and in effect
what – and where – the state could legitimately govern. To abide by these boundaries and in
accordance with their logic govern that which should be governed (i.e., China Proper) while
leaving alone that which should not be governed (i.e., territories and peoples beyond China
Proper’s natural boundaries) was the unconditional prerequisite for peace. In other words, Wang
Fuzhi proposed an order in which China and the world beyond were discreet entities committed
to non-intervention, divided as they were by physical geography. 312
Indeed, Wang Fuzhi had witnessed the disasters that Qiu Jun centuries earlier had feared
would befall the Ming. The Ming had ‘gradually come to the point at which resuscitation was
impossible, and thus was confronted with its demise’, in paraphrase of Qiu’s admonition. And
the way in which Wang Fuzhi conceived of the Chinese realm’s order was based on the very

This should refer generally to the Han’s wars of northward expansion against the Xiongnu undertaken during the
reign of Han Wudi. See: Loewe, “The Former Han Dynasty,” 164. It may also allude to Han Gaozu’s campaign
against the Xiongnu in 200 B.C.E., which concluded disastrously. See: Yü Ying-shih, “Han Foreign Relations,”
385-386.
310
This should refer to the Sui’s wars with the Kingdom of Koguryŏ. Indeed, “Both Sui emperors sought to
dominate neighboring states and peoples and recapture the glory of Han times – an agenda that had ominous
implications for northern Vietnam and the Korean peninsula”. Sui armies, both on land and sea, failed
catastrophically in their attempts to campaign against Koguryŏ. Moreover, exactions from the Sui populace were
dire, and a series of abortive Korean campaigns contributed to Sui Yangdi’s 隋煬帝 (r. 604-618) downfall. Graff,
Medieval Chinese Warfare, 300-900, 138-156, esp. 144-145 for the quotation.
311
Wang Fuzhi 王夫之, Chunqiu shilun 春秋世論, 1.390. For another example of Wang’s thinking in this vein, see:
S. Y. Teng, “Wang Fu-chih’s Views on History and Historical Writing,” 123.
312
For a general discussion of Wang’s conception of the sino-barbarian dichotomy, see: Zhang Xuezhi 張學智,
“Wang Fuzhi Chunqiu xue zhong de Huayi zhi bian 王夫之《春秋》學中的華夷之辨,” 14-22.
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same principles that Qiu too had articulated in the 15th century: that which differentiated Chinese
from barbarian in absolute terms was geography; upholding China’s natural geographic lines of
demarcation was integral to the survival of the Chinese dynastic order; and abandoning them
only resulted in the destruction of Chinese civilization itself. Qiu Jun and Wang Fuzhi, despite
living in different times and in different circumstances, shared the same intellectual space.
When we view Qiu Jun in comparison with thinkers in the Song despairing at foreign
aggression and Wang Fuzhi mourning the demise of the Ming, there emerge parallels in
worldview and statecraft thought. Based on the comparative analyses undertaken in this
conclusion and in the thesis more broadly, I propose that Qiu Jun may and should be understood
in a broader politico-intellectual lineage of foreign-crisis response, a lineage that spans dynastic
boundaries and bridges state-destroying upheavals. Chinese statesmen and intellectuals, when
faced with the impending threat or even reality of a foreign threat to China’s dynastic order, have
time and again attempted to restore order to the realm using the logic afforded by China’s unique
geographic endowment. Paramount among their efforts, as we have seen, was dividing Chinese
and barbarian in geographic terms. For Qiu and his like-minded intellectuals, physical geography
seems to have offered an immediately tangible point of reference for separating China from the
dangers that lurked beyond its borders; its remedial utility was recognized as legitimate,
effective, and imperative. In the end, what they conceived of in the Song, the Ming, and the Qing
was geographic statecraft – using geography as an instrument of practical action in pursuit of the
Chinese state’s ultimate goal: ‘Governing the State and Bringing Peace to the Realm’. Surely,
Qiu Jun would not have had it any other way.
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